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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Apollo Applications Program (AAP) - Data Archives study has provided the
opportunity to relate the work accomplished in the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo pro-
grams to the planning and development phases of the AAP. The study has reviewed
and investigated those aspects of the programs which relate to collecting, storing,
and distributing the experimental data and experimental support data associated with
the AAP. Certain critical facts have been exposed during this study, bringing into
focus the parameters to resolve the plan for establishing a repository for the ex-
perimental data. The aspect of making the AAP experimental data available to
industry and other users as a oublic service has been addressed.
As a result, specific conclusions and/or recommendations are highlighted in
this section, to direct attention to those items which are considered most signifi-
cant. These items are hereby presented in an orderly, condensed format. Addi-
tional facts and data may be found by a more detailed perusal of the complete
report.
The task emphasized during this period was the survey of potential users. This
emphasis was necessary because the need for an archives as well as the ability to suc-
cessfully interface with users had to be established as soon as possible. Only 17
percent of those contacted were aware of the AAP experiments relevant to their own
scope of research, only 22 percent were aware of the results obtainable by combin-
ing data from AAP sensors and none were aware that data from the AAP would
be made publicly available. Most of the potential users contacted are eager for data
and already have equipment capable of handling it. The eagerness has demonstrated
itself in an expressed desire by some companies to design and submit their own ex-
periments and to participate in a pilot Apollo Applications Program Archives System.
This study was hampered by a lack of open literature from NASA concerning the
approved AAP experiments and by a general lack of publicity concerning the AAP
itself. Thus, it became necessary to devote a great deal of time to educating poten-
tial users. The study has shown that if appropriate information is made available,
the archives will be replenished by new data from experiments generated by industrial
and academic communities. The new experiments will be a direct result of "in depth"
investigations into experimental dam made available from the archives.
A continuation of the survey is recommended if NASA expects to work with in-
dustry toward uses of experimental dat._ derived from AAP. The highly organized
method of oper:ltion derived during this contract has provided the key elements (i. e.,
initinl contact point, prebriefing letter presentation, continue(! liaison) for an operat-
ing nucleus which can be expanded. In the event that it is impossible to continue the
liaison established during this study, action should be taken to dissolve this relntion-
ship to prevent loss of confidence in the ability of NASA to deliver required ilfformation
to the potential user.
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As it has been a key element in this study, the interface with users will also be
an essential feature in the development of the Apollo Application Program Archives
(AAPA). For an undertaking such as the AAPA, it is extremely import_qnt to have an
active body of users who are both aware of the system and the data stored therein, as
well as the mechanics for extracting or retrieving the data. Thus, it is recommended
that the user visit_qtions and presentations be continued on an even larger scale to a
broader base of industrial, academic, and governmental representatives. Experience
gained from this study further indicates that in order to accommodate the small busi-
ness activities with the AAPA, it will be necessary to provide a central repository with
some peripheral equipment for analyzing data.
With so many experiments having a potentially large user interest, it would be
possible to establish the pilot AAPA on data from AAP 1-A alon_e. The data itself is
of extremely diverse content and in formats so various and numerous that the types
of record media to be handled are not even known in advance. Data use is by a gee-
graphically dispersed group of users who in total cannot be identified in advance with
certainty and who have no organization, subject or discipline in common. It is a
messy situation and one which is potentially quite expensive, or disastrous, or both
for the AAPA. Effective steps to manage such a difficult situation will require imme-
diate action to create a broad and facile information tool to support the AAPA data
control subsystem.
The first thing required in any further investigation is a rigid definition of the
scope of the system; i.e., what direction will the system take, what data will it store,
and what data classes (experimenter tapes, reduced data tapes, raw data tapes, etc.}
will it store. With this completed, the functional details behind the first level flow
diagram (Section 3.7) may be established.
It is believed that at least initially, the AAPA should be a self-contained system
storing all non-space-oriented AAP data (the space-oriented data to be stored within
NASA at the NSSDC}. As such it will have its own distribution scheme. Since the sys-
tem will service government, industry, and the scholastic community, the detailed
nature of the distribution mechanism will accordingly depend both upon the users'
hlcilities and the frequency with which each user queries the archive.
The initial system, ;limed at fulfilling the system re(luiremcnts through a limited
time period (about two to three yea_'s), will provide "l lmsic working system, conserva-
tively outfitted but capable of multidirectiona] expansion. While the system is evolving,
additional user information can be gathered, and as this data accrues, the systematic
expansion can then be planned to enable a closer fit between system demands and per-
formance capabilities. This approach is in keeping with the general economics of a
system such as the AAPA. Since the utilization requirements will be small at first
and grow with time, there is no justification for. implementing a full-blown system
at the outset when it would not be utilized.
vii
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It has been concluded that although user requirements must be given due con-
sideration in determining which experiments data are to be stored in the AAPA, the
exact requirements cannot be predicted in advance with a full degree of accuracy.
Nor is across-the-board active storage of all data the solution; this operates at cross
purposes with the effective and economic retrieval of data required to satisfy user
needs. The argument then, is strongly in favor of a dynamic system involving the con-
cepts of both active and inactive (or less active) storage, and depending on the retire-
ment of low usage data for preservation of effective retrieval. This is the basis of
the system concept outlined in Section 3.8.
The requirements of the users of the experimental data do not, at this time,
justify a decentralized system of distribution. The types and forms of experiment_al
dam that will be available for distribution, according to the present experiment list-
ing, do not require real time or near real time distribution. The number and location
of potential users presently interested in the experimental dat_ do require a source
of information concerning AAP experiments, but during the initial phase of the program,
the demand for experimental dat_a is unlikely to be so great as to justify the increased
facilities.
NSSDC is the logical repository for all space science data resulting from AAP exper-
iments. Because of the fact that the information is applied to different disciplines and that
the users will probably require different types of information and have differing needs,
it is recommended that the NSSDC and the AAP Data Archives should be separate
organizations. Up to thirty-five percent of the presently scheduled AAP experiments
are space science oriented and should be housed at NSSDC.
It is clear that there is neither a complex of software, nor one piece of hardware,
which can perform all of the major functions involved in a total information storage and
retrieval system. Such a system requires pieces of hardware and software tied to-
gether lay a set of procedures, ff the AAPA is to function principally as a strnight-
forward inform:|tion retrieval system, the business-oriented computers seem opern-
tionally :l(iequnte. [f the archive operation develops more tow:,rd retri(,vnl and
specialized ()uLt)ut processing t(> suit in(lividu:ll users _ needs, it (':,n I)e g(,ner:dly
assumed that this will constitute an additional need for scientific processing eap:lbility.
ha this case, the procurement of main frame equipment more oriented towards scien-
tific processing may be justified. It was ascertained that state-of-the-art equipment
and software is adequate for a pilot system.
Two outstanding problems are 1) the need to educate the broadest possible
base of potential users and 2) the need to provide each user with sufficient information
about the background of experiments to permit a self-analysis of data requirements.
To help alleviate these problems, while at the same time providing a positive step
toward the creation and organization of the AAPA, it is further recommended ttmt
NASA undertake to review and categorize (under S. I.C. sector number designations)
each experiment. That is, at some time during the cycle of approving an experiment,
viii
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each experiment should be reviewed to determine its applicability to an economic
(as opposed to scientific) endeavor and then an effort made to pinpoint the specific
economic sector. This would compliment NASA's internal bookkeeping, initialize an
AAPA reference index and provide for efficient distribution of information to poten-
tial users.
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SUMMARY
The Apollo Applications Program Data Archives (AAPA) study was made for the
purpose of identifying the requirements for a system to handle the experiments-relat-
ed data associated with this program. The work performed consisted of the five tasks
listed below:
1) Survey of field of potential users to determine what their requirements will
be
2) Definition of performance specifications and development of a first level
flow chart for information storage and retrieval system to serve the needs
of future inquiries to the archives
3) Study of alternative structures which the archives might assume and recom-
mendations regarding the amount of decentralization required
4) Study of the feasibility of including the archives within, or joining them to,
the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at the Goddard Space Flight
Center
5) Assessment of file state of the art of ADP hardware particularly suited to
the unique information processing and storage tasks associated with a data
archive
The period of performance for this project was from May 15, 1967 until February
15, 1968. The results of the performance of these five tasks are contained in this re-
port. The task emphasized during this period was the survey of potential users. This
cmplmsis was necessary because the need for such archives as well as their ability to
successfully interface with their users had to be established as soon as possible.
Following is a list of the highlights accomplished in the performance of the five
tasks:
Rcsea.rch tlighlight: Designed and Developed Unique User/Space Experi-
ment Correlation Technique
• An:flysis of Experiment Data to be Made Avaihtl)le
• Form(fl User Briefing Designed and Developed
• Review of NSSDC; Existing Systent and Charter
User Survey Conducted. 32 Government Agencies Contacted
x
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Established AAPA Performance Boundaries and Assembled Criteria of
Operation
Estimate of Data Base Established
Analysis of Distribution Methods Based Upon Preliminary Requirements
Review of Software Consideration for Library Forms
Established a Preliminary List of Primary and Secondary Input Sources to
the Archives
Investigation and Analysis of AAPA Input/Output Interface Requirements
Developed Factors for Future Growth Pattern of Archives
Preliminary Throughput Analysis of AAPA System Conducted
Conducted State-of-the-Art Assessment
Preparation of Bibliography for AAP Archives and Data Flow
AAPA System Specifications Defined for "Pilot" and "Operational" Phase
Development of AAPA System Functions and "First Level" Flow Chart
Detailed Analysis Performed on Critical Control System for AAPA
Generated Staffing Requirements for AAPA
Potential User's Requirements Analyzed and Discussed
Review of AAI)A System Specifications for AAP Flight IA
Developed and Analyzed impact ol Geophraphic_fl Distribution of Users on
AAPA Design
xi
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of the AAP Experiments Data Archives study has been to
identify and investigate the requirements for a system that will collect, store, retrieve,
and distribute experiments-related data. The study of the system has been oriented to-
wards the user of the data because a long-term need must be established before imple-
mentation begins to justify the expenditures to relate the experimental data of AAP to
existing scientific and engineering facts. It is understood that the archives will provide
a public service function and will tend not only to pull together technical information
from different agencies of the federal government but to affdrd-indfistry a new frontier
of endeavor so as to increase their profitability. Furthermore, the study has shown
that if appropriate information is made available, the archives will be replenished by
new data from experiments generated by industrial and academic communities. The
new experiments will be a direct result of "in depth" investigations into experimental
data made available from the archives.
This study has attempted to bring into focus the facts surrounding and related to
the establishment of such an archive. Consideration has been given to the present pos-
ture of the space programs, including the acquisition, communication, and reduction
capabilities of NASA and the major types of data and information (i. e., scientific, op-
erational, intelligence, and experimental) that is presently being released. It was
also necessary to examine historical precedence in data handling and factor this into
a practical plan of implementation for the AAP archives. The study was divided into
five separate tasks. These tasks were found to be interrelated and interdependent to
some degree. Figure 1 (Study Tasks) identifies these tasks and their relationships.
During the initial phase of the study it was determined that Task 4 (Assessment of
Present Archival Facility), Task 5 (ADP Hardware State of Art Assessment) and
Task 1 (User Requirements) had to be partially completed before Task 2 (Performance
Specifications) and Task 3 (Systems Rc(iuirements) could be started. Information,
made available by NASA at the outset of the study, subsblntiated this course of action.
At the outset equal emphasis was placed upon the perform:_ n(-e ()1"e:lch b/sk.
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Figure 1 Study Tasks
TASK 1
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After reviewing the descriptive literature for each experiment, initial discus-
sions were held with potential users of the experimental data. D_ring these discus-
sions and following the review of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
Visitors Log, additional emphasis was placed upon Task I (User Requirements)
because of the need to extricate and prepare potential users before obtaining responses
to a survey questionnaire. The information transferred to users was collected, sorted,
selected, and formulated into prebriefing and presentation packages. This activity was
completed with the aid of NASA/ERC so that data requirements of potential users could
be obtained. Although results were obtained from a relatively few major organizat:.ons,
it can be shown tl_tt these results represent rather large segments of the economy.
Each industry briefing audience contained an average of 15 people.
The investigation of the AAP experiments-related data descriptions in documen-
tation furnished by NASA/ERC formed a foundation upon which the state of the art
assessment (Task 5) and the study of the present facility at NSSDC (Task 4) could be
made. As the study progressed in these areas, it was ascertained that state of the-
art equipment and software is adequate for a pilot system. Furthermore, it was
found during the assessment of NSSDC that this repository would not serve the total
interests of the AAP. This investigation has s hewn that other topical or discipline-
oriented repositories, as well as NSSDC are, in fact, additional sources of experimen-
tal data and information.
As a result of these efforts, (i.e., Tasks 1, 4 and 5) a performance specification
and system configuration (i. e., Tasks 2 and 3) has been established. The performance
specification considers the size and type of data base, software, distribution methods,
personnel, and cost considerations. A considerable amount of time was spent during
thin study to define specific terms since it was found that communications imt)r()ve(!
between NASA-x)ricnted groups and other organizations when this was :lc(:oml)lishcd.
A first level flow cimrt of the operation of the archives was deveh)l)cd after r(;lating
such factors an gcogral)hical acquisition and (listril)ution, decentralization, I)res(;nt
charter mandates, the presently defined AAI ) data flow system, and i)rct:e(lencc of I)r()-
2
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cedures already established. As many operational characteristics were investigated
as time would allow, and functional specifications were outlined for an initial system.
The functional specifications considered the necessary interfaces and centralization of
operation as required.
To assure continuation of this effort, an implementation plan which includes a
pilot system with the capability for expansion into the ultimate system is recommended.
The further definition of users v requirements is desirable as pointed out in the user's
requirements critique which was delivered during the course of this study. Further
investigations should be made into data acquisition sources (i. e., ground truth data)
and liaisons should be established with secondary sources as users requirements might
dictate. Additional effort should be directed towards furhter defining equipment and
software for record keeping. As the plan for AAP becomes more definite, projections
should be made to maintain and to strengthen the archive and distribution system of the
AAPA.
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2.0 USER REQUIREMENTS
A key to the success of such a study (to determine the requirements for systems
research of a data storage and retrieval facility) is an accurate assessment of demands
of the system. The systems specifications are dependent not only upon identifying the
experiments to be performed and the locations within the Federal Government by and
for whom they will be performed, but also upon identifying the potential user of the
experimental and engineering data. Since the experiments provide experiment_al data
for a wide range of scientific and engineering disciplines, the potential users of this
information in the academic and industrial environment appear to be abundant. There-
fore it has been necessary to judiciously choose representatives of various inctustrics
in a manner to give meaning to the assessment of the specification. To a large extent,
these specifications are contingent upon determining what the needs and desires of the
users will be. Thus considerable time and effort has been expended to determine these
user needs. The avenue of approach which has been followed is to contact potential
users directly. In addition to this assessment, it has been necessary to investigate
existing data storage centers such as the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
and the regional dissemination centers sponsored by NASA's Technology Utilization.
While both of these mechanisms have proven informative, the information which comes
directly from the potential users will determine feasibility, size, interface require-
ments usage and deployment. Presented in this section is a review of the techniques
employed for estimating user requirements and of a scheme for correlating potential
users with planned experiments, and a discussion of the results achieved.
2.1 Techniques for Estimating Requirements
An archive or distribution center must have a source or input of material to
store or distribute to a user of the facility. The demand or pressure put upon the
storage and distribution function is created by the user. Therefore any technique
applied to estimate the requirements of a storage and distribution facility must first
determine the needs of the user. The user must know what material is available to
him if he is to specify his requirements and must relate the nvaterial of the archive
or distribution system to his interests. In addition to the direct determination of
user interests, the source of the material coming into the archive must be determined.
The techniques for estimating requirements of a data archive are therefore bounded
by the constraints of the input and output parameters.
Any one of several techniques could be applied to the Apollo Applications Pro-
gram (AAP) Data Archives. The fact that precedence has been established on other
NASA programs, that facilities such as NSSDC are operational, and that some AAP
Experiment_u and Integration studies have been initiated limits the choices of tech-
niques for estimating the requirements. Furthermore the implementation of the
archives will be constrained by choosing "state of the art" equipment which must bc
in concert with the potential users v equipment. Other data sources for the potential
4
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user such as ESSA and the Geodedic Survey and Navy Oceanography libraries must be
considered either as a companion source or an input to the Data Archives.
Considering these and other aspects of the known techniques it was decided to
utilize the correlation scheme described below to identify potential users and to inter-
rogate these potential users as to their requirements. This study, however, was ham-
pered by a lack of open literature from NASA concerning the approved AAP experiments
and by a general lack of publicity concerning the AAP itself. Thus it became necessary
to devote a great deal of time to educating potential users and bring them to a point where
they are now in a position to make a reasonable decision about their usage of an AAP data
archives.
2.2 Correlation Scheme for Potential Users and Experiments
In order to identify the potential users, a means was devised of associating
ex])eriments and potential industrial users via the Standard Industrial Classification
(S. I. C. ) codes. This technique, submitted to NASA/ERC as a research highlight and
described in the First Quarterly Progress Report (pp. 3-16), has thus far proven very
successful and has paved the way for some very fruitful discussions.
In summary, the technique separates industry into the eighty-one industrial
sectors of the 1966 Scientific American economic input/output chart (q.v., "Input/
Output Economics", prepared by the editors of Scientific American, 1966). For con-
venience these sectors can be further grouped under nine major categories:
Resource Oriented Industry, Medicine and Medically Oriented, Communications,
Optics and Instrumentation, Metal Product Manufacturing, Agricultural, Non-metal
Manufacturing, Research and Development, and Services and Miscellaneous. These
nine groupings were revised from the seven used by Scientific American to better
accommodate the purposes of the AAPA and to provide greater compatibility with the
probable areas of space experimentation. Utilizing S.I.C. designations, industrial
firms were listed by sector numbers and then cross-correlated with the experiments.
While the assignment of experiments was somewhat more arbitrary, the method was
very suecessful. A list of the eighty-one sectors, by group, follows in Table I.
Table [I which follows is a selective list of experiments that are planned for
the AAV. An attempt has been made to project an obvious usage and to assign economy
sector numbers to each. Table III pro\ides n list of pot(;nti:ll :ll'chivc u._crs which inclu(l(:s
most of the segments of industry that can be related to ex13eriments in the Apollo Applica-
tions Program.
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TABLE I
GROUPING OF INDUSTRIAL SECTORS
A. RESOURCE ORIENTED
Sector No. I
37
38
39
41
43
45
47
48
5O
54
55
56
57
5S
Industry Sector
Nonferrous Metal Ores Mining
Primary Iron and Steel
Manufacturing
Iron and Ferroalloy Ores Mining
Stone and Clay Mining and
Manufacturing
Glass and Glass Products
Paper and Allied Products,
Except Containers
Lumber and Wood Products,
Except Containers
Forestry and Fishery Products
Rubber and Miscellaneous Products
Livestock and Livestock Products
Misc. Agricultural Products
Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishery Services
Plastics and Synthetic Materials
Chemicals "in(lSelected Chemical
Products
I S.I,C, Nos.
102, 103, 104
105, 108, 109
331, 332, 3391,
3399
101, 106
145, 148, 149
321, 322, 323
261, 262, 263
264, 266
241, 242, 243
249
074, 081, 082
084, 086, 091
301, 302, 303
306, 307
013, 014, 0193
02, 0729
011, 012, 0192
0199, 014, 02
071, 0723, 085
098, 0729
282
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TABLE I (continued)
I IN I':I{ -I !)!)4
Sector No.
59
6O
61
62
63
64
66
73
78
B. MEDICAL
Industry Sector
Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral
Mining
Petroleum Refining and Related
Industries
Electricity, Gas and Water
Coal Mining
Crude Petroleum and Natural Gass
Federal Government Enterprises
State and Local Government
I S.I.C. Nos.
147
291, 295, 299
49
11, 12
1311, 1321
None Applicable
None Applicable
Enterprises
Finance and Insurance
Research and Development*
60, 61, 62, 63,
64, 66, 67
None Applicable
7
71
Drugs, Cleaning and Toilet
Preparations
Medical and Educational Services,
Nonprofit Organizations
283, 284
0722, 7361, 80,
84, 86, 8921
C. COMMUNICATIONS
13
69
74
Radio, T.V. and Communication
Equipment
Radio and T.V. Broadcasting
Communications, Except Radio
and T.V. l_roadcasting
365, 366
483
481, 482, 489
82,
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TABLE I (continued)
SectorNo. ] Industry Sector ] S.I.C. Nos.
D. OPTICS AND INSTRUMENTATION
16
19
Optical, Ophthalmic and Photo-
graphic Equipment
Scientific and Controlling
Instruments
381, 385, 386
381, 382, 384
387
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Research and Development* None Applicable78
F. METAL PRODUCT MANUFACTURING.
10
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
Special Industry Machinery and
Equipment
Ordnance and Accessories
Aircraft and Parts
Miscellaneous Transportation
Equipment
Materials - Handling Machinery
and Equipment
Misc. Manufacturing
Service-Industry Machines
tIousehold Appliances
Office, Computing and Accounting
* Includes colleges and universities
3551, 3552, 3553,
191, 1925, 1929,
193, 194, 195, 196,
199
372
373, 374, 375, 379
353d, 3535, 3536,
3537
:391, 393, "394, 395,
396, 398/9
3581, 3582, 3584,
3585, 3586, 3589
363
357
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TABLE I (continued)
IISER ,199q
Sector No. I Industry Sector I S,I.C. Nos.
m
F. METAL PRODUCT MANUFACTURING (continued}
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
Farm Machinery and Equipment
Engines and Turbines
Construction, Mining and Oil
Field Machinery
Misc. Electrical Machinery,
Equipment and Supplies
Metalworking Machinery and
Equipment
Motor Vehicles and Equipment
General Industrial Machinery
and Equipment
Electric-Lighting and Wiring
E quipm ent
Electrical Industrial Equipment
and Apparatus
Electronic Components and
Accessories
Heating, Plumbing and Structural
Metal Products
Machine Shop Products
Metal Containers
Stampings, Screw Machine
Products and Bolts
352
351
3531, 3532, 3533
369
354
371
364
364
361, 362
367
343, 344
359
3411, 3491
345, 34(;
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TABLE I (continued)
Sector No. I Industry Sector I S.I.C. Nos.
F. METAL PRODUCT MANUFACTURING (continued)
35
36
Other Fabricated Metal Products
Primary Nonferrous Metal Manu-
facturing
342, 347, 348,
349
2819, 333, 334,
335, 33(;, 3392
G. AGRICULTURAL USERS
4
5
51
Tobacco Manufacturers
Apparel
Misc. Fabricated Textile
Preparations
Food and Kindred Products
Borad and Narrow Fabrics, Yarn
and Thread Mills
211, 212, 213, 214
225, 231, 232, 233
234, 234, 236, 237,
238
239
201, 202, 203, 204
205, 206, 207, 208
2O9
221, 222, 223, 224,
225, 226, 228
10
l[. NONMETAL MANUFACTURING
2
3
4O
42
Footwear and Other I,eather
Misc. Furniture
Household Furniture
Stone and Clay Products
Printing and Publishing
313, 314, 315, 316.
317, 319
252, 253, 254, 259
251
324, 325, 32(3, 327
328, 329
271. 272, 273, 274
275. 27(;. 277, 27x
279
UHamilton ...........................................
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TABLE I (continued)
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Sector No. [ Industry Sector I S.I.C. Nos.
H. NONMETAL MANUFACTURING (continued)
m,
44
46
49
52
53
Paperboard Containers and Boxes
Wooden Containers
Misc. Textile Goods and Floor
Coverings
Paints and Allied Products
Leather Tanning and Industrial
Leather Products
265
244
227, 229
285
311, 312
I. SERVICES AND MISCELLANEOUS
64
65
66
67
68
70
72
75
7(;
77
Federal Government Enterprises
Transportation and Warehousing
State and Local Government
Ente rp rises
Hotels; Personal and Repair
Services, Except Automobile
Automobile Repair and Services
Amusements
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Business Servic(_s
Real Estate and I{ental
Misc. and Rel)air Construction
None Applicable
40, 41, 42, 44,
45, 46, 47
None Applicable
70, 72, 76
75
78, 79
50, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59
7:1, Sl, S9
{;5
15, 1(;, 17
11
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TABLE I (continued)
Sector No. I Industry Sector I S.I,C, Nos.
I. SERVICES AND M[SCELLANEOUS (continued)
79
80
81
Office Supplies
Business Travel, Entertainment
and Gifts
Scrap; Used and Secondhand Goods
None Applicable
None Applicable
None Applicable
12
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TABLE III
POTENTIAL ARCHIVE USERS (Page 1 of 4)
IISER'4994
INDUSTRIAL FIRM
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company
195 Broadway
New York, New York 10017
American Electric Power Company,
Incorporated
2 Broadway
New York, New York
American Mineral Spirits Company
(Div. Union Oil Co. of Calif.)
Mountain Avenue
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07971
Ampex Corporation
401 Broadway
Redwood, California 94063
Armour and Comtmny
401 N. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois (;0(;11
Central Appalachian Coal Co.
(American Electric Power Co.
System)
Montgomery, West Virginia
Chase Manhatt_m Bank
1 Chase Manhattan Plaza
New York, New York 10015
SIC
NUMBERS
4811, 4812
8931, 8911, 8111, 7392
2911, 2818, 2819
25136
3651, 3811
2096, 2042, 2872, 2841,
2818, 2011, 2834, 3531,
3629
1211
6025
SECTOR
NUMBERS
74
75
58, 60
13, 19
7, 8, 23, 29,
58
62
73
18
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TABLE III
POTENTIAL ARCHIVE USERS (Page 2 of 4)
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INDUSTRIAL FIRM
L
Clevite Corporation
17000 St. and Clair Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Connecticut General Life
Insurance Company
Hartford, Connecticut 06115
Consolidated Natural Gas Co.
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020
E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co.
DuPont Building
Wilmington, Delaware 19801
Eastman Kodak Company
343 State Street
Rochester, New York
W. R. Grace and Company
7 IIanover Square
New York, New York 10005
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Equitable Building
Portland, Oregon 98204
International Business Machines
Corporation
Armonk, New York 10504
SIC
NUMBERS
2714, 3069, 3399, 3611,
3497, 1929, 3566, 3679
SECTOR
NUM BERS
10, 26, 29,
30, 35, 38
50
6312
4922
2892, 281, 282, 2851,
3069, 3029, 2899, 2879
73
61
50, 52, 57,
58
3861 16
281, 2879, 4511, 3079,
2071, 2042
2432, 2641, 2621, 2421
2661, 2899, 3275
1941, 357, 2645
S, 50, 58, (;5
40, 45, 47,
58
10, 20, 45
19
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POTENTIAL ARCHIVE USERS (Page 3 of 4)
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INDUSTRIAL FIRM
International Nickel Company, Inc.
67 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005
Kennecott Copper Corporation
161 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017
Kollsman Instrument Corporation
(Subs. Standard Kollsman
Industries, Inc. )
80-08 45th Avenue
Elmhurst, New York 11373
Phillips Petroleum Company
Phillips Building
Bartlesville, Oklahonm
Radio Corporation of America
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020
Shell Oil Company
50 W. 50th Street
New York, New York 10020
Texas Gulf Sulfur Company
200 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017
SIC
NUM BER S
3356
1021, 1069, 104, 1031
3811, 3921, 3831
3611, 3673, 3662
1311
3679, 4833, 4899
281, 282, 2879,
2999, 1311
1477, 1311, 281
SE C TOR
NUMBERS
36
37, 39
13, 16, 19,
29, 30
63
13, 30, 69,
74
58, 60, 63
58, 59, 63
2O
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TABLE III
POTENTIAL ARCHIVE USERS (Page 4 of 4)
IlSER -1.99-!
INDUSTRIAL FIRM
United States Steel Corporation
71 Boradway
New York, New York 10006
Weyerhaeuser Co mpany
Tacoma, Washington 98401
SIC
NUMBERS
3312
2631, 242, 243, 2499
2621
SECTOR
NUMBERS
38
45, 47
21
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2.3 Description of the Survey
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Early in the program it was recognized that some type of presentation would be
necessary for describing the AAP to potential users of the data storage and retrieval
system. The presentation was designed not only to present examples of space acquired
data but also to show some of the use to which this data can be applied. The philoso-
phy of the program and its objectives were explained in terms of the program's goals
so that a solicitation could be made for estimates of projected requirements.
As a bacl_round for the presentations, a study was made of sensors with poten-
tial application to Earth resources. While there are only a few experiments to be
performed in this area, if was felt that the concept of exploitation of Earth resources
from space would stimulate much interest both for the presentation and also in the
actual AAPA operation. Two tables which summarize the results of the study are pre-
sented below. The first, Table IV, was composed by Peter Badgley of NASA and
R. J.P. Lyon of ARL to demonstrate the characteristics of the electromagnetic spec-
trum which are suitable for terrestrial applications. The table includes such things
as data type and storage formats of representative sensors in each frequency range
of the spectrum as well as some of the possible applications. The second table,
Table V, lists a group of instruments and sensors currently being tested for use in
space and indicates the potential applications of each.
In order to obtain maximum communication with a selected group, the pre-
sentation was divided into two parts. The first part consisted of an introductory
package containing a letter of transmittal, three colored space photographs, a descrip-
tion of three representative AAP experiments, a booklet describing the AAP, and a
questionnaire on items pertaining to the Data Archives for discussion. The second
part consisted of a visitation to the group by a NASA and United Aircraft representa-
tive for the purpose of an oral presentation and an assessment of the initial interest.
Below, a brief discussion of the survey is provided. This discussion is basic-
ally a review, as a complete report (Critique on User Requirements} has already been
submitted to NASA.
2.3.1 Users Interrogated. - In the course of the survey more than twenty pre-
sen_ltions were made to industrial concerns, scientists (mostly principle investiga-
tors of approved AAP experiments), universities, and government agencies. An
attempt was made to involve only the top corporate management in industry to il_ure
the most knowledgeable and authoritative responses and to evoke the fastest possible
action. The list of presentations is plotted in Figure 2 according to lhe dat_l rendered.
'2.3.2 Response to the Briefhlg. - The briefings to top level cocporate manage-
ment proved very successful though it was found that few people in industry were aware
of the potential applications of Earth-oriented space data, let alone of the AAP. Thus
22
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it became necessary to educate the selected representatives of industry in a manner
to create a positive image for the pursuance of the AAP experiments data. Of the
industrial representatives contacted, only 28 percent were aware of the scope of the
experiments or of when the program is slated to get underway. Further, only 17 per-
cent of those contacted were aware of the AAP applications relevant to their own scope
of research, only 22 percent were aware of the results obtainable from combining
AAP sensor data, and none were aware that data from the AAP would be made publicly
available.
The presentations which were delivered were very well received and stimulated
much interest. All but one of the companies have since established working groups
within their respective organizations to examine the applicability of AAP data to their
own product/research effort and have appointed liaison personnel to work with NASA
in developing the AAPA. A further indication of the interest stimulated is the fact that
these liaison personnel are also, by and large, top management personnel and that
their appointments are for an indefinite period. A list of the liaison personnel is pro-
vided in Table VI along with a list of those initially contacted as corporate manage-
ment representatives.
During the user visits, a question and answer session was conducted following
the presentation so that some immediate feedback was derived. In eve_. case, the
verbal response has indicated a need for more information from NASA about the
AAP experiments. Specifically, the information required by industries includes a
list of AAP experiments, the types and number of sensors to be employed, the signa-
ture characteristics of the sensors, the geographical locations to be scanned by the
sensors, and points of contact within NASA concerning experiments.
In summary, most of the potential users contacted are eager for data and already
have equipment capable of handling it. The eagerness has demonstrated itself in an
expressed desire by some companies to design and submit their own experiments and
to participate in a pilot Apollo Applications Program Archives System. However, it is
reeommeded that NASA release more information to these potential users concerning
the details of currently approved experiments. Because of industryVs general unaware-
ness of the AAP, the user survey under this contract was forced into the position of first
becoming a user Education Program. This proved highly successful and has provided
information for a first estimate of dat_l requirements, ttowever, a continuation of the
survey is recommended if NASA expects to work with industry toward uses of experi-
ment_ll data derived from AAP. The highly organized method of operation derived dur-
ing this contract hns provided the key elements (i.e., initialcont._ctpoint, prcbricfing
letter, present._tion,continued liaison)for an operating necleus which can be expanded.
In the event that itis impossible to continue the liaison established during this study,
action should be taken to dissolve this relationship to prevent loss of confidence in the
ability of NASA to deliver required information to the potential user.
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3.0 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
3.1 General
In order to arrive at the performance specifications for the AAP Experiments
Data Archives (AAPA), first it is necessary to decide upon the overall configuration
of the basic operational system. Before this can be accomplished, certain governing
and influencing parameters must be obtained and evaluated.
The parameters which are discussed in this section may be grouped under three
broad categories: input, output, and system environment. Input consists of the experi-
mental data comprising the archives data base: its total volume, quantitative distribu-
tion among the various scientific/technical areas involved, rate of accrual, and various
formats and media. Output encompasses the total data distributed to the user commu-
nity. Here is where the feedback concerning the user requirements is brought to bear:
the data types, formats, media, and volume which are to be provided will represent a
joint consideration of user requirements and the archivets cost effective implementation
scheme. System environment parameters define the real world of existing policies,
funding, intra- and interagency relations within which the archive must function.
In this section, input considerations are further broken down and enumerated un-
der the headings of Experiment Classification, Data Storage Considerations and Esti-
mate of i)ata Base. Output is discussed in the paragraph entitled Data Usage Considera-
tions. System environment is essentially an overview which prevails throughout this
and subsequent sections.
3.2 Experiment Classification
3O
The Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) documentation lists experiments cur-
rently included in the NASA Manned Space Flight Experiment Program. The total'
number of experiments listed (192 at the time of this writing) are classified primarily
on the basis of the office sponsoring the experiment (OMSF, OSSA, DOD, etc.), each
of which encompasses a number of scientific and technical areas. This classification
scheme is presented in Table VII.
It is recognized that the AAPA must preserve a certain measure, of continuity rel-
ative to the original sponsoring office. DOI), for instance, may decide Io impose cer-
tain data handling requirements upon its experiments data that differ from other :lgcncy
requirements. ()r, contiguous storage of all experiments sponsored by a particular ol'-
lice may l)c politically or operationally desirable. These and other considerations, I)asc(I
on the experiment groupings of Tal)le VII must I)e carefully considcrc(I when sl ructuring
the archive characteristics.
Hamilton U
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TABLE VII
EXPERIMENT CLASSIFICATION SCHEME EMPLOYED
BY OMSF EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Sponsoring Office
DOD DOD
Space Applications
Electronic Controls
Space Vehicle Technolo_
Navigation and Traffic
Particles and Fields
Engineering Activity
Biomedical and Behavioral
Communication
Scientific OSSA
Astronomy
Environment Biology
Natural Resources
Meteorology
Physical Biology
Particles and Fields
Solar Physics
Planetary Atmosphere
Intcrpl anctary Du st
ionospheric Physics
Planetology
Communications
Technological OART
Communications
Navigation and Traffic
Electronic Controls
Biotechnology
Space Vehicle Technology
Biomedical and Behavioral
Behavioral Technology
Interplanetary Dust
Engineering Activity
31
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TABLE VII (Continued)
EXPERIMENT CLASSIFICATION SCHEME EMPLOYED
BY OMSF EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Sponsoring Office
Medical OMSF
Biomedical and Behavioral
E ngineering OMSF
Engineering Activity
Communications
Navigation and Traffic
Solar Physics
Space Vehicle Technology
Lunar and Planetary SC
32
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Nevertheless, it can also be seen that some revision of the above classification
scheme must be effected in order to better evaluate two additional items of paramount
importance, namely: 1) archive organization on this basis of scientific and technical
fields of interest and 2) archive organization on the basis of user requirements.
The twenty different scientific and technical areas listed in Table VII offer a
sound base for the type of reorganization called for in item 1), except that twenty areas
are somewhat bulky to handle effectively. It is advantageous, therefore, to regroup
these areas into a smaller number of more general categories. Accomplishing this in
light of the criteria of item 2), the various scientific and technical areas have been se-
questered into seven major categories which are roughly tantamount to and equatable
with the regrouped S.I.C. categories of Section 2.0. These seven categories and their
included scientific and technical areas are listed in Table VIII. The deoTee to which
these topical categories relate to the regrouped S.I.C. categories is further discussed
in Section 3.5.
Tables VII and VIII provide a working base from which more detailed qualitative
and quantitative investigations of the data base can be made. These investigations are
accomplished in the ensuing paragraphs.
3.3 Data Storage Considerations
Even a cursory glance through the Executive Summary reveals the wide expanse
of scientific and technological endeavor encompassed by the currently planned experi-
ments. This leads to numerous questions concerning the data base which must be re-
solved in order to establish a functioning and effective archive. However. as will sub-
sequently be seen, not all of these cluestions are completely resolvable at this time,
due to the tentative definition of substantial areas of Apollo Applications. Consequently,
the goal of this study has been to investigate all areas within the bounds of presently
available information, resolve those areas which appear sufficiently well defined, and
leave posed, but unresolved, those questions which appear to be inadequately defined
at this time. In doing so, it is hoped that presently nebulous areas may not be decep-
tively blanketed by gross engineering estimates. Instead, by properly underscoring the
less defined areas, it becomes possible to design an open-ended system with the major
points of flexibility concentrated in the unresolved areas.
3.3.1 Types of Experiments to be Housed. - Not all of the experiments data col-
lected during the course of the AAP will necessarily be deposited in the Experiments
Data Archive. There are two predominant factors which will inl]uence the archive al-
location el this data; namely, the relationship of the AAPA with existing archives, and
the consideration of user requirements.
3.3.1.1 Relationship with Existing Archives. - '['here are several existing ar-
chives within the structure of the Federal Government which are de(licated to lhe storage
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TABLE VIII
CATEGORIZATION OF AAP SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AREAS
Assigned Category
Inclusive Scientific and
Technical Areas
Space Science Astronomy
Planetary Atmosphere
Interplanetary Dust
Planetology
Physical Sciences Solar Physics
Particles and Fields
Ionospheric Physics
Space Engineering Engineering Activities
Space Vehicle Technology
Electronic Controls
Space Applications
Navigation and Traffic
Lunar and Planetary SC
Life Sciences Biomedical and Behavioral
Environment Biology
Physical Biology
Biotechnology
Communications Communications
Meteorology Meteorology
Earth Resources Natural Resources
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of data or information endemic to certain specialized areas of science or technology.
Any of these archives are possible candidates for the storage of those portions of the
AAP experiments data falling within the bounds of their individual specialties.
One case of particular interest during the course of this study was the National
Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) located at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Green-
belt, Maryland. This center was established by NASA to further the widest practicable
use of reduced data obtained from space-science investigations and to provide investi-
gators with an active repository for such data. As such, it is responsible for the ac-
tive collection, organization, storage, announcement, retrieval, dissemination, and
exchange of data received from satellite experiments, sounding-rocket probes, and
high altitude aeronautical and balloon investigations. In addition, the Data Center col-
lects correlative data, such as magnetograms and ionograms, from ground-based ob-
servatories and stations for NASA investigators and for onsite use at NSSDC in the anal-
ysis and evaluation of space science experiment results. NSSDC is, therefore, the log-
ical repository for all space science data resulting from AAP experiments. This
organization has selected forty-two AAP experiments which are within NSSDC's field
of interest, and has listed twenty-five others for which there is presently insufficient
information to base a decision*. Up to thirty-five percent, then, of the presently sched-
uled AAP experiments should be housed at NSSDC.
In addition, it was recommended that this study examine the National Weather
Records Center in Asheville, North Carolina; the National Oceanographic Data Center
(Navy) in Washington, D. C., and the National Aeronomy and Space Data Center (ESSA)
in Boulder, Colorado, as possible repositories for other selected experiments. As
brought out earlier by ERC**, both the National Library of Medicine and the National
Library of Agriculture would also be candidates for selected AAP experiments results.
Basically, the option which exists is that of either incorporating certain of these repo-
sitories within an AAP archives system, and thus topically decentralizing the achives
itself, or treating these other repositories as AAP Data Users, and establishing a more
centralized archives structure for AAP Experiments Data. A more detailed evaluation
of the various ramifications involved in this Wade-off is presented in Sections 4.0 and
5.0 of this report.
It is advantageous at this point, however, to consider only a single division between
experiments on the basis of topic, namely: space science or non-space science oriented.
The breakdown is shown in Table IX. In some cases, an entire category has been rele-
gated to NSSDC for the sake of continuity. In other areas, some duplication of storage
*NASA letter, dated August 28, 19(;7 from James Vettc, NSSI)C, to Maul"ice Moroney,
_'l'hc 1,]I_C/SL Presentation at the AAI ) l)ata I.'low Planning I_(,'vicw al the Marshall
SI):l('c I"Iight C(;nlcr, M:lt'(;h 2s, 1957.
ERC.
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TABLE IX
TENTATIVE ARCHIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIMENTS
I*
E XP ERIME NT
SPACE SCIENCE
A. Astronomy
*S001
*S013
*S017
*S019
*S027
*S030
*S069
Zodiacal Light Photography
UV Astronomical Camera
X-Ray Astronomy
UV Stellar Astonomy
Galactic X-Ray Mapping
Dim Light Photography
Dim Sky Photography/or Thicon
X-Ray Astronomy (B)
B Planetary Atmosphere
S011
+S021
S025
*S063
Airglow Horizon Photography
Airglow Horizon Photography
IR Temperature Soundings
UV Airglow Horizon Photography
C. Interplanetary Dust
*S020
*S035
*S038
*S0(H
*S070
*T015
*T016
*T017
*T021
UV X-Ray Solar Photography
Medium Energy Solar Wind
Low Energy Solar Wind
UV Photography of Dust Clouds
UV/X-Ray Solar Photography
Meteoroid Composition
Meteoroid Entry Observation
Meteoroid Impact + Erosion
Meteoroid Velocity
D. Planetology
*S031 Lunar Passive Seismology
*S032 Lunar Gravity
*S033 Lunar Active Seismology
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION (%)
NSSDC AAPA
100
50 100
100
*Desired by NSSDC
+Possibly Desired by NSSDC
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TENTATIVE ARCHIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIMENTS
(Continued)
I.
EXPERIMENT
SPACE SCIENCE
D. Planetology
*S034
*S036
*S037
*S058
*S059
Lunar Tri-Axis Magnetometer
Suprathermal ION Detection
Lunar Heat Flow
Cold Cathode Ionization Gauge
Lunar Geology Investigation
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION (%)
NSSDC AAPA
100
II. PHYSICAL SCIENCES
A. Solar
M454
*SO 10
S012
*SO 18
*S029
*SO 52
*S053
* SO54
*S055
*SO 56
+S062
+S067
Physics
Shadow Shield
Agerka Micrometeorite Collect
Micrometeorite Collection
Micrometerorite Collection
Libration Regions Photographs
White Light Coronagraph
UV Coronal Spectographs
X-Ray Spectrographic Telescope
UV Spectrometers
Dual X-Ray Telescopes
Solar X-Ray Flux Variation
Gamma Ray and X-Ray Spectroscopy
B. Particles and Fields
+S009
*SO 16
*S022
*S023
+S0 24
Nuclear Emulsion
Trapped Particles Asymmetry
Low Z Cosmic Rays
lligh Z Cosmic Rays
Nuclear Enm lsion
100
100
*Desired by NSSDC
+Possibly Desired by NSSDC
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TABLE IX
TENTATIVE ARCHIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIMENTS
(Continued)
II.
EXPERIMENT
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
B. Particles and Fields
*S051 Daytime Sodium Cloud
D008 Radiation in Spacecraft
C. Ionospheric Physics
+S026 ION Wake Measurement
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION (%)
NSSDC AAPA
100
III. SPACE ENGINEERING
A. Engineering Activities
M401
M402
M403
*M404
*M405
*M40(;
*M407
*M408
*M409
M410
M411
M412
M,I]3
M,115
MI l(;
M.117
M,I .IS
M,1:1!)
M,120
M422
Mapping and Survey System
Orbital Workshop
Electrostatic Charge
Proton/Electron
Tri-Axis Magnetometer
Optical Communication
Lunar UV Spectral Reflect
Beta Spectrometer
Bremsstrahlung Spectrometer
Color Patch Photography
2-Color Earth S Limb Photos
Landmark Contrast Meas
Subcritical Cryo Storage
Thcrnufl Control Coatings
I)rol)cll an(i Mass IX'Acrmination
l,iquid Interface Stability
I_oiling I lcat Tr:msl'cr
Cryogenic i)rol)cllant Transfer
l)rol)ell and Storage System
DC Motor + Gear Lubrication
14 86
*Desired by NSSDC
+Possibly Desired by NSSDC
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TABLE IX
TENTATIVE ARCHIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIMENTS
(Continued)
EXPERIMENT
III. SPACE ENGINEERING (Continued)
A. Engineering Activities (Continued)
M423
M426
M,t27
M,132
Mo/33
+M436
M466
M469
M475
M484
M486
M487
M492
M493
M495
M496
M497
M508
M509
1002
1004
1010
TO 19
3"020
DO 12
DO 16
D017
DO 18
DO 19
DO 20
Hydrostatic Gas Bearing
Condensing tteat Transfer
Strapdown Platform
Large Space Structures
Satellite Recovery
Artifical Gravity
Space Suit Evaluation
ST-124 Removal
Water + Waste Management
Orbital Workshop Artificial G
Astronaut Eva Equipment
Habitability/Crew Quarters
Tube Joining in Space
Electron Beam Welding
Lunar Surface Engr Properties
Liquid Drop Dynamics
Fluid Density Gradient
Astronaut EVA Hardware Evaluation
Astronaut Maneuvering Evaluation
Moderate Depth Drill
Lunar Surve_ng System
Variable Gravity Support
Pegasus Panel Retrieval
J et- 8hoe s
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
Power Tool Evaluation
Carbon Dioxide Reduction
Integrated Maintenance
Suit Donning + Sleep Sta Ev_.
Alternate Restraints Eval.
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION (%)
NSSDC AAPA
I l'()ssibly l)csired by NSSI)C
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TABLE IX
TENTATIVE ARCHIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIMENTS
(Continued)
EXPERIME NT
III. SPACE ENGINEERING (Continued)
B. Space Vehicle Technology
M479
M483
M488
M489
T005
T022
T023
D003
D021
I)022
Zero Gravity Flammability
Radar Attitude Sensing System
High Pressure Gas Expulsion
Heat Exchanger
Fusible Material Radiator
tteat Pipe
Surface Absorbed Materials
Mass Determination
Expandable Airloek Technology
Expandable Reentry Structures
C. Electronic Controls
T003
3'011
T013
D002
In-Flight Nephelometer
Reentry Communications
Crew-Vehicle Disturbance
Nearby Object Photography
D. Space Application
D001 Basic Object Photography
D006 Surface Photography
D007 Space Object Radiometry
D015 Night Image Intensification
E. Navigation and Traffic
+M4;_,9
M,I.II
T002
TOM
+D004
D005
Star I Iorizon Auto m:ttic T racking
Noncooperative Tracking Radar
Manual Navig_ttion Sightings
Orbital llorizon Definition
Celestial Radiometry
Star Occultation Navigation
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION (%)
NSSDC AAPA
100
100
100
25 75
+Possibly Desired by NSSDC
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TABLE IX
TENTATIVE ARCHIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIMENTS
(Continued)
III.
EXPERIMENT
SPACE ENGINEERING
E. Navigation and Traffic
D009 Sirnple Navigation
DO 10 ION -Sensing Attitude Control
F. Lunar and Planetary SC
1001 LSSM
1009 Nuclear Emulsion
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION(%)
NSSDC AAPA
100
IV. LIFE SCIENCES
A. Biomedical and Behavioral
M001
M003
M004
M005
M006
M007
M008
M009
M011
M012
M017
M018
M019
M020
M021
M022
M023
M048
M049
M050
M051
M052
Cardiovascular Conditioning
In-Flight Exerciser
In- Flight Phonocardiogram
Bioassays Body Fluids
Bone Demineralization
Calcium Balance Study
In-Flight Sleep Analysis
Human Otolith Function
Cytogenetic Blood b_udics
Exercise Ergometcr
Thoracic Blood Flow
Vectorcardiognram
Metabolic Rate Measurement
Puhnonary Function
Semicircular Canal Function
Red Blood Cell Survival
Lower Body Ne_ll_ve Pressure
Anti G Elastic Garn_ent
Analysis CO + CO 2
Metabolic Activity
Cardiovascular Function Assess
Bone and Muscle Changes
100
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'FABLE IX
TENTATIVE ARCtIIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIM EN'FS
(Continued)
, EXPERIMENT
IV. LIFE SCIENCES
A. Biomedical and Behavioral (Continued)
M053
+M054
M055
T006
T007
D013
Human Vestibular Function
Neurological Study (EEG)
Time and Motion
Vision Test Equip Eval
tIuman Transfer Functions
Astronaut Visibility
B. Enviromnent Biology
8002 Sea Urchin Egg Growth
S004 Radiation + Zero G on Blood
S061 Potato Respiration
T009 Primates in Long Term Zero Gravity
C. Physical
S008
S015
Biology
Visual Acuity
Zero G Single Human Cells
D. Biotechnology
T004
'F008
TO 10
Frog Otolith Function
Electrolysis Cell
On-Board Centrifuge
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION (%)
NSSDC AAPA
100
100
100
V* COM MU NICATI() NS
A. Communications
M430
M440
1003
S041
LM Relay
Wide Band Variable Power Trans
Emplaced Scientific Station
Millimeter Wave Propagation 100
+Possibly Desired by NSSDC
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TABLE IX
TENTATIVE ARCHIVE ALLOCATION OF ANNOUNCED AAP EXPERIMENTS
(Continued)
Vo
EXPERIMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
A. Communications (Continued)
T001 Reentry Communications
T012 Optical Technology
+D014 Utt F-VHF Polarization
ARCHIVE ALLOCATION (%),
N SSD C AA PA
VI. METEOROLOGY
A. Meteorology
S00(;
+S007
*SO39
SO40
+S043
+ SO44
*S045
S04(;
S047
S048
+S049
+SO 50
+S057
+SO 60
Synoptic Weather Photography
Cloud Top Spectrometer
Day-Night Camera System
Dielectric Tape Camera System
IR Temperature Sounding
02 + ti20 Microwave Radiometer
IR Filter Wedge Spectrometer
Visible RAD Polarization Meas
Stellar Refract Density Meas
UttF Sferics Detection
IIl Interferometer Spectrometer
15 Micron Grating Spectrometer
Multi-Channel Iladiometer
Selective Chopper Radiometer
As 100
Desired
VII. EARTtt RESOURCES
A. Natural Resources
S005 Synoptic Terrain: !)il()togt'_,,i)hy
+S042 Multi-Spectr:tl Phoh)gr:q)hy
+S065 Multi-Bank Terr:_in Photography
:\ s
l)esired 100
*I)cMred by NSS[)C
+l)ossiMy Desired l)y N SSDC
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(overlap) may prove desirable in order to better service both AAPA and NSSDC users.
This table affords a cursory insight, by major category, to the particular experiments
data which may be expected to be housed at NSSDC or the AAPA, assuming that the AAPA
houses all nonspace science data. The considerations for topically decentralizing the
body of nonspace science data are enumerated in Section 4.0, while the actual relation-
ships between the AAPA and NSSDC are discussed in Section 5.0.
3.3.1.2 Consideration of User Requirements. - One of the principal concepts
underlying the establishment of the AAPA is that "user needs I be] recognized as key
considerations because they affect the amount of data stored in the archives and also
the frequency with which this stored data is used. "* To help ascertain these needs,
questionnaires were distributed to the companies and institutions which received brief-
ings from the AAP user requirements team. Although many of the more specific ques-
tions could understandably not be answered at the time, some genera ! requirements
were expressed and others can be inferred. For instance, some categories of experi-
ments, namely those classified under Earth Resources and Meteorology, are of such
a nature that the sensors involved and their method of employment should enable the
resultant data to be utilized by a wide variety of users in a manner never intended or
conceived by the original experimenter. This will undoubtedly hold true both for other
whole categories and for various isolated experiments. On the other hand, because of
the high degree of specialization of many other scheduled AAP experiments, it may be
predicted with equal certainty that there will be a significant number of experiments
which will contain little or no "user appeal". This also has been borne out by discus-
sion with potential users.
Despite their obvious importance, however, consideration of user needs does not
ahme define the archive. Some means of archival storage must be provided for all
AAP experiments data, regardless of the presence or absence of any potential user ap-
plication. The actual problem definition, therefore can be seen to be twofold in that:
1) All experiments data must be archived.
2) Certain selected experiments data must be provided with sufficient
retrieval capability to adequately satisfy user needs.
Althot_ll those different aspects of tim problem have sufficient eommonalits' to make a
sil_4lc solution feasible, eonsklcration of dtufl, but related, solutions may be warranted.
*ER C/SL l)resent_ttion
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If a single homogeneous solution is chosen, the problem of anticipating user re-
quirements is effectively eliminated; all experiments are stored on an equal basis, and
the user has complete freedom of access to any which interest him. It necessitates,
however, that the entire data base be "active" to the same degree as the most frequent-
ly accessed data. This poses a considerable burden on the entire retrieval system,
the complexity of which tends to be directly proportional to the size of the data [xtse.
On the other hand, if a duM solution is chosen, whereby the data base is divided
into "active" an(] "inactive" sections, the archival requirements are still satisfied, yet
the retrieval burden - since it would operate primarily from the "active" data base - is
considerably alleviated. The main problem then, is how to decide which data should be
active, and which inactive. Although the basic criterion is obviously "user requirements",
the means of implementing this criterion are unfortunately limited, and require a clo-
ser examination. For example, it might be argued that the body of experiments to be
housed in the "active" AAPA be preselected on the basis of their anticipated user ap-
peal. However, it must be remembered that there are presently not adequate means
for establishing in advance the complete usefulness of the experiments data even to the
experimenter himself*.
Selection might be postponed, then, until after the data has been recovered and
subsequently reduced and analyzed by the experimenter. At that point, the potentiM
usefulness of the data would be better known and a more meaningful set of criteria for
assaying its potential user appeM c(xtld be established. Nevertheless, despite the sound-
ness of any i)reesktblished criteria, there will always be some potential application of
data which will I)e overlooked by any review board, no matter how competent. This is
due to the inherently inventive nature of the type of applications technology towards
which Apollo Applications is geared.
Since any advance prediction of user requirements can be only a gross appro:d-
mation of the actual requirements, it is worthwhile to consider a system which is
more closely coordinated with these actual needs. Such a system could operate as
follows:
1) Accept, process as necessary, catalog, and actively store all incom-
ing experiments data. **
*Iatdwig, A. 11. (',SI,'C, Advanced Spz_ce inl'omnation Sy:_lems
"It must be kept in mind that the cx])erimenters are I'v_lueni I5 not alde to pve(licl
the detailed characteristics of their eN)ected data acct_rately enough to permit
them to write the final processing programs be l'ore launch."
**The topical apportionment of e:q)(,rimenls discussed in file previous subsection is
intentionally iglmred at this point for lhe sake of simplicity.
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2) Maintain each experiment in active storage for some set period of time,
and record its usage characteristics.
3) If any experiment fails to meet a predetermined usage count, or sub-
sequently falls below a certain usage rate, purge it by transferring it
from active to inactive (or less active) storage. These "data retire-
ment thresholds" may be left variable, and thus additionally function
as a contm 1 over data base stability.
4) As experiments (or portions thereof) are retired, record this fact in a
catalog so that there remains some centrally located record of all ex-
periments which have passed through the system. After some longer
period of time, certain sections of the active catalog may themselves
be retired.
In summation, it has been concluded that although user requirements nmst be
Kiven due consideration in determining which experiments data are to be stored ill the
AAPA, the exact requirements cannot be predicted in advance with a tklll degree of
accuracy. Nor is across-the-board active storage of all data the solution; this operates
at cross purposes with the effective and economic retrieval of data required to satisfy
user needs. The argument then, is strongly in favor of a dynamic system involving
the concepts of both active and inactive (or less active) storage, and depending on the
retirement of low usage data for preservation of effective retrieval. This is the basis
of the system concept outlined in paragraph 3.8 of this section.
3.3.2 Forms of Data to be Stored. - The AAPA will have to deal with many dif-
ferent forms of data in order to house a wide variety of experiment categories and sa-
tisfy the demands of an equally diversified field of users. Specifically, it must be de-
termined:
• Which forms will be accepted by the archives
• Which forms will actually be provided archiwtl storage
• Which forms will ultimately be distributod to the user
The underlying considerations which must first be resolved in order to determine tim
above are twofold, namely: 1) which data forms are normally produced during an ex-
periment, and 2) which forms will be required by the user.
It has been noted that information relating to item 2) is extremely sketchy at this
time. This situation may be perpetuated to a certain extent well beyond the first AAP
launches. Consequently, it is deemed advisable that - initially at least - users be con-
strained to utilize either the same data made available to the PI, or that which is nor-
really yielded by PI reduction and analysis. This is considered to be a workable con-
4(;
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straint in that: 1) the data provided for the experimenter is normalT.y in a format a.:]apt-
able to large-scale digital computers*, and 2) the initial users of the AAPA may be ex-
pected to be primarily those organizations already having comparable computer capabil-
ity at their disposal. If it As subsequently determined that additional formats are re-
quired to properly serve an expanding user community, this service may be effectively
incorporated at the retrieval and output portion of the archive, rather than at the i_put
and storage portion.
This results in a fortunate simplification, namely, that the data forms to be ac-
cepted and stored by the AAPA consist principally of those forms normally made avail-
able to the PI, or those produced by his subsequent reduction and analysis. In order
to more competently evaluate the AAPA data storage requirements, a review of both the
types of experiments data and their various format versions is required.
3.3.2.1 Data Types to be Stored. - In spite of the increasing complexity of the
sensors employed in space experiments, coupled with the greater involvement of on-
board computer processing, the variety of methods actually required to record the re-
sultant experiments data appears relatively fixed. Analog, sampled analog, bi-level,
digital, and scanned image (facsimile or digital representation) data is normally trans-
mitted via PCM telemetry to one of the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) Remote
Sites. The si gnal is then recorded, along with ground timing and other pertinent infor-
mation, on seven track analog magnetic tape. After telemetry post-processing, "clean-
ed up" digital versions are forwarded to the experimenters. Alternately, any of the
above data types can also be stored on magnetic tape aboard the spacecraft for eventual
recovery after splashdown. In this case, image data can be recorded photographically,
rather than by facsimile techniques. Other data may appear in the form of astronaut
notes and physical samples.
Under contract with NASA, Bellcomm, Inc., has compiled a list of experimenter
data requirements for the initial five AAP launches involving fifty-five experiments**
This report lists the recovered data as being of the following types:
Electrical
Digital - Expressed in bits
Amdog -
Narrow band (0 - [00 llz) - Sampled for lrmlsmissi(m and recor(le.d
digikflly.
*'['elemetry :Processing for NASA Scientific Satellites, tlabib, E. J., hfformation Pro-
cessing Division, GSFC.
**I)ata Generated by Experiments on AAP Flights 1A through 4, Agarwal, R. K., Bellcomm,
Inc., Sept. 22, 19(17.
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Medium band (100 - 3000 Hz) - Recorded as analog, expressed in medium
band channel hours.
Wide band (> 3000 Hz) - Recorded as analog, expressed in wide band chan-
nel hours.
Non Electrical
Film - 8, 16, 35, 70, and 75 mm, plus "film strips" and "photos"*
Written notes - Hard copy
Physical Samples - Biological, soil, and space samples (e.g., stardust
and green cheese)
For the purl)oses of subsequent data volume estimates, plus the overall AAPA
system design, the above data types are considered to represent the input types re-
quiring storage within the AAPA. The actual system media for effecting this storage
is discussed in Section 6.0.
3.3.2.2 Data Versions to be Stored. - Between the time an e.xperiment is co.n-
ducted on board the spacecraft and the time the PI publishes his fin_.l results, the ex-
periment data will undergo an assortment of data handling and processing operations.
During the course of these operations, several different versions of the original data
will be produced: some of these constitute merely refinements or a rearrangement of
the base data, while others involve data reduction and interpretation. A re-
view of some of the aspects of post-flight data flow is therefore required in order to
1) enumerate the major data versions produced, and 2) ascertain which versions are
best suited for the AAPA.
The Raw Al_tlog I)ata tapes recorded at the MSFN sites an(t containing llle tele-
metered experiment data will I)e t'orwarded to the GSFC, where they will I)(, monitorc(!
to assure I)ropcr network operation. These tapes will thon be forwarde(i to MSI:(; or
MSC for processing. NASA Center processing will consist of the following activities: *_
1) Analog-to-digital processing, in which the data will be signal condition-
ed, converted to digital form and recorded on digital magnetic tapes.
*The conventional standards for photographic film, as established by MSC, are:
35, and 70 mm, 5in., and 9 1/2 in.
**AAP Experiments Data Flow Plan, Belleomm, Inc.
8, 16,
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2) l)igital computer processing, in which the dat't will I)(, processed to Nag
erroneous data readings, to verify the correct time when necessary and
to sort the data readings and time for presentation to the appropriate ex-
perimenters.
3) Data plotting, in which data to be presented to experimenters in graphi-
cal form will be plotted.
4) Support data processing, in which supporting information such as orbit/
attitude data and command data will be prepared.
5) Quality control, in which all processed data will be inspected and certified
prior to being released to experimenters.
6) Production control, in which the overall scheduling and control of the
facility will be achieved.
Figure 3 shows this overall processing sequence as it relates to the NASA Centers.
The decommutated (sorted) digital data tapes which are ultimately forwarded to the ex-
perimenter are referred to as Experimenter Tapes.
The data retained on board the spacecraft, rather than being transmitted to the
MSFN sites, will be shipped with the spacecraft to the MSC. Physical samples will
be handled in accordance with instructions fromthe PI; film will either be delivered in-
tact to the PI or processed at MSC; and on-board tapes will be processed as necessary
for release to the experimenter. Together with the Experimenter Tapes these data
constitute the Raw Data which will normally be forwarded to the PI.
This Raw Data then passes under control of the PI, who is faced with the task of
reducing the bulk data into forms from which meaningful conclusions about the pheno-
mena being investigated can be reached. Reduced Data is defined as data which has
been configured in the manner most amenable to final analysis, but has not been sub-
jected to any types of reduction which might alter or destroy any of the fundamental in-
formation content. It therefore represents the most refined level of data prior to the
interpretation stage. Although the actual point at which data ceases to be "reduced"
and commences being "anMyzed" may elude precise definition, data reduction common-
ly incorl)or:ttes such oper'ttions :is reformatting, sorting, merging, :lccumul:ltion, sta-
tistical analysis, an(I mathematic:ll m:mil)ul:ltion of lhe r:lw (l:ll'l. It also includes s()m( _,
provision for outl)utting the summarize(I (lat:l in a rea(l:ll)l¢: I'orm, su(:h as line printer
tabulations, x-y plots, motion picture_, etc. The volume of the (lat:_ which must I)e
handled, and flit complexity of the programs got" handling them, v:lry depending upon
the intended analysis technique. These tcchniques can generally I)e sorted into four
major categories: *
*Advanced Space Information Systems, Ludwig, G. H., GSFC, April, 19(;7.
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1) Data Scanning - It is frequently necessary to scan all or a major portion
of the data rapidly and with relatively simple processing to select the
most interesting portions for detailed analysis. Dynamic visual displays
appear most promising for this operation.
2) Mapping - Many experiments require the selection of data from specific
and predictable regions or periods of time to provide a mapping in either
space or time. Inmany of these cases only a portion of the data must be
processed, but the processing may be relatively complex.
3) Analysis of Selected Events - Detailed analysis may be performed on
selected special occurrences, such as penetration of the earth's mag-
netospheric boundary surface, or solar storms.
4) Full Analysis - Certain experiments may require full analysis of all
data. This is especially true for very slowly occurring phenomena such
as micrometeorites or heavy cosmic rays, where all events must be
analyzed to obtain statistical significance.
The results of these analyses - the Final Analyzed Data - is that data which the
PI designates as best containing the scientific results of his experiments. The end
product - namely the experiment results - are ultimately published in the scientific and
technical journals serving thePI's particular field of endeavor.
The post-flight experiments data, then, can generally be considered as being pro-
cessed into four major versions: Raw Analog Data, Raw Data (digital), Reduced Data,
and Final Analyzed Data. Obviously, it will not be necessary on the basis of either
archival requirements or user considerations to house all of these versions. In the
case of the Raw Analog Data, the NASA centers performing the post flight processing
will retain the analog station tapes for six months, and then erase and reuse the tapes. *
In assaying the remaining three versions, it is worthwhile to consider {he pre-
cedenl established I)y N_ql)C. To quote from their literature:
"Primarily, NSSDC acquires reduced data records which haw.', I,cen
prepared from the original data by the introduction or" such fact()rs as cali-
bration and correlation. These data normally present the value, of the quan-
tity measured as a function of time, position, and other .q)propriate l)ara-
meters. In addition, an attempt is made to assure later investigators in-
dependent use of the data by providing corollary information such as:
*AAP Experiments Data l,'low, l_,llcomm, Inc., Patflcy, R. J.
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• Description of the instrument or measuring device for collecting
data.
• Discussion of any important or unusual developments occurring during
the course of the experiment which affected the data.
• Specific methods employed by the principal investigator in performing
his data reduction and data analysis.
• References to the scientific results of the analyzed data and all other
pertinent bibliographic materials.
In addition, NSSDC obtains those final analyzed reduced data which the
principal investigator designates as best containing the scientific results of
his experiment. Paramount in this acquisition is the preservation of the in-
tegrity of the investigation. Consequently, the form of the reduced data ac-
cepted by the Data Center is determined by the ncc<ts of the experimenters."
Experience has shown that at NSSDC the Reduced and l,'inal Analyzed Data were
the most useful versions of data from the user standpoint. It was pointed out that the
Raw Data, or Experimenter Tapes, were normally meaningful only to the exl)erimeat-
er, and that olfly :ffter the type of reduction outlined above could file data bc readily
interpreted by other investigators. Of course it must be remembered that in this case
only space science experiments data is being considered.
Aside from user requirements, there is another factor which may have to be con-
sidered in deciding whether to store Raw Data An addition to the Reduced and Final Anal-
yzed Data in the AAPA. NSSDC has the advantage of being located at Greenbelt, Mary-
land, along with the GSFC Central Processing Facility (Building 23) and its tape archi-
val facility (Building 16). Under the present policy, this tape storage includes the origi-
nal analog tapes, buffer tapes, edit tapes, and final experimenter tapes. From the ar-
chival st:_ndl),)int, then, there is no need for NSSDC to store other than the l_edueed and
I,'i_ml An_llyzc(! I):lt:l v(,rsions.
'l'his IImy m)! I)t_ th(; c:ls(', with the AAI)A. The NASA (',t,nl_,r m't_._l)On._il)lt_ for Ilu_
m:tjo_'ity of the (,..,q)et'iments and subsystems on a module, t4x:tu_L'ally th(: (_,(;It|(:l' i'e._l)Oll
sible for the module telemetry system, will process all the post-flight data from the
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module. Consequently, nearly all AAP postflight data handling will be performed
either at MSC or MSFC. * Therefore, determination of which data are to be stored in
the AAPA depends to a certain extent on the availability of other archival facilities. If
there are none available, the AAPA might be configured to store all experiments data
except the analog station tapes, which are to be erased and reused. If other archive
facilities are available, it might be feasible to store only - the Reduced and FinM Analyz-
ed Data - much in the same manner as NSSDC.
Since this item represents a major consideration in deciding the location, de-
centralization, and organizational structure of the archive, its more detailed evalua-
tion is included in Sections 4.0 and 5.0. For the purpose of defining the archives data
base, however, two versions will be considered - one containing the Raw (digital), Re-
duced, and Final Analyzed Data, and the other just the Reduced and Final Analyzed
Data. It will be seen that the only principal difference is the size of the data base; the
structure and activity of the system are not significantly affected.
3.4 Estimate of Digital Data Base
The preceding sections have dealt with the types of experiments and versions of
experimentM data which appear most appropriate for storage in the AAPA. In order
to ascertain the characteristics and size of the data base predicated by these considera-
tions, it is first necessary to regress one step and consider the overall experimental
data volume.
The AAP Data Flow Plan Tasks and Assignments lists six basic tasks. Task
No. 1 - Estimates of Experimental Data Generation - has been undertaken by Bellcomm,
Inc. To date, the estimates released by Bellcomm relate to the digital data produced
by the fifty-five experiments scheduled for the first five flights. At present, there is
not enough information known about the photographic requirements of these experi-
ments to permit an estimate of image data volume. **
In the above referenced report, low-estimate figures are obtained by tabulating
only the desired data from each experiment; i. e., the bits that are collected if the dura-
tion of the experiment and the rates at which the experiment sensors are sampled are
exactly as requested by the PI. These figures are listed in Table X.
*AAP Experiments Data Flow Plan, Bellconm_, Inc.
**"Data Generated by Experiments on AAP Flights 1A through 1,
R. K., Bellcomm, Inc., Sept. 22, 19(;7.
_, 11 S •L,:I.'C, (;()()-2, Agarwol,
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TABLE X
DESIRED DIGITAL DATA VOLUMES FOR AAP
FLIGHTS 1A THROUGH 4
DATA RATE TOTAL DATA
FLIGItT (Bits/Sec.) (Bits)
AAP 1A 3K 4 x 108
AAP 1-2 18K 2 x 109
AAP 3-4 19K 6 x 109
The actual amount of data collected from an experiment may considerably ex-
ceed this "requested" amount because of the small variety of sampling rates available
on existing Apollo and Gemini PCM systems. Using this and other related considera-
tions, the report further provides estimates to show the "best-fit" between desired
data and the sampling rates available on the carrier module. These more realistic
figures are contained in Table XI.
TABLE XI
ADJUSTED DIGITAL DATA VOLUMES FOR AAP
FLIGHTS 1A TIIROUGH 4*
DESIRED DATA ADJUSTED DATA ADJUSTED
RAT E RAT E TOTA L
FLIGHT (Bits/See) (Bits/See) (Bits)
AAP 1A 3K 11K 1.5 x 109
AAP 1-2 18K 47K 5.2 x 109
AAP 3-4 19K 40K 1.3 x 1010
l,hlrthcrmocc, it is possible to obtain high estimate figures by considering the
spaccccaft conmmnications link as the final limiting factor in the collection of experi-
mental (l:tt:l. This approach was suggested e:trly in this study during (liscussions be-
tween I_ellcomm, ERC, and UACSC. ** Since the previously referenced I_(:ll(;omm
YCl)oYt does not attempt an over;all data estimate on this basis, this study gr(_l) has
*Adjusted totals arc not contained inlhe Bellcomm report. Those presented were
calculated in direct proportion to the increased data rates.
**UACSC Trip Report (Contract No. 7), Bellcomm, Inc., June, 1967.
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made such an estimate based on communications information contained in a second
l_ellcomm report. *
Using the data figures obtained by Bellcomm for the first 55 experiments and the
three approaches outlined above, it has been necessary to establish some bases for
extrapolating these fig_lres for the remainder of the projected AAP experiments, and
estimating that portion which would be stored in the AAPA. These bases are discussed
in the following paragraphs. A thorough familiarity with both of the previously ref-
erenced Bellcomm reports is recommended in order to maintain proper perspective
throughout the remainder of this section.
3.4.1 Desired Data Estimate. - Table IX was established as a basis for dif-
ferentiating between space science and non-space science experiments. This same
method can also be employed to differentiate between the data volumes of these two
factions. Appendix B has been constructed for this purpose. Although hardly an exact-
ing operation, the extrapolation of these initial data figures through the completion of
the AAP can be most realistically made by basing one assumption: that the greatest
data volume similarity exists between experiments in the same scientific/technical
category. Therefore, the most reasonable estimates may be derived by linearly ex-
trapolating the avaihtble figures in each scientific/technical category to ol)tain category
subtotals, and then combining these subtotals to arrive at a total for all experiments
listed in the Fxeeutive Summary. As accomplished in Appendix B, this represents the
desired data estimate for the 192 scheduled* * experiments.
3.4.2 "Best-Fit" Data Estimate. - Tables X and XI compare the acquired data
rates and volumes for "desired" versus "best-fit" versions over the first five flights.
The best-fit version can be seen to exceed the desired version by a factor of approxi-
mately 2.4. Applying this factor "across the board" to the desired data figures of Ap-
pendix B yields the best-fit data estimate for the experiments scheduled in the Execu-
tive Summary. Assuming a total of 400*** experiments over the course of the AAP,
these estimates may be further extrapolated (linearly) to give the following figures:
NSSDC: 1.5 x 1011 bits
AAPA: 2.2 x 1011 bits
TO'FAL: 3.S x 1011 bits
*"Apollo Applications Program Experiments Data Flow Plan", Pauly, R. J., Bellcomm, Inc.
**Scheduled at the time of Bellcomm's estimate.
***UACSC Trip Report, Manned Space Center, IIouston, Texas; Question No. 4.
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3.4.3 Telemetry System T ransmissionar_d Acquisition Capabilities. - There
are four spacecral't module telemetry systems which transmit real-time data and three
which transmit playback data from on-board tape recorders. Since various combina-
tions of these modules will be used on different AAP missions, the data transmission
capability on a particular mission will depend on the specific modules assigned. For
the solar telemetry mission, wllere all seven systems will be employed, Bellcomm
has calculated that the overall daily data transmission capability will be approximately
2 x 1010 bits. * The volume of data acquired at the MSFN ground sites, however, is
dependent on ground station coverage - that portion of the mission during which the
spacecraft is in contact with at least one ground site. For 30 i)crcent station covel:age,
the overall daily acquisition capability, as comt)uted by l_ellcomn_, is (;. (;8 x 109 bits.
It will I)e noted by corot)arisen with Tal)le X that this theoretical (laily limit eml)loy-
ing all seven module telemetry systems is greater than the mission tot:fl for any of the
individual launches, or even the combined, 5(i-day duration, AAP 3/4 mission. Never-
theless, one of the overall program goals during the course of AAP will be full utili-
zation of available hardware, and this includes communications hardware. Assuming
a program total of 25 launches, and further assuming that, after the presently scheduled
five launches are completed, this upper limit of data acquisition could be attained, it
is possible to consider some upper limit to the data totals. If these 20 missions were
to be paired into ten twin cluster missions, each having all seven module telemetry
systems and a mission duration of 28 days,** the total experiments data collection over
the course of the AAP would be on the order of 2 x 1012 bits. By proportioning this
figure to the data totals given in paragraph 3.4.2, this high estimate data tot_fl can be
apportioned as follows:
NSSDC: 0.8 x 1012
AAPA: 1.2 x 1012
TOTAL: 2 x 1012
Comparing these totals to those of paragraph 3.4.2 shows somewhat more than a factoY
of five spread between the values of high and low (best-fit) data estimates.
3.4.,t Additional Considerations Affecting Data Volume. - Since the beginning
of the space program, there has been an evolutionary development towards higher data
volumes and higher raw information rates from the basic sensors as the experiments
are designed to conduct more and more detailed measurements. This evolutionary
trend will certainly contimle during the next generation of space flight and may be ex-
pected to include such items as on-board general purpose computers for pretransmission
*"ApolloApplieations Program Experiments l)nta Flow Plan, " P:mlcy, R.J., I_(:llcomm, Inc.
'"l'hi,_ 2s-flay missionlife is consislcnl with I_(;llcomnl :lssUml)tiolls us(_,l in Ih(dr (lat:l
g_;n(' i-:ltion eslilll:flt's.
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(lata processing, _mtomation of data acquisition stations, and more extensive real time
data relay to the control centers. One result of these new techniques will be to push
the experimental data transmission rates nearer to the limits of the available commu-
nications channels discussed in the preceding paragraphs. An equally important re-
sult will be the more efficient use of these available communications channels. Esti-
mates have previously been made that in many cases up to 99 percent of the data gath-
ered merely furnishes a background level against which to measure the effect of the oc-
casional disturbance which is the object of the experiment. * As a result of real-
time experiment control and preprocessing of data prior to transmission, it will be
possible to greatly increase the concentration af valid data actually transmitted, In
effect, this constitutes a prereduction of data on board the space craft, and thereby
reduces the amount of reduction required during post-processing at the ground sites.
As a result, the increase in reduced and final analyzed data volumes should be sig-
nificantly greater than the communications chamml-limited increase in raw data
volum es.
For the most part, these are the types of changes which can be forecasI for the
immediate five year period. By using computers and additional control and checkout
equipment, the dttta acquisition stations should bc able to reduce the setup time for
each satellite pass and hence utilize more time for actual data recording. Other than
this, the basic communication limitation discussed in Section 3.4.3 will remain essen-
tially the same. Beyond the immediate five year period, however, it appears that or-
biting data relay satellites may come into use. ** When they do, they will provide full
time coverage at previously unattainable data rates, and thus effectively remove the
upper limit for data acquisition established by the earlier communication channels.
3.4.5 The Data Base. - The figure presented in Section 3.4.2 represents the
best current estimates of the raw data volumes. In order to complete the data base
estimate, some indication of reduced and final analyzed data volumes is also re-
quired. Discussions with NSSDC indicate that no concrete relationship exists between
the t'aw data an(I its sul)sequent reduced and final analyzed versions. In some cas(:s,
the (lat:l volum(_ may 1)(; i'e(tuee(I 1)y an order ()f mag_litu(le or more, while in _)thel" cases
i[ Ill:ly })() incl'(;:ls('.(t I)y thai anlount. "l'he a ssUnll)tion hel'(*, is a on(',-|o-()ll(] col'l'(_]:lti()n
I)(fiwc(;n the raw (l:ll:l :ln(I the (u)ml)inc,(I sul)sc.(B;ent vet'sions. (',ons(_(lU(mtly, tile high
and low (l:lta l):lSe estimat(:s :ll'e as sh()wn in Tal)le Xl[. It sh()uld I)(: m)t(,,(I lh:ll these
I'igul'es do nol in(qude :lily i'ecord redundancy. [n the actual el)crating syst(,nl, such
t'edundancy will I)e requit'ed for n/aster rccoeds, but not necessarily I'ol" cot)its of l'e-
cords stored at other facilities.
*Telemetry Processing for NASA Scientific Satellites", tIabib, E. J., GSFC.
**"Advanced Space Information Systems, Ludwiz", G. H., GSFC, April (;7.
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TABLE X[I
DIGITAL DATA ESTIMATES FOR THE AAPA DATA BASE
COMPOSITION OF DATA BASE
Reduced Data
Final Analyzed Data
Raw Data (digital)
Reduced Data
Final Analyzed Data
ESTIMATE OF DATA BASE (Bits)
Low High
(Best-fit) (Communications
Limit)
2.2x 1011 1.2x 1012
4.4 x 1011 2.4 x 1012
3.5 Data Usage Considerations
Thus far, only the characteristics of the data base itself have been considered.
It is further required to examine the various circumstances surrounding the utiliza-
tion of this data by the overall user conmmnity. The reason for doing this is to dis-
close, as early in the planning stage as possible, what type of user trends may be an-
ticipated, which will be high usage and which low usage data, what peak access periods
may be expected, etc. It is possible to construct a hypothetical data-user model to
help analyze these various usage characteristics. Such a model is shown in Figure 4,
where the AAP Experiment Type Classifications of Table VIII are matched with the re-
grouped S. I.C. major classifications of Section 2.0. The connecting lines represent
the most likely data flow paths which may be expected to emanate from the archives
to the users. The WRelative Demand T descriptors for these usage paths represent an
interpretative evaluation of the first-level user responses obtained during this study.
The figures in the upper left-hand corner of the S.I.C. blocks indicate the number of
U.S. companies, as tabulated from PoorVs Register of Corporations, Directors and
Executives, engaged in that particular area of manufacturing. Areas of overlap (i. c.,
COml)anies involved in more than one major area of manufacturing) are ignored since
the intcnl is to obtain a gross overview of tim (listril)ution of major 11. S. industries as
r(:latcd to the i)rofi]e of AAP e_)erimcnts. Ilsing this mo(h'J in (.onjunctionl with flu:
(l:lta I)'ls(_ col_si(Icrations nmd(; previ()usly, some I)asie ol)scvvati()ns (;:_n I)(; n,_a(l('..
:_.5. I Initial Usage Characteristics. - Especi_dly during the initial phases or
AAP, the demand for data by users will have a direct relation to th('. most re.cent data
(i. e., the onfly data) acquired. Consequently, it is particularly meaningful to review
the data accumulation characteristics for AAP flights 1A through 4 as plotted in Figures
5 and 6. These figures show that the initial leader in data volume is the Space Engi-
neering category of experiments, which then levels off to be overtaken by both Space
Science and Life Science experiments at AAP-2. Since Space Science is considered
to fall totally under the responsibility of NSSDC, it will not be considered here. Of
the remaining digital data, however, it should be noted that Life Science data constitutes
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approximately 70 percent of the total digital data through AAP-4. Referring to Figure 4,
it can be seen that both Space Engineering and Life Sciences have been classified as low
usage categories. In fact, they may prove to be particularly low usage at first, pend-
ing the promulgation of initial PI results through the AAP publicity cycle. Only when
the validity of the initial experiment results and some indication of their net worth to
the user community are made know, will the AAPA begin to receive any significant
volume of user queries. This vindicates the absolute necessity of having an effective
publicity cycle even before having a full-fledged archive.
It can be further seen that, since the data so far discussed is of a digital nature,
the archives can anticipate a significant 'lag time' between launch and recovery and
the final receipt (fdata--raw, reduced or final analyzed-- at the archive facility. The
duration of this lag time is dependent on the processing time required by both the NASA
centers and the Pl. It is a time impossible to stipulate and, at best, difficult to esti-
mate. In most cases, it can be expected to be somewhere between one and two years
(including PI investigation) although the real-time trends being fostered for AAP will
certainly result in making much data available far sooner. During this hlitial time
lag period, the AAPA should emphasize the development of its publicity cycle to the
fullest.
One type of experiments data which is not shown in Figures 5 and (; is photogra-
phic data. The reason for this is that not enough information is presently known about
the photographic requirements of the various experiments to permit even a rudimen-
tary estimation of image data volume. * Scheduled on flight 1A, however, are two
earth resources experiments--S005 and S065-- whose principal mission is of a photo-
graphic nature. One characteristic of photographic data is that it does not require the
intensive postprocessing required of telemetered digital data; it is available upon de-
velopment. Another characteristic is that photographic data is its own best form of
publicity. Also, it can I)e seen from Figure 4 that Earth Resources experiments can be
eN)ccted to engender by far the highest usage rates. If AAP-1A is consummated as
scheduled, there should 1)e little lag time before the photographic data arc made avail-
a l)le t() the AAPA, and a considerable influx of user requests may be eN)ect(:(t almost
simult:lne()usly. This stipulates thal the initial AAPA facility have aw}ilnble (or ac-
('(,ssil)l(,') nl least :t m(_(lerately sized t)hotographi(_ ret)ro(lu('tion C,tlml)ilily.
;l. 5.2 Later Usage C,onsidcrathms. - With the completion of :t Iltlllll)t:l" ()f Suc-
CeSSfUl AAP l:mnches, user requests can 1)e expected to level off in a somewhat more,
predictable f-tshion. User data from previous experiments will have been gathered,
and this can /)e applied to predict futu re, requests lor both past and future experin_e, nts
of a similar nature. Since the highesl usage data can still I_e e,xl)ecte(I to be Earth Re-
sources and MetcoroloKv, the logical trend will be the seeMng of continual improvement
*Data (;en(,rale(l I)3 Exl)eriments on l,'lights 1A through 4", Ag'tmval, R.J. , Sel)t. 2'2, 19(;7.
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or'user service in these areas. This can be primarily accomplished through the Dis-
semination Section which is discussed in Section 6.0. Dissemination is for the most
part a production-oriented operation.
Even though the above tendency may be justified on the basis of user demand,
there is question as to what degree it should be indulged at the possible expense of
other available and useful data. The reference here is to the mass of experiments
data contained in digital form. Although much of this may also contain a wealth of
user-oriented information, itwill require considerably more effort through the Sur-
rogation and Announcement functions, discussed in Section 6.0, to make the availabil-
ity of this information known. Since both of these functions are primarily of an intel-
lectual nature, they tend to be more difficult, time-consuming and expensive to per-
form than the Dissemination function. Unless properly promoted by AAPA policy,
much of this valuable, but less obvious, data may tend to lie fallow.
Even so, Figure 4 shows that it is entiroly probable that much of the AAPA data
will not experience high, if any, usage. As mentioned previously in this section, the
most sensible archive structure for AAPA seems to be one which segregates active
from less active data with eventual provision for data retirement to a more permanent
archive, enabling the data base to be kept at a working level and more in line with
storage and retrieval requirements.
3.6 Definitions
Examination of the overall nature of the data to be comprehended by any specific
system configuration indicates that the data may be categorized into four major classes,
each with distinct and major differences. The articulation of these classes appears to
have useful implications for system design and to provide an appropriate opportunity
for the establishement of a descriptive terminology. Since the four classes happen to
parallel r'tther directly a similar terminology from scientific and scholarly research
in general, that existing terminology has been adopted in the discussion which follows.
The four classes, discussed in more detail below, because of the fundamental impor-
tance oi" the distinction involved, may be summarized here as follows:
• Primary data, typified by telemetric reduced telemetric, spacecraft
stored, or photographic data
• Secondary data, typified by technical reports
• Tertiary data, typified by summary listings of experiments in progress,
their cost, status, etc.
• Quaternary data, typified by summaries showing patterns in the tertiary
data
(;3
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3.6.1 Primary Data. - This the "raw or actual data brought back by sensor and
recording systems. In many cases there appear to be several versions of it, each of
which may have to be stored and managed. There are clean (reduced and partially
analyzed) and dirty (raw telemetry) versions, analog and digital-converted versions,
etc. The differences between these versions and between data records within the pri-
mary class are very large and problematical, but have relatively less immediate ef-
fect upon the process of conceptual design than do inter-class differences. Primary
d'tta tends to be voluminous, difficult and expensive to manipulate, and expensive or
impossible to reproduce if all copies of its record were to be lost by system failure.
It is clear that many of the possible AAPA configurations would involve the storage of
much primary data in forms such as mag tapes, photographs, etc., where the record
form must be dealt with not only as data but also as an object. There are, of course,
other objects which the system must manage: objects such as the biological and soil
samples and space debris mentioned in the original NASA work statement, and objects
required in the system's own operations, for instance. The manage_ment of substar_tial
collections of objects results in requirements entirely separate from the management
of data, and these requirements may constitute one of the descriptive boundaries of
the system.
3.6.2 Secondary Data. - This is usually derived from documents reporting the
primary data. The most familiar form of secondary data is the formal summary, in-
terpretation or commentary drawn up by the Principal Investigator (PI) and/or his staff
and rendered as a 'published' technical report, conference paper or journal article. If
the same primary data is reused by the same PI or, in a successful transfer of infor-
mation, by another PI, more than one 'version v or families of versions of secondary
data may occur. StL_)ng provisions have been made elsewhere in NASA for the manage-
merit of this data, under the direction of specific and considered federal and NASA poli-
cies. No justification has been found to consider the inclusion of the management of
secondary data in these 'documentary v versions within the proposed AAPA. There are,
however, a number of considerations involving secondary data which will have to be
defined more exactly; some of these involve policy-type decisions where the considered
judgment of NASA management may eventually have to to solicited. There is, for in-
stance, the question of compatibility and commonality with other NASA and federal in-
formation systems; in many cases these appear to involve links between adjoining classes
of data. IIow and to what extent will primary and tertiary data comprehended by the
AAPA need to be linked to related tertiary and secondary data nmnaged by, say, the
NASA Scienti['ic "lnd Technical Information Center in College Park? Which agency will
estal)lish, store :md manil)ulate the link,age information ? The. problem of definition
h(,t'(, is n()t :_ minor (me. There is, in ad(lition, the question ()f altormttive vt, rsi()ns ()1
s_,con(l:lry (htt:l m)t t'O|Ul)rt'lmn(le(I by the d()cument-mamuAing agenci(_s. S()111¢,()f tht's('
alternative versions may bc pa.rticularly problemati(_:fl be(.:tuse ,,f the ,)c('tu'ronce in a
sil_'le r(,cord ()f t_v() or more classes of data. Some examt)les include:
(;4
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Lab notebooks and similar notes. Many laboratories have long had for-
real management arrangements for the storage and control of these, and
the PI himself has a strong interest in them.
2) Baclmp material not included in the formal journal and technical-report
versions. The existence of the material is frequently alluded to in the
published versions, and is now normally found (when it can be found) in
personal files or organizational files. The American Documentation
Institute has sponsored a growing archive of such material, now housed
and serviced by the Library of Congress. A number of professional and
scientific societies are involved in similar archival activities.
3) Informal communications such as preprints, abstracts, notes for con-
ference "talks", etc. Many professional and scientific societies are
now heavily involved in the archiving and distribution to users of such
communications. Their managerial arrangements vary from very good
(AIAA) to disastrous. Involvement in such activities can be very expen-
sive, even where the systems arrangements are efficient. NIII, for in-
stance, was spending $411;,000 per year on such activitiesin only sevcn
rather narrow subject areas when its program was abruptly ended dnd
NI]l returned to itsprimary role as a research and research-sponsoring
organization.
It appears unlikely at present that the AAPA system will store and manage sig-
nificant amounts of secondary data; the relationship with other agencies which do handle
it, however, will have to be formally specified, and will constitute one of the boundaries
of the AAPA system. The specification of which types of linkages to secondary data will
be handled by the AAPA system, and under what conditions, will describe one of the in-
ternal characteristics of the system
3. (;. 3 Tertiary Data. - The most familiar form of this information, frequently
called surrogate data, is probably the library catalog card; indexes and directories in
general are eoml)osed largely of tertiary data. It is such information which is mani-
l)uhtted 1)y the NASA/SCAN system; which al)l)cars in NASA's S'I'AI{ tmbl ication and tht;
indexes of the Apollo Parts Information Center (I'I_INCE/APIC) in tluntsville. ()ther
examples migtR include the Executive Sumnmry or "Manned Spacc l,'lig]lt Exl)eriment
Catalog Listing" documents of the Manned Space Flight Program. Tertiary data may
be generated by middlemen, or by middleman agencies, rather than by the Principal
Investigator (PI) or the ultimate user. Attempts in the past several years to involve
the PI in generation of tertiary data (viz. the use of DOD form 1,173 in the back of DOD
technical reports) have been energetic but largely unsuccessful.
3.6.4 Quarternary Data. - The most familiar form is the survey, usually based
upon a manipulation of tertiary data, which groups and manipulates tertiary data to show
higher order patterns. The manipulation may be performed to show, justify or establish
(;5
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funding patterns; review technical efforts by subject areas for program direction pur-
poses. The AAPA system would probably include, as most such systems do, a pro-
vision for informing the searcher that his search query intersects an excessive num-
ber of tertiary records, and that he must add additional descripters to narrow the
search; such an instruction would reflect quaternary data. The sophisticated type of
bibliography librarians call a 'guide to the literature' usually involves quaternary data.
The operation statistics which the system reports on its own operations are quaternary
data.
3.7 First Level Flow Chart
The AAPA will be established by NASA to afford the widest practical distribution
of non space oriented experimental data, both raw and reduced, restflting initially from
the Apollo Applications Program. As such, it will provide an active repository of ex-
perimental data for all users. This section addresses itself to the functions of the at-
chive and presents first level functional flow charts for a fully operational system. By
the nature of the system and its data input, the complete AAPA discussed herein will
gradually evolve from a smaller, more compact pilot system. The pilot system will
be discussed in Section 3.11.
3.7.1 AAPA System Functions and Boundaries. - While this system has been
called a dtta archive, its principle concern is with the dissemination of practical, cur-
rent (nonspace-oriented) experimental data and not with the preservation of all AAP
raw data. As such it will I)rovide an active repository of operatiomd experiments data
for all investigators -rod will be responsible (Figure 7) for the ac, tive collection, orgmli-
ZlltiOI1, anllOlllltt(' ii/ont, storage, retrieval :t,u! for the collection of fot'dl)acl_ li'om users,
and dissemination of (lakt. The system must perform the fttncti()ns of n)aking known its
usefuhless, l)erformi[N on LLSCrS' requests, location sotu'ce d;tlxt _tlul comliti(miL_g" this data
for interpretation by a user. In the process of performiltg these functions, tl_e AAPA
will keep abreast of current user requirements through feedback from these users.
The process of conceptual design for a system such as the proposed Apollo Ap-
plications Program Archive which fulfills the aforementioned functions cannot proceed
rationally and efficiently without a satisfactory and formal delineation of the boundaries
of the system. Such a delineation is, in effect, the first and most general description
of the system. It is also, initially, the description most useful in the early iterative
phases of definitionof other system characteristics such as CPU requirements, memory
capacity and structure, role of the ultimate user, I/O requirements, cost constraints,
and the lik(:. The boundary conditions are graphically shown in Figllre S. The (;enoral
Archives Syslem e(msisls of [.hi: t(:t'hnolol-ie:,l constraints of an inlmt of (lal:_, :in OUlllU!
of data, lmrdwar(:. :,n,l H()ftW;ll'e. 'l'h(_s(,. c(>nsir;jinl.s Im,sl I)(: (h,t(,.rnline(I :lml m(,a:;llt',.(I
ill I¢_l'lns ()l':lcc,_lnl_lishhlglh(, ()l)j(:ellw'. for whl(_h tl'l(_ sysloln 1_ I_ 1_(_(I,t_sit,,m,_l :lml Ih,_n
I.t_l|q)el'e(I I)y [h(', t:onNtl';l_lll. ()l" ells[. Th(. (h.',gl'(',,,', ol' (le(:e, lllr:|liZ:|liol) I_(,,._(_011(','-;:l ,'-a,c,m(l:_ry
l':tctor depending upon the re(luiremc, nts ¢)1'tim' USel'S an(I tire tr:ld(',-off o1: ¢.osl versus ser-
vice rendered.
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3.7.2.9 Apollo Postflig_ ht Data I_and!ing. - Since the hardware and support
facilities developed for the Apollo Project are to be used to the maximum extent possi-
ble in the Apollo Applications Program, it is logical to first examine the mechanics
of the postflight data flow of the Apollo Project. This has been done and reported by
Bellcomm, Inc. * A suggested postflight data flow, shown in Figure 9, consists of the
data handling activities from the time the data is first recorded on analog magnetic tapes
at Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) tracking sites until the time these tapes are
placed in permanent archival storage.
Tapes from all of the MSFN sites except Texas (TEX), Guaymas (GYM), and
Cape Kennedy _IIL) are transported by commercial air transport to the NASA/GSFC,
Manned Flight Operations Division. At Goddard, copies of the tapes containing launch
vehicle data are made and forwarded to Huntsville, Missions Operation Office; copies
of a limited number of tapes are made and retained by Goddard network engineering
persomml; and copies of selected tapes are made and forwarded to various contractors
-is specified by the Prog-ram Support Requirement ])ocument. The bulk of the original
tapes are forwarded to Ilouston, the Computation and Analysis i)ivision, for analyses;
however, some selected original tapes are _so forwarded to the Space Division of
North American Aviation for analysis.
Tapes from the remaining three MSFN sites - Texas, Guaymas and Cape Kennedy-
are transported by commercial aircraft directly to Houston's Computation and Analysis
Division. Here, copies of the tapes containing launch vehicle data are sent to the Mis-
sion Operations Office in ttuntsville; copies of a limited number of tapes are made upon
request and forwarded to the Manned Flight Operations Division of Goddard; and copies
of selected tapes are forwarded to the various contractors as specified in the Program
Support Requirement Document. Again, some original tapes are forwarded to the Space
Division of North American Aviation for analysis and the remainder (the bulk of the ori-
ginal tapes) are retained at ttouston.
When North American has completed their analysis, they return the original tapes
to 1louston. After two missions or twelve months, all of the oL'ig_nal tapes at'e then sent
to Goddard for permanent archival storage.
3.7.3 AAPA I0put Data Flow. - Based upon the Bellcomm report of the At)ollo
postflight data flow, a logical input to the AAPA for flight data would be similar to that
shown in Figm'e 9. It should be noted that AAP data extracted from MFSC telemetry
tapes go directly to MSFC from GSFC. Likewise, AAP data extracted from MSC telem-
etry tapes goes directly to MSC from (3SFC. Then, since all original tapes will be routed
to their respective control centers, it is assumed that these centers will be responsible
for the decommutation process of telemetry data and for the distribution of the deeom-
mutated copy tapes and hard copy data (photographs, etc. ) to the experimenter and the
*"Apollo Data Flow", Case (;00-2, Pauley, R. J., [_ellcomm, Inc., 1:; July 1.q(;7.
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AAPA. This in no way shifts the responsibility or the point of contact from the other
NASA field offices as far as the experimenter is concerned. An experimenter must still
deal throtkgh "his" field office, and said field office would be ,_lvised by the control cen-
ter when data is forwarded to one of its experimenters.
A diagram of the complete AAPA input data flow is given in Figure 10, including
both data flow and control paths. In discussing the system input, the data flow will be
considered first and then the necessary "controls". A more complete discussion of
the overall control considerations will be rendered in the following sections. Figure 10
has been composed based upon the assumption stated above. The alternate assumption
could have been made that each cognizant data center will perform the decommutation
of data for its own experiments - receiving the raw analog tapes from Houston. The
use of one or the other assumption is of little consequence to the AAPA system and is
included merely for completeness.
Several types of tapes are candidates for storage in the AAPA, including 1) re-
duced analysis (reduced data and final analyzed data) tapes returned from the experi-
menters; 2) extract tapes for the experimenters; 3) selected data obtained from secon-
dary input sources; and 4) various digital tapes that can be produced from the amalog
flight tapes. The first three types would compose the active data base referred to
earlier while the fourth would generally be in an inactive data base. The secondary
input sources referred to in the type 2 daka include many of the data centers currently
in existence which store various types of Earth related data. Thus, should the AAPA
receive a sufficiently large number of requests for data which are stored at one of
these other data centers, it may be desirable to obtain and store copies of such data
at the AAPA. A Data Acquisition Group will be responsible for the actual physical ac-
quisition of all data.
Prompt and complete acquisition of data must be guaranteed for the system if it
is to operate effectively. Such acquisition cannot be assumed and must be secured by
positive and deliberate efforts. Acquisitions Officers must be provided to expedite
and ensure data acquisition and some of these must be remotely located (regardless
of the location of the AAPA control staff and main archive) with adequate travel funds.
The Acquisitions Officers must acquire tertiary data for the system as well as primary
data and over a long chronological span from before the AAPA flight to after the com-
pletion of the experimenter's contract. Acquisition Officers will have to have consider-
able fiuniliarity not only with experimental data techniques but also with the NASA pro-
ject management process.
(),ice data has 1)een received I_\' the I)ata Acquisition (;roul_, il will 1)c forw:lr(Ic, d
to a data control del)artment which will consist ()1 a data control gr()tl l) and a use an'dy-
sis an(I technical writing group. The Data Control (;roup will I)c resl)onsihle for the
generation of most of the tertiary d,tttt associated with the data base, for any data file
conversion, and tor the storage of (digital) catalog and abstract data. Tertiary data
commonly includes such things as libraw catalogs (cards or bound documents), indexes,
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cross referencing and directories; however, the tertiary data generated for the inactive
data base will be limited to the minimum needed for indexing.
The AAPA Catalog should be partitioned into small systems oriented to the needs
and terminology of particular groups of users. This must be paralleled by a partition-
ing by specialty of the data use staff. Each of the specialists must be responsive enough
to the needs of his own list of customers to effectively prevent him from generalizing.
The actual mix of backgrounds of these specialists may be determined by the system
administrator. It is expected that at least four specialists will be required at the out-
set of system operation.
The specialists should be centrally based with adequate travel funds. In some
cases, assembling users at AAPA expense may be preferable to having the AAPA data
use specialists travel, and travel funds should be available for such purposes.
The AAPA Catalog products must be responsive both in content and orgnnization
to the needs of the data use speciMists intheir dealings with potential users.
As mentioned above, one of the functions of the Data Control Group will be the
performance of any data file conversion. The purpose of the data file conversion pro-
cess is to convert the various data to be archived into a media and format which is more
amenable to the AAPA Storage and Retrieval System. This will include the reformat-
ing of digital data into a common system format, _4th the addition of any necessary in-
dexing tasks for data identification and retrieval purposes. It will also entail the trans-
ference of image data (mostly pictorial and graphical) onto either a film or magnetic
base which is physically less bulky and lends itself more readily to system manipu-
lation. [n the latter case, where the data transfer involves image size reduction, there
results :_ loss o[" resolution, and hence a loss of potentially recoveral)le information.
Therefor(: it will also Ix_' necessary to retain the original hard copy version of the image
(laia in l)(;rm:lnent thou_t] a less readily acce,qsil)le archival storage. Iml)licit here is
the into r I)o r:ltion of suffieient eros s-indexing information to allow the original ha I'(I c()py
item to 1)c located from the "coml)ressed image" version, and vice versa. (Since the
coml)re_scd version of the image data has less resolution and hence cent:tins less (lata,
it may be instructive to think of the compressed version as an "al)straet" of the original.
This is especially so in light of the concept of primary, secondary, tertiary, and qu't-
ternary data mentioned elsewhere.) When the input processing has been completed, the
data will then be placed in "archival" storage for ready access to user requests.
The control or coordination of the ilhvut data flow rests prinmrily with the Data
Coordinating Group. This group will interface withthe NASA field offices, the experi-
menters and other data centers externally and with the data control department inter-
nally. The NASA field offices 1) will lklrnish preliminary data estimates to assist in
advanced system planning; 2) will serve as the initial interface between the AAPA ,rod
the eN)(;rim(,nte r ; and :;) will fn rnish the archives with (.()pi(',s ()1"sol(;t:t(;(I v'aw data lal)(;s
that us(',t's m:ly CC(luest.
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Similar to the procedure employed by the National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC), it is believed that the experimenter will be under a contractual obligation to
NASA to furnish his reduced data to the AAPA. Some fixed time following the receipt
of his raw data from Houston, the experimenter will be required to file a data analysis
plan to the Data Coordinating Group which specifies in what stages he will reduce his
data and what he anticil)ates furnishing to the AAPA. From this plan, definite agree-
ment can be reached as to what data the experimenter will furnish and what time sche-
dule he must follow in submitting the data. The AAPA will, in general, be most in-
terested in receiving reduced data, namely the raw data from llouston which has been
e:tlibrated, correlated, processed to remove noise, and is in a useftfl form (as a l'nnc-
tion ol" time, distance etc. ) to undergo analysis ; and final analyzed data which is that
data which the e:q)erimenter uses to support his findings.
Internally, the Data Coordinating Group will be responsible for overseeing the
data flow operation. To this end, g-coup personnel will follow the data through its pro-
cessing, file conversion and storage, and the group will maintain copies of all catalogs
and indices. As mentioned above, the primary interface in this task will be with the
data control department, which consists of a Data Control Group and a Use Analysis
and Technical Writing Group.
The Use Analysis and Technical Writing Group will work closely with the Data
Control Group on the indexing task. The group will consist of competent technical
I)eople who are C:tl)-tb]e of analyzing the best potential uses of data to the extent of
})eing qble to determine the optimal "tags" (index designations) to assil4n to a given
block of d'lta. The indexing task could prove a fairly complex problem because of the
vacious applications possible for a given block of data. Photo_Taphs, for example,
could be categorized by the latitude and longitude of the photographed area; by the geo-
logical, oceanographic, or meteorolog_c,-d phenomena photographed; by the time of day
at which the photograph was taken; by the camera used intaking the photograph, etc.
Thus, members of the group must be able to discern all of the possible ramifications
of a g2ven block of data.
For example, Professor A. J. McNair of Cornell University who has had con-
siderable experience in the area of photo applications, has provided a list of the sur-
rogate information which his staff deems essential for referencing photographs. These
reference items are as follows:
1) General location of exposure station - this can be given in lon_4tude
an(I latitn(le or in universal trans-Mereator l)rojeetion.
Altilu(le of exI)osu re station - this I):lv:lmeter. in conjuneiion with ilem
N(). l, woul(I provi(l(: N Y Z, I()ealion ()f Ihe (,_)()sur(; st:ilion :11 Ih(_ in-
sl:l n('e ()1' ¢',Xl)()su re I'()r each I)hotogval)h.
7.1
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3) In some instances, items 1 and 2 could be satisfied by a complete defi-
nition of orbital parameters. Orbital data might be preferred if ade-
quate computer facilities are available.
4) Orientation elements - these would consist of the direction cosines of
the camera axis with respect to the geocentric center of the earth. In
other words, the axis of the camera would be defined in terms of geo-
centric earth coordinates.
5) Camera parameters -
a) Focal length of the lens
b) Speed of shutter
c) Type of film used
d) Kind of filter used
e) Type of lens
f) Calibration characteristics of lens
g) Lens distortion characteristics
h) Fluidicial marks
6) The exact time and date on which the photo was taken - time should be
supplied in the most usable form and this would probably be Greenwich
Mean Ti.me.
The alx)ve items actually constitute requirements for the use of space photographs
in the fields of photogrammetry, photo interpretation, and geodesy, llowever, if this
parametric data is to be supplied, then action nmst be taken while the data handling plan
for the AAP is still in its formulative stages.
The members of the Use Analysis and Technical Writing Group must also include
competent technical writers who can prepare abstracts for the AAPA catalog (to be used
for data searches) and prepare something equivalent to the "Data Users' Notes" employ-
ed by NSSDC. Included in the se notes arc the following: a description of the experiment
and the measurements taken; the background of the experiment and the experimenter;
the data reduction technique employed; the format or fornmts of the available data; a
bibliography; and a list of references. The cooperation of the experimenter would be
expected for vMidating such notes. The Use Analysis and Technical Writing Group will
also lie responsible for the actual l) rclm ration of a catalog for general distribution much
like the STAR catalog or NSSDC's (l:lla cat'tlogs "Satellite and l{ockcl l,]:q)erimenls" and
"(';dalog of Correlative l)ate". 'l'his tcx_tual material may then bc I)rinted either in-house
or I)y the Govcrnnlont l)rinting Office.
3.7.4 User Access and Retricv:tl. - After reviewingthc variousl)romulg:ttory,
ov tertiary, data concerning the nature of the experiments (t',da stor(;d in the AAPA, the
potential data user is in a position to m:tkc a preliminary evahmtion as to which data he
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desires, and initiate an inquiry or request to the AAPA. The terms inquiry and re-
quest as used here, are differentiated as follows: an inquiry connotes a query for fur-
ther information concerning the archived data, while a request connotes an actual re-
quest for data retrieval, either for on-site review or distribution to the user.
It is assumed that in spite of the descriptive tertiary information provided as part
of the AAPA publicity cycle, the user will probably not have sufficient information at
hand to decide conclusively which data he requires. Consequently, the user should have
tile benefit of successive interrogation loops into the archive before actual retrieval and
distribution is effected. For example, assume the initial user inquiry is in somewhat
generalized vein. The AAPA would then respond with more complete tertiary intomna-
tion, on the order of more abstract information, catalog listings, etc. After review-
ing these, the user might then interrogate tim archives with a mor,' Sl)ecific inquiry,
resulting in mm'e specific tertiary information being outtmt for his review. Once he
feels he has enougtl information - including tile type of data, media, qu:mtities, and
prices involved to make a decision, he may reenter the retriewtl loop with a data re-
quest. This may be a final request, resulting directly in a release of data for distri-
bution to him, or at his discretion and convenience may include a final onsite review
of the data he has requested.
Figure 11 shows both inquiry and request loops as they would exist in the AAPA.
Both would be initially processed through the Data Coordination Group, since this group
rcl,ains overall responsibility of all archival activities. The actual processing of the
inquiries and requests would probably be combined as well; however, these functions
are separated in the figure for purposes of clarification. A fundamental difference
between the two processing functions might be the actual data retrieval: the tertiary
data. which would be accessed by a data inquiry, would probably be stored in a smaller
sized, more nceessihle storage media; whereas the lxalk archival data, which would
be accessed by a data request, wouht be stored in the archives per se.
l,'ollm\_ing machine retrieval of inquiry type daya, compilation is required to pre-
I)arc, the asseml)lcd (latafordistril)ution. This consists primarily ol7 converting tilt',
eleclvonically stored data into hardcopy - primarily unl)ound I)al)er t'el)orts. The nature,
:lnd relatively sm:tll volume of this opecation should enable it to I)c :meomplishe(I I)y
AAI)A i)ersonnel.
Tim rctriev:d and compilation o1' request data will involve the handling of nmch
larger quantities of data and types of storage media. After machine location of the
stored material, arehive's personnel will have to retrieve and handle sueh diverse and
incompatible media as magnetie tape, mier()film, hardeopy photogr'tphs, and doeumcnt
hardeopy. As previously mentioned, ()nee compiled, this data may merely be prepared
for distribution if desired I)y the requester, llowever, due to bulk of the data an(I apr-
pt'eeiable cost of the media involved, the user shotfld also have the option of an onsite
_-(,vi(,w if (Icsired. This gives one fin:d ehcel< ()f the data b('f()re release for distributi(m,
:lu(I also I)t'ovi(It:s :ln()lhev diln('nsion l'of uliliz:ltion - thai or" i)ol('nlially t.<)sll'vee use el
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the archives for users who would be perhaps unable to justify funds for data procure-
ment* but are able to spend time onsite for perusal of the archived data.
One final function - that of data file conversion - will be required if the archives
are to be bcneficiM to a reasonably broad scope of users. The media, codes and lan-
gnages of data storage within the archives are not necessarily those 1)ring used by the
users T data processing facilities. Also, the user with a specialized, or more modest
installation will i)rol_tl)ly not have the required means of data file conversion :it hand.
()f course, r()r the archives facility to attempt to "custom fit" outgoing data for each
user would bc prohibitively costly; nevertheless, it is within the realm of praciicality
for the archives to perform a limited degree of file conversion so that a greater nunlber
of potential users can be more effectively served.
Data distribution, both for an inquiry and request data, can probably be performed
as a mail-room operation for the initial configuration. Following the growth of both
the archives and its usage, this function will probably expand to the extent where it
could be assembled, by a separate distribution agency.
3.7.5 System Update Concept. - As indicated in Figure 11 usage statistics, a
I'orm of quarternary data, will be gathered about the data inquiries, the available data
found by a data search, the data requested, and the data selected after a review of "tll
data by the user. These statistics will then be combined for use in the system Ul)date
concept shown ill 1.'ig_tre 12. The cmlx of the system ul)d:ttc concept is the operational
revicw, a COmlmterize(I analysis of the statistical data. From this review, indications
can 1)e outl)ul concerning advanced system planning; modifications in the storage and
r(;trieval c()necl)t such as thesaurus update, subject index modification "rod cross ref-
erencing mo(lifications; and modifications in the data base such as expansion, relire-
men(, format modification, etc. The operational review will be under the sul)ervi_ion
o1 the Data Coordinating Group who will also have control over modifications in the
data base - in particular data retirement.
It is anticipated tlmt when data is retired from the AAPA, it will be placed in
I)crmanent archival storage in a facility such as a local Federal Records Center. At
such time, it will also be necessary to update the AAPA data catalog and compose a
catalog of retired dttta to 1)e maintained in the AAPA archival storage. The respon-
sil)ility for the m()(lii'ications to the catalog and for the maintainance ()f the retired data
c:lt:lh)K woul(I I:lll l:o tim Data Conlr()! (;roup.
:;. 7. I; (',()or(lill:llion of I):lla (',(qllt,'l'S. - As me, utiollC(I in S(,(.li(m I. 0 :ll)()vc, thor('
:ire scvcr:ll (l:lt:l ccnl(-i_';--i;rcscnli._:-iil(-'xi-Jlcncc which (h':ll wilh _)1' :1r(, (hw()l(,d t() so111('
:lSl)ecl ()f I,];ll'lh F(:s()ill"Ces (I;ita. A111Ollg thes(: are the N:lti()lnll \Ve;llh(,r I¢eco1"(I ('.('lllOl',
7N
Itsage costs, :is such, w()ul(I be r(._luired I) rimarily to cover the cost of exl)cn(lal)les
required for user (listribution, i.e., magl_etie tape, i)hot()graphs, etc.
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DATA BASE MODIFICATION
r
DATA BASE EXPANSION
DATA RETIREMENT TO F.R.C.
CATALOG UPDATE
RETIRED DATA CATALOG
DATA FORMAT MODIFICATION
STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
MODIFICATION
THESAURUS UPDATE
SUBJECT INDEX MODIFICATION
CROSS REFERENCE MODIFICATION
AI)VANCE I)I,ANNIN(; INI,'()IIMATI()N
Figure 12 AA I)A System Up(kate Concept
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the National Oceanographic Data Center, NASA's Scientific and Technical Information
Facility, NASA's Earth Resources Data Center, the Coast and Geodedie Survey Library,
and the National Aeronomy and Space Data Center. It is therefore desirable to estab-
lish and maintain some form of coordination between these data centers. One means of
accomplishing this, as represented in Figure 13,is to have one person on the staff of each
facility cognizant in a somewhat more than general sense of what data and/or information
is stored in each of the other facilities. In the ease of the AAPA this would bc someone
in the Data Coordinating Section. Thus, when a user comes to the AA1)A, for example,
with a request for dat't that the AAPA does not have, the AAPA could direct the user to
that facility which would most probably be able to fill the request.
Figure 13 contains a block for NASA's Office of Technology Utilization (OTU),
because it is anticipated that in many instances a user may not know exactly what data
he requires or what data is available to solve his problem. In such a case, he could
deM tlu-ot_gha local Technology Application Center (TAC) office rather than traveling
across the country to review data at the AAPA facility. For small businessmen, where
the cost of such travel could be prohibitive, the use of Technology Application Centers as
a local input/output would serve as an additional asset. Thus, users of the AAPA have
two possible interfaces: 1) directly with the archives' Data Coordinating Group or 2) on
a local level with the Office of Technology Utilization. It is to be emph'tsize(1 here that
the ()TU is not being restricted to operating solely as a local I/O and data search mecha-
nism for the AAPA. These are added tasks which can be easily assimilatc(I with their
present lkmctions.
3.7.7 Preflight Announcement Cycle. - To best serve its function as a data "li-
In-try", it is desiral)le for the AAPA to have some advanced feeling for what data will
1)e most useful and most desired by potential users. One means of accomplishing this
is through a preflight briefing and survey cycle as represented in Figllre 14. In this
cycle, the NASA field office would notify the AAPA of all experiments and anticipated
data as the experiments are ,approved. The Use Analysis and Technical Writing Group
of the AAPA could then, with the cooperation of the experimenter if necessary, prepare
abstracts of these experiments and anticipated data, and distribute them to potential
users. The users would inturn be aMe to assess their anticip-tted requirements for
data and furnish estimates to the AAPA.
As a byl)r,)ducl of this process, users would also be able to make recommenda--
lions through th(' AAI)A for follow-on experimenls. An example of such modification
might I)e an exl)crimcnt wherein a sensor is t() gather data troiil :2 p;u'tictdar area ()f the
l,:arth. '['o a given user it may be desirable to have data ;tlso t)rt)vi(h'tl from another
area, and hc c()td(I request this modification. In this cal)acity, the AAI)A would act as
a filter between NASA and the user, thereby permittiIN fee(Ibael< h) NASA on the exp(_ri-
ments, yet limitiIN; the influence and knowledge of the user on internal NASA functioning
or direct ink, rvention and interference thereby eausi_N tmnceess:Lry work.
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Assessment of the realities of the data flow in and out of the AAPA shows a pat-
tern with strong implications for system design. Data flows to the archive, if it does,
through a complex process involving a large number of widely scattered people and
organizations whose attention is chiefly devoted to other activities. The data itself is
of extremely diverse content and in formats so various andnumerous that the types of
record media to be handled are not even known in advance. Data use is by a geographi-
cally dispersed group of users who in total cannot be identified in advance with certainty
and who have no organization, subject or discipline in common.
It is a messy situation and one which is potentially quite expensive, or disastrous,
or both ['or the AAPA. Effective steps to manage such a difficult situation will require
immediate action to create a broad and facile information tool to support the AAPA data
control subsystem.
Specifications follow. It should be noted that they are specifications for tile whole
data control subsystem not merely the automated record keeping part of it.
3.8.1 Specifications. - The essential features of the data control subsystem must
be capable of being implemented no later than the first quarter of the first year of AAPA
operation. The span of its control must cover data in existence and in the archive, data
packages not yet in the archive, and even data planned but not yet in existence. The span
of control may also have to include data projects in the proposal stage but not yet sche-
duled; however, handling such data does not appear to be a requirement at this stage.
Control must be exerted over raw data within AAPA's charter even if not archived in the
AAPA stores. Data in the data control subsystem must be capable of being made widely
available in a wlriety of forms and packages appropriate to the use and nmst be avail-
able via both immediate access and belated access techniques.
The data control subsystem must interface easily and effectively with acquisitions
operations, with storage/retrieval and use activities, and with the data use promotion
program as well as with the data control function itself. The subsystem must be capable
of acceptinginputsquickly and easily over each of these interfaces and in effect serving
as the principal record keeping tool of each.
Prospective users of the data control system must find the effective subject struc-
ture of its products and access tools shaped to meet the needs, terminology and actual
patterns of use of the customer. The single data control system should appear to the
user as tf it were in effect a small specialized system substantially tailored to the user
ortheuser group of which he is a part.
The data control roll)system must include )adminstrative ) (l:)t'_ elements (dealing
with the identity of the data; c. g., prim_il)al hlvestig:ltor, c()nlr:)cl numl)¢:)', I'li_hi
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desit,mation, contract sponsor, etc.) as well as content data elements. Administrative
data elements must be included broadly enough and must be manipulated by the system
so as to make unnecessary any other major AAPA paperwork system.
It is reasonable to assume that the experimental data output will be greater than
the input if this is to be an operating archive. Therefore the "housekeeping" data base
will increase the total number of data elements which must be estimated. In other data
control systems for this type of application an increase in effective data base can be as
much as 50 percent. A reasonable estimate for AAPA is 30 percen_ increase in da:a
base if consideration is also given to generating feedback information to NASA as to the
effectiveness of this program. The programming requirements is a factor of no small
concern. The executive and subroutines have not been identified as they are beyond the
scope of this contract but estimates of thirty ($30.00) per instruction are common.
3.S.2 ln_plcnlentation. - This specification recognized the political and techni-
cal nee(I to get the AAI)A system producing immediately. The sl)eeifieqtion is thcrel)y
nearly axiomatic. Early implementation does not require imnm(liate operation of all
of the tools and sel'viccs of the AAPA, but a core of the data control routines and many
of the data use specialist's tools must be operational by the end of the third month or
expensive substitute systems will appear. The need for early implementation, like
several other factors, suggests adaption of the existing compilation facilities and pro-
grams of similar agencies and use of existing information networks rather than an at-
tempt to synthesize an entirely new operating system. There are several existing sys-
tems similar enough to the proposed AAPA system to allow successful adaptions. A
proposed budget for the initial system, presented in Section 3.11.3 allocates money
for both internal and external systems work as well as machine time purchases in re-
sponse to this specification.
3.S.2.1 Chronological Scope. - This specification recognizes the common need
to manage data not yet in hand, a need which has resulted elsewhere in the large data
nlanagement systems of the Air Force, in the experiment-management systems of
NASA and I)()1) and other agencies, and in even more catholic activities such as the
Smithsoni:ln's Scientific Information l,:xehange and NBS Standard I{ei'erence I)at:l Sys-
tCIII. SOIIIC of these sghellles are USCl" orientc, d, some :ire intended to serve lhc m:_n-
age, ment prot_(,ss itself; AAPA's provisions h)r broad coverage of differing project sta-
tuses would st',rve both ends. Since a strong and effective acquisitions i)rogranl is es-
sential to the fmlitful functioning of the AAPA, the implenmntation of reporting pr()ec-
durcs ['or projects pending must occnr very early in the implementation process.
Arrangements for the support ()1 the :lC(luisitions function may be satisfied in a
relatively simple manner through the design and use of a reporting form for use by the
Acquisition Officers to be transmitted either by air mail or telet_)e. These forms would
usually be filled out by the Acquisition Officer himself rather than by the investigator
or a l)roject related person and would cover not only the initial record creation task
but the recording of status updat('s and (later :ulditions as well, thcr('l)y subsl_mtially
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assisting the work of the data control function. The Acquisitions Officers would be
assisted by the provision of standard input data manuals and the AAPA index.
3.8.2.2 Availability. - Definitions of the data base of the data control subsys-
tem nmst be widely available not only to the data control group at AAPA quarters but
also in the field to the Acquisitions Officers, to data use specialists, and to users them-
selves. The number and variability of points of use suggests that access should be
through printed and computer printout products rather than direct access, especially
during the first few years of operation; a conclusion which is also suggested by the
relatively small size of the defined data control data base. The AAPA Index which is
proposed to meet this need would be available in printed editions for wide distribution
and would appear regularly (e. g., monthly). A computer-printer edition for use by
staff only would appear more frequently (e. g., weekly). Each would have the same data
arranged in a number of different files (indexes) by appropriate search keys; e. g., geo
graphical area, expected data of availability, location of supplemental data in the AAPA
Catalog, etc. A non-index section in each edition would summarize separately the
changes and additions since the last edition.
The data used to prepare the AAPA Index would be input by economical tape pro-
cessing methods and could be searched economically by data use specialists using the
same techniques. As an alternative procedure, new surrogate data for the data control
subsystem could be input through paper tape punching typewriters also used to produce
a manual card file. This technique would not satisfactorily meet the data needs of the
Data Acquisition Officers in the field and is not recommended.
3.8.2.3 Interfaces. - If strong and effective arrangements are made to reach
potential data users, the data may still be slow and disorderly in its processing be-
cause of ineffective interfacing of use procedures with control and acquisition procedures.
A particularly critical interface is the acquisition interface, and it is apparent that the
Acquisition Officers must become involved in the acquisition at secondary and tertiary
data as well as the primary data itself; indeed recently designed project-management
schemes such as the Navy's NARDIS system now normally include such a technique.
in document work, the l)OI) form 1473 system is essentially a similar technique creat-
ed to meet similar needs.
The AAPA system will frequently have to interface with associated systems i'or in-
put and output purposes, and the intellectual desig_ of its classification and subject in-
dexing, data elements schemes, etc. nmst be developed compatibly with these systems.
Particularly important will be the NASA project management systems and the NASA/
DOCINC document control system.
3.8.2.4 Subject Structure. - The AAPA will have many of the characteristics of
a large system even in the pilot stage. It is characteristic of large systems that they
tend rapidly to become unresponsive to the needs of user subgroups and hence to break-
down. There are strong theoretical reasons underlying the phenomenon (see A. D. Littlets
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1.()63 rel)ort, Centralization and l)ocument_tion) and a mass of i)ractical evidence _)1" ils
existence. Provisions to counter the phenomenon are available but tend to run some,-
what counter to the need for a strong central control tool. Two of the essential tools
ace discussed below.
The first of these tools is a mission oriented staff of data use specialists oriented
by background and assignment to work directly with particular industries and industry
groups, in sufficient number and experience, and with liberal travel funds. A regional
distribution of generalized field officers does not meet the specification and will be ex-
cessively expensive and ineffective. Regional representation may be effected in pact
by a nonparticipant dissemination of printed indexes and advertising material through
the existing network of technical information centers, information analysis centers,
company special libraries and, of course, other data archives.
The second tool is the AAPA catalog schemes. This will be tied into the AAPA
Index data base but produced and organized independently. Its modules will give nmch
(l(;(;i)er int'orn)ation al)out the content and format of the data packages both in and antici-
p:lte(t 1)y the :Itch)re, and nmst be capable of being disseminate(I and maintained indel)en-
dently of the whole catalog. The abstracting and surrogation techtliqucs used will I)L,
slanted to the potential user. It must be anticipated that considerable innovation will
have to bc employed in evolving :tppropriate surrogation techniques for the AAPA Ca-
talog. Neither the NSSDC data briefs nor the familiar abstracting and indexing techniques
of document work will be useful models.
3.8.2.5 Data Element Coverage. - Examination of comparable information sys
terns indicates a span covering more than 100 data elements is extremely common with
a range from the 400 of the OAR project management system to the approximate 100
plus of cartographic management systems. The AAPA system should be able to handle
at least two hundred, with maximum lengths of 5000 characters for tertiary records, and
a substantial nunaber of variable length fields. Because the character set must be ex-
tensive to be responsive to the normal reading habits of users and because output print-
ing must 1)(, of high quality, a nine-bit 25(i-character set of characters nmst be accom-
m()(l:lte, d for intcrnnl co(ling I)urposes; although narrower sets may 1)e used for many
itll)(li :lll(I cull)ill plll'pOSeS 1l!1(t narrovver coding l):ttterns may I)(_ used for s()mt; sysl(_m
(11113 s[()res.
3..() Softw:lre Consideration
The AAI)A data I)ase will be fairly unique in content and c:_tm()l 1)e thought of in
the terms commonly used for information retrieval systems, lt_formation retrieval
systems are normally a collection of facts which are arranged in a (:onq)utcr system
storage such that they can be retrieved or compared to a given set of criteria or
search l)lu'amcters. The AAPA data will not represent individual useftd facts but
rather data streams collected fro])) various senso_-s aboard space craft. It is ant)ri-
p:lied that the smallest retrieval unit will be "all of the data stre:lm from it particular
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sensor and experiment. A further subdivision may be possible which is a time period
subset of information. For example, an individual might be able to specifiy that the
data of interest lies between T + 20 hours and T + 22 hours (T representing lamch time).
This type of subdivision is dependent on the manner in which the data is recorded.
Because of the uncertainties of the data formats, etc., itis not possible at this
time to speculate on any general formats which could be recommended as being most
useful or advantageous. Itis recommended that further study be undertaken to deter-
mine ifany set of general formats are feasible. This is of interest principally to pro-
vide some standardization or homogeneity to the AAPA data base.
It is not considered wise to attempt to provide a reformatting service to users as
it would be virtually impossible to anticipate all possible formats. In fact, this type
of service would probably have little real value to a user. The user must design his
computer progTam to accomplish his intended manipulation of the data and his acceptance
of the data "as is" from AAPA would have little impact on the cost or complexity of his
program generation. In essence, AAPA should only provide identical copies of infor-
mation in the data base along with an appropriate verbal description of the particular
data format
The AAPA should, however, attempt to produce tapes which are compatible with
the computer system available to the user. The most widely acceptable tape characteris-
tics are considered to the "IBM compatible". This is to say that AAPA should have com-
puter facilities available to it to produce 7 or 9 level tapes in densities of 200, 556, 800,
and 1(300 bits per inch. Furthermore, a program capability should exist to adjust block-
ing factors so that the number of bits, as a record, could be adjusted in a reproduction
process to accommodate the users requirements. Finally, it is recommended that all
tapes be recorded in the "binary" mode as opposed to character grouping. Character
compatability between various computer manufacturers leaves nmch to be desired and
can create a multitude of problems.
3.10 Distribution Scheme
The method chosen to accommodate the handling of user queries and tim distribution
of outgoing data will depend upon the structure of the archives whether centralized or de-
centralized, the volume of data being distributed, and the attitudes of the users - particu-
larly toward cost effectiveness. In a decentralized structure, it is anticipated that the
decentralization would be accomplished on a topical basis (See Section Ill) if at all; i.e.,
some of the dat-t _411 be stored in exqsting facilities according to the subject content of
the data. These l;_teilities, which may be controlled by NASA or by other government
agencies, already have dissemination channels which are perfectly acceptable. For ex-
ample, the Scientific and Technical Inl'ormation Division of NASA has one of the most
exlensivc data dissemination networks of any agency in the eounl ry: the l)el'cnse I)ocu-
m(;ntation (:enter and the T(*,ehnic:l] Inl',)rllmli(m (lent(,r ,_1" lh(; Am(,ric:ln Inslilute of
s7
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Aeronautics and Astronautics both have very good distribution channels; and both the
National Library of Agriculture and the Library of Medicine, which support research
org-anizations within the federal government, have established distribution channels
which could serve to disseminate experiments data.
If the AAPA develops as a self-contained entity, it can have its own distribution
mechanism which will evolve with the system. At the outset, there will be a relatively
small data base and few user requests. Itwill be necessary, however, to emphasize
service to the users if there is to be a transference of AAP data to users and if
users are to develop any confidence in the value of the AAPA. The user request and
data dissemination could be handled within the archive itself, but the door must be left
()pen in the desigll for growth and expansion. As more AAP missions are flown, the
data base b_'oa(Icns to interest more users, and the publicity of the AAI)A 1)cremes mot'e
widespread, the l)oint will be reached where it becomes nloL'e practical an(t effici('nl
t() or'rate an indel)endent, yet internal, branch to handle user requests and (httn distri-
I)ution. Again, this branch would be a functional part of the archives, but est:/1)lished
solely to interface withthe users. A third existing possibility is to create some inde-
pendent, monolithic input/output agency to service all federally operated data centers
in correlating user data requests. A similar system has been proposed by MSC to
serve NASA in distributing pictorial data; i. e., that a commercial organization should
actnally be the distributor of (at least) all NASA generaged pictorial data. This con-
cept might have practicM value, especially with interagency operation where the scope
of data becomes so broad.
As will be pointed out in Section 4.0, it is believed that at least initially, the
AAPA should be a self-contained system storing all non-space oriented AAP data (the
space oriented data to t)c stored within NASA at the NSSDC). As such it will have its
own distribution scheme as outlined above. Since the system will service govermn_mt,
industry, and the scholastic community, the detailed nature of the distribution mecha-
nism will accordingly (lepend both upon the users' facilities and the frequency with
which each user queries the archive. Because the system is (tcaling to a large extent
with digital data (i)robal)ly stored on magnetic tape), a dit'ect wide band, high speed
data link system which connects the AAPA with individual users is feasible ro_" the more
frequent users. The wide band data link would have the advantages of facilitating the
distt'ibution of htrge blocks of data, providing the user direct access to a digital AAPA
catalog, and of clmbling the user's own computers to restructure the data as they arc
received to accommodate his own particular formats and programs. For other users
who may require less frequent access or who cannot afford such a sophisticated sys-
tem as the wide band data link, distribt_tion may be accomplished 1)y mail or some simi-
htr means. Finally, for users who J'eclui_'c many photographs, facsimile transmission
systems will permit t'evicw of low resolution copies on lhe USCL"S I)remcsis without his
traveling to the "archive". For the pilot system distribution should be solely by mail
until user nce(I and interest dictates otherwise.
S_
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3.11 Initial System
Because of the nature of the Apollo Applications Program, the data to be stored
ill the archive will be accumulated in steps over a period of several years. Thus, the
archives itself will gradually evolve from a small pilot system, less complicated than
that discussed previously.
3.11.1 Scope. - The initial system, aimed at fulfilling the system requirements
through a limited time period (about two to three years), will provide a basic working
system, conservatively outfitted but capable of multidirectional expansion. While the
system is evolving, additional user information can be gathered, and as this data ac-
crues, the systematic expansion can then be planned to enable a closer fit between sys-
tem demands and performance capabilities. This approach is in keeping with the gen-
eral economics of a system such as the AAPA. Since the utilization requirements will
be small at first and grow with time, there is no justification for implementing a full-
blown system at the outset when it would not be utilized.
While the pilot system will be smaller and less complex than the full-blown system,
it must still fulfill all of the system functions outlined in Figure 15, namely, the active
collection, organization, announcement, storage, retrieval and dissemination of data.
The emphasis in the beginning, however, will be placed on organization - the develop-
ment of vocabularies, surrogation techniqnes, paperwork procedures, etc. and on dis-
semination and promotion. A possible configuration for the pilot system, shown in
I"igllre l(; consists of a shipping and receiving group, technical writers, a use analysis
and indexing group, some data processing personnel, and a staff group.
The staff group will be responsible for the management of the archives and will
coordinate all activities with the experimenters, the users, other data facilities and
NASA field offices. In working with an experimenter, the group will establish which
data is to be supplied and will monitor the progress of his analysis to insure that a
delivery schedule for the data is adhered to. The tasks of monitoring the progress and
of acquiring the data will be relegated to acquisition specialists who have an appropriate
mix of technical background. After the data has been received and processed, the group
will handle user requests and maintain statistics of data flow for advanced system plan-
ning. Thus, in terms of the essential system functions, the staff group will be respon-
sible for both theaetive collection and the retrieval of data in addition to the overall system
management.
Th(; use :lnalysis and indexing Kv()Ul) will 1)e resl)onsil)l('. I'()r the t:_sk ,if (hlta ovga-
nix:ttion. The group must have i)ers(,tmcl c:q):ll)l(; of disccvlling Ih(' m;eds o1" the user's
such that the best tags may be appli('d to the ex3)eriments (lai:t 14_r ust'L" acc(:ss. Th(_s(;
data use specialists and data control analysts arc. in e×tremely sh()t't SUl)l_ly, :lnd th(,
shol'tage is not cxl)ected to end in the forsee:lble ['uture. ()/)taining eap:fl)le I)('rsonnel
to organize the pilot system could therefore pose serious problems.
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TechnicM writers will work closely with the experimenters alut tile indexing per-
sonnel to prelmre catalogs and briefs on all experiments data stored in the pilot sys-
tem. The briefs, rather ttmn mcrely listing the data which is being stored ill thearehives,
should be desiglled to assist potential data users to decide if they can make use of the
available data. Such things as a description of the experiment and the measurements
taken, the background of the ex:periment and the experimenter, the data reduction tech-
niques employed, the format of the available data and a list of references should be in-
eluded.
The amount of data processing required in the pilot system is expected to be rather
limited, though some will be required. That which will be done will set the pattern for
the "full blown" system.
It has been suggested that the initial system should not be staffed by NASA per-
sonnel but rather by subcontract personnel. The subcontract task would be to coordi-
nate between NASA and industry or academic users. The operation of the Archives
would require interfacing with all NASA centers and related government agencies for
the input data and information which would be identified, analyzed, procured, coordi-
nated, controlled, and distributed by this group. The output of this group would be
exl)erimental data and in£ormation in standard formats, available upon request from
the t'esl)eetive NASA centers. The advantages of sul)contracting this task would in-
elude 1) accessibility to needed discil)lines without robbing existing government [acili-
lies; 2) evading any (lit'oct contact with industry or academic institutions at delivery
time; 3) providing a buffering organization between a product oriented group and sci-
entific research; 1) preventing any legal exposure to NASA as to the proprietary rights
of the user. Several disadvantages in subcontracting this task which exist include the
antithesis of items 2 and 3 above and 3) training of additional disciplines within govern-
ment organizations to transfer to operational systems at a later data b) a direct inter-
face with the user would be desirable in order to create practicality from this experi-
mental data being generated.
3.11.2 Personnel Considerations. - As mentioned above, one of the key problems
facing the pilot AAPA is that of acquiring capable personnel. The supply of these per-
sonnel is extremely short, and there have been a number of instances of severe opera-
ti(>n;tl (listtu'l):mtt(,s in major systems caused I)tu'ely by a raisin:itch Ix'tween the I)erson-
n(,l ]'t'(luirem(,nts ()f tht, givtm s.\'stt, ms ;uul the acttutl m;tnpower SUpl)iy. Tht' ir_Lining
()t' II('W ()1" ;l(l(liii()n.ll sysl.ell| staff in |ll(_ sl)('eifics ()f th(;ir r(,sl)()llsil)JlJl.it's within the sys-
|(,|ll's d(,I;lil(,_l m(_l(' ()f opt,|';lli()n h:ts Ill,i'll :t ._t,l'iOlls ;m(I contimtin!_ Iw_)l)|('lll 1()|' lilt)st
inlornl;ll J(HI ,q)'Sl('lllS ()1" filly size. II;Irt'ly ;iss(,ss('(I a(l(,qu;ih,ly in ;I(Iv;III('(' I_ _ysl('lll (le-
Nigll('l'N iJle [rilJllJllg i)r()l)l(,lll C[lll (:;ittst' St,l'i{)ils t'os{ ;|111| i)t'(Mlu'li\'i{5 ' Jllt'l[jt'Jt'lwJt's ;llld
mttSl [)o l:d_en into accotmt in tim design process.
Professor A. J. McNair of Cornell University further eml)hasized the personnel
problem in a discussion with UAC personnel, tte feels that the shortage of eqpable and
9l
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qualified professionals in the fields of photogrammetry, photointerpretation, and geo-
desy will create a very serious problem in the future practical uses and applications
of space photographs, and substantiated this position with some interesting statistics.
At the present time the United States presently averages only one graduate per year in
these fields for every 5,000,000 people in our population. Europe and Canada graduate
on the average of one man per 100,000 people per year.
At the present time, Austria is the only country in the world of which Professor
MeNair knows that has ever had a surplus of professionals in photogrammetry, gee-
desy, or photointerpretation. Not only does this predict dire consequences for the
future, but there are definite signs that the present situation is very gTave. Vor in-
stance, the Army Map Service, in order to get a man with sufficient experience and
capability to head up their research and top level scientific projects was forced to ira-
port Professor E. Acne Bjerhammer from Sweden. There are only 15 universities in
the United States which offer cirrieula in the fields of photogrammetry, geodesy and
photointerpretation. Professor McNair pointed out that survey and civil engineering
firms subscribe to the following ratio regarding personnel they employ. For each
professional they would like to have 3 technicians and approximately 7 unskilled labor-
ers. The problem at the present time and even more in the future is not in finding
technicians and unskilled laborers but rather in finding the professionals. As Professor
McNair pointed out earlier, the lack of professionals might be our most serious prob-
lore in the use of our space photographs.
3.11.3 Budget Specifications. -
3.11.3.1 Introduction. - Minimal budget specifications for the initial years of
operation of the AAPA system follow. A discussion of functional and line details ap-
pears as section 3.11.3.2 below and tables of line and function items as section 3.11.3.3.
These details, however, need to be understood inthe contexl of a number of quali-
fications. The budgets cover a three-year period but re-estimates of the second year
and later costs will be required subsequently as feedback from initial operations and
desigl_ iterations becomes available. The budgets cover only direct-type cost and in-
elude no indirect overhead, floorspaee, fringe benefit or other indirect costs such as
purchasing, contract administration, hiring costs, etc. Minimal allocations for data
record rewriting and reproduction have been made on the assumption that these activi-
tics are relatively minor in the first year of operation. The allocations for printing
are intended for use promotion materials, the AAPA Index and AAPA Catalog and simi-
lar items and shotdd not be confused with data record reproduction. The I_ldgets are
presented in two different forms for the sake of clarity. A line I_ldget follows the usuM
salary-by-salary, item-hy-item orgmfization. A functional budget distrilmtes all of
these costs over the matrix of six major tkmctions which the AAPA will haw.' to accom-
plish in carrying out its task: l)ata Acquisition, Surrogation and Control, Storage. and
Itetrieval. l)isst'minationand Promoti(m, Administlration and System Ileveh)pm(,nl. The
d_)llav t_)lals will I_ Iimnd t() colnplll'(_ ill i':llht,'r g(',nel':ll lol'lllS with (ht, inilial costs _1"
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other information systems recently developed such as the Air Force Machinability
Data Center. No program budget is included. Development of a program budget be-
fore more detailed specification of operations, output products and the priority allo-
cations among users would be premature. The budgets presume, of course, a reason-
able (9 months) allocation of get-ready time before full operation.
The budget estimates are actually quite low considering the cost of the Apollo Ap-
plications Program and the considerable political pressure for secondary uses of the AAPA
data. The minimal size of the initial budgets may be attributed to a number of causes:
1) Commitment to a large-scale system has been deliberately postponed.
2) Field offices have been avoided by the use of centrally located industry
specialists with adequate travel funds.
3) Data archiving outside the AAPA store has been designed into the system
not merely tolerated.
1) rise el" tertiary data cre, ated outside the system has I_eu provided 1)y
careful mtm:tgement oI" interfaces.
5) A selective approach to the promotion of data use is adopted rather
than a shotgun approach.
6) Some output products and services use the existing information networks
and computer programs of other agencies.
3.11.3.2 Discussion of Detail. - The initiation of the system will be marked by
high start-up costs for system development which are recognized openly by the functional
budget. During the first year in addition to the time of the systems man and consider-
able machine tiara, the function_ budget allows considerable participation by the data
analysis and others in the development of vocabularies, surro_tion techniques, papcr-
W()l'l( I)l'()(__()dllr(_s anti th(_; ]ik(;. A small amount of cost for external sysiems work is
a l,_() all()we(I i)rint,it)ally i()i);iv I'()r l h(: cost ()[" adal)iations of the ()ull)u! I)l'()_l':llllS ()r
(dhcr :,p3,ncic._ \vll()._c syslcms life i)cing sh:lrc(t. All cx:lmplc _)1"._uc]l ;ill :l(];ll)[ati(m
IIl i_lll I)C Ill(' I'cvisi,)ll,_ ()[ illdCx-l)riniJll _ i)r()141-;1111s iil:ld(_ l_()r N,.'\SAvs I{clial)ilily Ai)s]l':l(,|,_
:lll(I Tcclmic'll I{c\ic\v,_ from the ()rigill;ll I)( )(',IN(: i)r()gF:lll/S cl'c;l{(_.d For S'I'AI{. In [he
lhir(I yc.ar, $10,()00 [or systen_s (h;v('.lopm(ml is allocalc(I r()r :1 retina[ illternal ()r ex-
tcrnal appraisal el" p rogTess and redesign el" the systelll.
Actual control, surrogation and storage costs are relatively low at first partly
because little true AAP archival data is coming in. During this period, much of the
time of the staff who wo_ld normally work at these functions is being committed to sys-
tem development work. Administration costs are also kept relatively low throughout
the program t)ecause of full reco_mition of system development problems elsewhere
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in the budget and in contracted development efforts previous to it. Dissemination and
promotion costs (function D) are shown as relatively significant even in the first year--
24 percent of the total-- because the data use specialists will be involved at an early
(late in the actual task of finding users for data not yet available and because printing
costs for function D reflect the dissemination of early types of promotional literature.
Rises in salary costs during the three-year period are chiefly caused by the ad-
(lition, ill th(' second year of operation, of an executive officer (administrative assis-
tant) to assist the adnfinistrator and guarantee him adequate time for nonpapcrwork
activities. A second clerk in the control activity is also added inthe second year or"
operation.
Some detail on line items is also desirable at this point.
The administrator is staffed at level approximately equivalent to full professor,
and the possession of a doctorate (probably in geophysics, surficial geology, or an
appropriate branch of economic geography) is required in order to ensure a proper
appreciation of the opportunities in the data as well as a high estimation of the archive
by the people with which it must deal. A master's degree and extensive experience in
exploration geophysics will be an acceptable but a less satisfactory substitute. Ex-
tensive experience in information systems work is not required.
The activities and qualifications of the Data Acquisition Officers are discussed
elsewhere inthis report. Their chief expertise lies in coping with life ami(t the bureau-
cracy i)articularly the NASA and scientific establishments.
The data control analysts are a mix of personnel involved in the descriptive analy-
sis of data records and in relatively low level analysis of potential uses. A mix of back-
grounds for this staff will be not only desirable but necessary. A number of mixes are
possible. One such mix would be a photoanalyst, a person with equivalent experience
with magnetic tape records and a person whose experience lies in the creation and ma-
nipulation of the kind of records used in libraries, document control agencies such as
I)I)C or project-management systems. The data analysts are supported by clerical
personnel and machine routines, and the recording of data generated by them is handled
onsite via a t)aper-tape punching typewriter.
The activities of the systems man and data use specialsits have been discussed
elsewhere in tiffs report.
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3.11.3.3 Budget Tables
AAPA FUNCTIONAL BUDGET COSTS
(FtIOUSANDS OF $)
GENERAL
PROGRAM AREA YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3
A. Data Acquisition 22 50 50
B. Data Surrogation and Control 33 52 52
C. Data Storage and Retrieval 28 33 48
D. Data Dissemination and Promotion 77 121 127
E. Administration 29 41 45
F. System Development 114 23 72
HSER 4994
TOTAL
3 YEARS
122
137
109
325
115
2O9
TOTALS 303 320 394 1,0 ] 7
NOTES: Indirect overhead, floorspace, and certain other costs are not included.
See narrative, elsewhere, for discussion of details.
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AAPA LINE BUDGET COSTS
(Thousands of $)
Line Item
1. Administrator (1) 18
2. Executive Officer
3. Secretary (1) 5
4. Data Acquisitions Officers (3) 45
5. Data Control Analysts (3) 30
6. Data Control Clerks (1) 5
7. Data Use Specialist (4) 60
_. I)ata Use Celrk (1) 5
9. Software/Procedures Specialist (1) 15
SALARY DETAIL
HSER 4994
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
(1) 20 (1) 22
(1) 10 (1) 12
(1) 5 (1) 5
(3) 45 (:_) 4.5
(3) 30 (3) 30
(2) 10 (2) 10
(4) 60 (4) (;0
(1) 5 (1) 5
(1) 15 (1) 15
TOTAL (15) 183 (17) 200 (17) 204
NOTES: Figaare at right of each column is dollar cost; figure at left in each column,
in parentehses, is the number of such positions.
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AAPA LINE BUDGET COSTS
(Thousands of $)
Line Items
10. Office Equipment and Furnishings
1 1. Archival Stroage l':quipment and
Sul)plies
12. Oft'ice SuPl)lies and Postage,
T ele com munieation
13. Printing
14. Processing Machine Time
15. External Systems Work
1(;. Travel and Maintenance
TOTAL
Year 1
NONSALARY DETAIL
Year 2 Year 3
15 5 5
30 ,10 (;0
I0 i0 i0
20 30 40
20 15 20
i0 5 40
15 15 15
120 120 190
9_
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4.0 DEGREE OF DECENTRALIZATION
By its very nature, the total scope of the AAP experiment-related data is
extremely widespread. Topically, there are experiments which are oriented toward
Earth and Lunar resources, biomedicine, meteorology, communications, the space
sciences, biology, and space systems engineering. The responsibility for the experi-
ments can be held at many different geographical locations within the NASA organiza-
tion. Principal investigators are located throughout the world. Subsequent users of
experimental &_ta will not only be interested in each topic but will be at many geo-
graphical locations. Thus, in order to decide upon a configuration in terms of cen-
trnlization or decentralization of the data archives and upon the degree of potential
redundancy required, it is necessary to examine and weigh the topical and geographi-
cal considerations. Other factors for consideration are the mechanics of dat_ acqui-
sition, the sources of input da_l, and the requirements of the users.
The topical definitions have not been made in concert with the rigorous aca-
demic or library definition, but more oriented toward economic discipline definitions.
These definitions, as given, relate more readily to the various sectors of the economy,
and in some cases, there is inherently inferred a geographical relationship. For
example, Earth resources may be divided into at least the two subsectors of miner-
ology and agriculture. The principal interest in one form of minerology exists in the
western United States, while one form of agriculture interest is in the middle west.
In other cases, such as biomedicine or communications, this relationship cannot be
seen as clearly. Even the subseetors are not geographically relatable because of the
extreme diversification of this type of industry. Thus, to centralize or decentralize
on the basis of area of geographical preference for a given type of dat_q usage becomes
a very complex l)roblem.
4.1 Geographical Decentralization
The analysis l'or geographical decentralization is dependent upon the sources
of input data, the acquisition of the input data, the user locations and requirements,
and interest in a given topic on the one hand, and the cost of duplicate equil)ment and
storage, as well as a high speed distribution system, on the other. The primary
benefits of geograt)hical decentralization are a reduction in acquisition costs and con-
venience for the users. The disadvantages are the costs of duplicate storage and
support activities.
Data received at the AAPA will come from essentially three sources; viz.,
NASA field offices responsible for experiments, the experimenters themselves, and
some secondary input sources, such as other related data centers or academic
institutions. Since the hardware and support facilities developed for the Apollo pro-
ject are to be used to the maximum extent possible in the Apollo Applications Program,
it is logical to assume that the postflight data flow for the AAP will be very similar
to tl_lt of AI)ollo. This data flow, (liscussed in detail in Section 3, 7.:_, indicates tl_tt
original Inl)es of all raw data will be routed Ix) llouston where tlmy will re.main (for
9!)
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approximately a year), until being placed in archival storage at Goddard. Thus,
selected raw data from the AAP experiments should be supplied to the AAPA from
either Houston or Goddard, depending upon the time factor involved.
Similar to the procedure employed by the NSSDC, it is expected that the experi-
menter will be under a contractual obligation to NASA to furnish his reduced and final
anal yzed darn to the AAPA. The reduced data refers to the raw data which the experi-
menter has calibrated, correlated, processed to remove noise and put in some useful
form as a function of time, distance, et cetera. The final analyzed dat_a refers to that
data wllich has undergone further analysis, and is indicated by the experin_enter as
being most representative of his findings. In the process of obtaining this darn, it may
become necessary for A_APA representatives to visit the experimenter, or at least
travel to the NASA field office responsible for the experiment, h_ the event that ex-
perimenter visitations are required, this should be accomplished with the cognizance
and approval of the responsible NASA Program Manager.
The acquisition of data for the AAPA will certainly require a centralized con-
trol function. This control will be necessary for economic reasons, whether the dis-
tribution of data is centralized or decentralized. The nature of requests for experi-
mental data will, in all likelihood, require the delivery of intraexperimental data
which may have been stored or procured at different NASA centers, or by different
Principal Investigators. The Data Acquisition Group of the AAPA serves the function
of coordinating with the input sources of primary, secondary, tertiary and quarternarv
data.
The sources of experimental data can be defined as primary and secondary.
Primary sources are NA,SA groups and experimenters working directly on the Apollo
Applications Program° Secondary sources are the support groups in NASA and other
Government agencies such as the National Weather Record Center and U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce. If the dab/ is to be distributed by AAPA, these primary and
secondary sources of experimental data and information will interface with the AAP
through the archives system. A centralized coordination group within the archives
system will prevent the redundant acquisition of experimental data.
The requirements of the users of the experimental data do not, at this time,
justify a decentralized system of distribution. The types and forms of experimental
data tl_lt will be available for distribution, according to the present experin_ent list-
ing, do not require real time or near real time distribution. The number and loca-
tion of potential tL_ers presently interested in the experimental data do require a source
of ilfformation concerning AAP experiments, but during the initial phase of the pro-
gram, the demand for experimental data is unlikely to be so great as to justify the
increased facilities. If an increase in the number of users is to be desired, then a
centralized sysl.em ol:.disLribution will better :,ccomplish the disseminati(m ()f i,ffor-
mation nnd iml)licil.y that will I)e re(luircd. (!onsi(ler:ltion mu.mt I)o giv(,n I.o I,h(' initial
(l(,sign t() nlh)w I'or this increase in t, xl)el'inlt_ntlm] (lat;i us;Ig(_. An in('l'(,;Is(' in Ih(' Imm-
I)er of users, and n requirement for near real time acquisition ()f (lal:_, will :_ugm('nt
1 O0
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the reasons for decentralization. These considerations should include the possibility
that this arcMve will be a model and training ground for an operational satellite sys-
tem with an associated archive and distribution system.
As mentioned previously, one of the functions of the Data Coordinating Group
will be to direct users to other data centers which are storing pertinent data not
stored at the AAPA. Should the AAPA receive enough requests for the same block
or type of data which they are not storing, it may then be desirable to obtain copies
of such data from the secondary sources, and store them in the AAPA. These
secondary sources, some of which are listed in Section 3.7.6, are scattered
throughout the country.
The geographical relationships of inputs and output were reviewed during the
course of the study. Shown in Figure 16 is a map of the United States with the major
U.S. industrial centers. There was not sufficient time nor money to relate the
Standard Industrial Classification Numbers (S. I. C.) against these industrial areas
during this study, and this is recommended to be accomplished during a folow-on
work scope. The S.I.C. Nos. were assigned to the various experiments and speci-
fic companies° This relationship was used as a basis for determining industries
which should be briefed about AAP. The next logical step would be to identify each
of the industrial areas by S. I.C. No., and relate each area to potential experimental
interest. It is believed that additional information is readily available in currently
published data from the U.S. Dept. of Commerce. However, Figure 17 (Geo-
graphical Review of Users) when overlaid on the map identifies the potential users
who were contacted during the study. These potential users were located in many
of the areas identified on the map. A representative industry should be contacted
from each of the remaining areas in order to complete the geographical area review
of users.
i. ,
Figure 18 (NASA Centers) shows the relationship of the NASA centers to the
i_dustrial areas. These NASA Centers can be considered to be the prim:lry sources
of experimental data for AAPA, even though the experimenters m:ly be located through-
out the world. Because the experimental data is sent to the experimenter from :)ne of
these locations, in order to reduce the support requirements, it is suggested th:_t these
centers furnish duplicate copies of the experimenters information to the AAPA. This
copied experimental data may be retained at the center as opposed to physical shipment
of the data record, but notification of its availability should be made available to the
AAPA.
....._:%
Those centers visited during the course of the study are shown in overlay Figure
19. This figure is of particular significance because these centc'rs :_,'e the ones which
:_re m,)st involved in the AAP data flow.
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The secondary sources of information and experimen_ll data are shown in over-
lay Figure 20. Liaison with these secondary sources must be maintained by the
AAPA, in order to fulfill supplementary data needs. Many of these sources will also
be users of data within the federal structure.
4.2 Sources of Input
As defined in the preceeding section, the primary sources of input are those
groups working directly with the AAP, and the secondary sources are support groups
in NASA and other government agencies. Figure 21 (Experiments Data Input) re-
lates the data types that will be available from these sources for the AAPA. The
classification of data is also shown by the symbols. The number of data types that
will be available suggests that very close coordination must be maintained between
the input sources and the AAPA and hence fortifies the argument for a centralized
AAPA to prevent redundancies of effort.
Figure 22 (Experiments Data Function Input) shows a different relationship
between the primary sources and the function which these sources might serve in
AAP. Certain users will require the functional data described here in conjunction
with the experimental data types depicted in Figure 21. In this case, the function
data would be used as supplementary or definitive information which might be used
for purposes other than those for which the original experiment was designed. A
data package under these conditions would require a higher degree of coordination
for assemblage and thus fortifies the argument for a centralized AAPA.
The input to the AAPA from secondary sources is shown in Figure 23. The
data types that can be expected to be required are plotted against some of the
secondary sources in a manner to indicate the classifications expected from these
sources. The data functions are not shown here because the number of functions
this data would fulfill is as varied as the potential user's problems. Although the
secondary source may appear to have the effect of decentralizing the AAPA
distribution system, again a centralized coordination group should be used to
provide the potential user with a complete work package.
,I. 3 l)istribution Considerations
A distribution system must not only consid('r the dcnmnd for tht' i_ro(luct
which is to be distributed but the me(.h:mics o1' distribution with respect to the exist-
ing distribution facilities. A centralized distribution system may full ill the re-
quirements of throughput, turnaround time and comlmtability with the existing
distribution facility better than a decentralized distribution system when demand
for the product has not been defined in term of quality and quantity.
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Figure 21 Experiments Data Input
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The througput capabilities of a centralized system of distribution becomes
unwieldy when the number of requests for various items of experimental data reaches
the level of interference of requests. Because of the nature of AAP, it is not antici-
pated that this level will be reached in the early phase of the program. The coordina-
tion required to secure deliverable experimental data suggests that centralized control
be maintained. A decentralized distribution to the user could be made to operate in
parallel with this control but it appears that the throughput capabilities would not be
increased to the extent that it would warrant the increased cost and support effort
required.
Consideration has been given-to the output product. The Output Experimental
Data Types are compared with the topical sectors of industry in Figure 24. The
classification of the data types are shown related to each sector by the appropriate
symbol° This estimate is based upon the experience gained during this study where
direct contact was made with representative industries. Since this chart represents
experimental data only, it does not reflect the auxiliary or supplementary data that
may be required from secondary sources. However, in some cases it appears that
the supplementary data may go direct from the secondary source to the user and
therefore not be a contributing factor to the throughput capabilities or existing
distribution facilities.
Figure 25 is a representation of the output package of experimental data by
classification. This chart reflects the experience gained during the actual contacts
with the orgaltizations contacted during this study. Since these contacts were rather
brief the assigmnents shown here are initi:d estimates and will change as a given
organization becomes more involved with AAP experiments data° llowever, the
in(lications aro sufficient enoL_h to predict that the various data types depicted in
Figtwe 25 will bc nee(led within each sector.
The turnarouud time for the AAPA is defined as being fl'om the point of initial
request until delivery of ml experimental data work package into the hands of the
potential user. The processing of this request, locating the experiment_fl data,
inspecting the data, processing, packaging and delivery is included in the turnaround
time.
Of those potenti_ users contacted, illitial estimates were made that a
tuPnaround time of one week to three weeks wotdd be desirable. These estimates
were colored in one way or another depen(ling upon specific problems such as user
inspection of the data, degree of {tefiuiti{)n, :lu{I wht'ther or not th(, relationshil)
l)ei_'{'en lhe {',()nq}:u W and AAPA was {_()lll,inu{}us {)r Sl)or:l(lic.
In I,he initial I}h:ts{_8 {}f AAI}A, il will I}(, m{}r(, t)raeli(_:d l.(}{)l}l:liu Ihis lyl}(' {}1
Itu'll:tl'{)llll(I till)(' ill ;! (',(_l)l.l':tliz{'{I _._'sl_'ll_ thal_ Ii{)ll¢_ei_.|.r_diz{,(I. 'l'h(' Iullctiollill_ :lu(I
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coordination of tiers of organization would tend to increase this turnaround time and
result in poor service to potential users.
Consideration was given to the existing distribution facilities during the
course of this study. Natural divisions that occur are the organization structure
and the type of delivery service. The organization structures may be those of the
Office of Technology Utilization, the secondary sources, specified centers which
hold experiment responsibility, or existing library facilities at Goddard Space
Flight Center. The delivery service may be direct wire, airplane, U. S. Mail or
hand carried.
Although it was recognized that none of the existing organization structures
were specifically prograJn oriented towards the AAP and that none had the complete
capability for handling experimental data, it was thought that the distribution of
experimental data from the AAPA might be centrally distributed through one of
these organizations. A preliminary investigation reveals that for one reason or
another this form of centralized distribution is impractical at this time. Yet, each
of these organizations acts as a distributer of topical ini'ormation.
In discussions with the potential users the type of delivery service was
discussed. In general, the use of direct wire distribution of experimental data is
not a requirement at this time. It is possible that such a service might be desirable
for data from an operational satellite such as EROS, but not for AAPA. The use of
airplane, U. S. Mail or hand carried delivery appears to be adequate. For at
least the initial phases of AAPA a preference was expressed for hand carried or
the U. S. Mails. As the organization became more familiar with the data base
associated to a given industrial sector it appears that the U. S. Mail will be
adequade.
4.4 User Interface
A summary of the need for the user interface primarily consists of close coor-
(lination and comnmnication between the representative of the AAI)A an(I the ttser.
The AAPA representative must know the specific interests of a user and the user must
be familiar with the experimental data base which is available to him. The potential
user interface established during this initial study suggests that a close personal con-
tact from a centralized system would provide sufficient feedback information about
the experimental data to maintain an efficient system for both the AAPA and the user.
Other types of data which could be (tistributcd through decentralized methods can either
become lost in the system or not be efficiently used by the recipient organization.
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The cost for a productive unit derived from the experimental data may be
considerably higher in a decentralized system, and particularly during the initial
contact with the user by the AAPA, specific areas of interest will be defined
clinlinating the need for "shotgunning" information to a potential user. The consist-
ent user and a growth pattern of new users will only be accomplished by providing
experimented data which can be converted into some form of profit. Therefore, to
swamp a t_qcr with experimental data or information will not only prevent him from
obtaining this profit but will increase the cost of distribution.
4.5 Duplicate Data Bank
To a certain extent the duplication of data banks is inescapable. Of course it
is in the best interest of the AAPA to minimize duplicate data banks. Even with ,an
extensive data compaction capability, the amount of experimental data available
and useful to the potential users is great. One form of decentralization does not
necessarily mean duplicate data banks. This form might be regional distribution
centers established on the basis of topical information or specific disciplines
assigned to the regional dislzibution center. This configuration has the disadvantage
of increased facility requirements, record keeping and a 1,-trge increase in the
munbcr of secondary sources supplying experimental and supplementary data to the
user. This form of decentralization tends to support and augment a particttlar
group in a specific discipline because of their interest in this discipline and ,also
tends to impede intraexperiment usage of experimental data.
In the present configuration at least one complete duplicatiot! will be required
of the primary experimental data. The primary data will be generated by the
responsible center and innnediately forwarded to the experimenter. At the same
time a duplicate will Ix, made for the AAI?A. The advantage of a centralized AAPA
would not only be minimization of duplication but this type of AAPA could record the
amounts of usage of specific data and provide direct control of it.
One of the AAPA objectives should be to see that data is only duplicated when
reqttired. For example, specific space oriented experimental data might be copied
from the experimenters records for the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
at Godd:trd. In that event the AAPA should not have this data in the local data bank
but sholfld in:tintain adequate records that this specific data is located at NSSDC.
In this event NSSDC would be consi(l(':t'ed :ts a secondary sotmce an(I t_ither the user
wotdd I)e reft'rre(I directly to NSSI)C, or the AAi)A wotd(I obt:tin the (l:d;I, Ir()m
NSSI)C an(I add it to the work l)ackag(, which is re(lttir('(I l)y th(, user.
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4.6 Topical Decentralization
Topical decentralization of AAP experimental data is defined as establishing
an archive which distributes data associated with specific experiments where the
experiments can be classified as belonging to a particular topic or discipline.
During the course of this initial study it was found that it is very difficult to assign
specific S. I. C. ntmlbers to most of the experiments on the AAP. Primarily this
was due to the fact that most of the experiments are designed to obtain basic
scientific or ftmdamental engineering facts. Since these facts become the basis
for all forms of technology, the prediction that a given experiment is oriented to-
ward a given type of industry is very difficult. In some cases (i. e., photography),
however, it appears that one sector of the economy (Extractive Industry) might
benefit appreciably more from a type of experimental data than other sectors. Even
within the extractive indttstries the uses to be made of the data are quite different.
For example the use of the data for minerology is quite different than the use re-
quired for petrology. Further disciplines considered along this line such as
agriculture, fisheries, weather, pollution, forestry, etc. tend to increase the
difficulty of dividing the experimental data into a topically decentralized form with-
out creating an excessive amount of duplicate data banks and cost.
An advantage of topical decentralization might be that disciplines of a
particular nature could be assembled at the distribution center for greater under-
standing of the experimental data as associated to the given topic. Upon examination
of the skills required to interpret the data and the number of uses to which this
ex?erimental data is likely to the put, it is doubtful that such an advantage can exist.
Certainly, interest in a broad area of industrial activity can be motivated at such a
decentralized point, bnt it is questionable as to whether the inherent competition
of industry would be satisfied.
To some extent topical decentralization is an inherent [)art of the existing
program. The distribution of the original experimental data to the ex])erimentor
as well as to the AAPA, NSSDC, etc. will constitute decentralization ot primary
data. Secondary data generated by these groups should be recognized by the AAPA
and duplication minimized, if possible.
4.7 Structure Recommendations
During the course of this st t_ly four configurations of structure were kept in
mind for application to the AAPA. These coniigurations lmve the form as shown in
Figures 26 through 29.
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Figure 29 Completely Decentralized System with IledumLqnt IAnks
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These conceptions consist of several alternative structural layouts of the system
depending on the degree of centralization of:
1. The data repositories and archives.
2. The processing and switching functions.
3. The input, inquiring and output stations.
After consideration of the alternatives it is reconunended that a pilot system
such as that described in Section 3.0 and based upon file first level flow diagram
(Vigure 15) be implemented. Such a system is at present a centralized system [)ttl
can be expanded into a decentralized system if such action becomes warranted in the
futttt'e.
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5.1 Relationship of Scientific and Experimental Data
The data dealing with, and generated from, the AI,ollo Applications Program fall
generally into three categories: scientific, operational and experiments ,'elated. The
arehivztl system under consideration in this study is concerned with experiments related
data. The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at the Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter. Greenbelt, Maryland is concerned with scientific data. Therefore. it has been nec-
essary to investigate the mission and characteristics of the scientific data system for
comparison with those of the experimental data archives system and to evaluate the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of merging the two systems, and/or to what degree.
Consideration must be given to the use differences that exist between science-
oriented data and information users as opposed to engineering/industry-oriented users.
It is assumed that the large quantities of experiments-related data will be used by engi-
neering/industry, since there are a greater number of potential users in this area and
their interests include the applicability of multidiscipline data or information. The
fundamental differences between information use patterns of science-oriented and in-
dustry-oriented personnel have been detailed in a series of recent government-funded
sludios (i. e., see the volumes of I)O1) User-Needs Study or T.J. Allen's report on
"The l)iflcrential l_erformanee of Informalion Channels in the Transfer of Technology,"
MIT Sloan School of Mana_emcnl, June 19_;(;). These sludies indicate, in general, !hat
tim use patlerns of industry-oriented personnel are strongly shaped by the boundari_;s
of ihe"loealworkenvironment" and related factors. The boundary impedances have a
tendency to make the engineer or industry-oriented personnel to turn inside his eom-
ptmy and its relationships for data or information. The science-oriented user tends
to have a different set of boundary impedances which limit his information acquisition
to a specific discipline. Generally he is willing to go beyond his local work environment
for data or information but tends to stay within a given discipline thereby limiting the
applicability of his data or information. Therefore. it is suggested that the successful
archive system for AAP which includes a data and information system must employ a
technique or techniques which can reach the engineering/industry persons inside their
circle.
Indications are ,hal NSSDC is q well organized, discipline oricnl(;d, service dedi-
eqled to servicinglhe sl)aee science communily. NSSI)(: has a _lual iml_orlance to lhe
A,\P l)aia Archives Stu(ly, as I'ollows: i( i),'ovi(les an insighl inlo:l sinlilar I._Im of S/l{
svslem presently in operation within the same m'ganizational and Ol>el"alional framework:
and it provides infot'maiion affecting the decision whether 1,he AA I> arehiew;s shoul_l I_e
an independent entity, or an adjunct of the NSSI)C. It would Im tn_ssilde Io mo_lcl an in:
dependent system after NSSI)C. innovate an eniirely new n t'chival S/l{ coll_:el>l, :tn_l cull
most favorable features from each of these. In all, five i rips have l_een laken to the
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NSSI)C and the Goddard SFC to ascertain literature and examine the total data flow from
the trackqng station to the user.
Extensive work and time has been spent in this area because of the natural back-
ground it affords in archival systems. The equipment complement and existing facili-
ties are quite extensive and can be further evaluated to not only use parts of this system
as a model but give further consideration to the joining together of data bases in order
to prevent duplicity of data storage and facility.
Those facilities contacted were geared to handle basic space science data for a
select group of people. Their main objective is the discovery of scientific fact as op-
posed to the engineering application of experimental data. It appears that Goddard
could be a user of part of this experimental data to support their scientific pursuits,
I)u[ the applications aspect of the archive under consideration is in conflict with the
NSS1)C mission as presently defined. NSSDC reviewed the executive summary of AAP
ex-perinmnts, and indicated that certain experiments listed in the summary w(luhl not
I)c of interest to NSSI)C. At the present time, it is not within lheir charier to collect
earth resource. I)iome(lieal, communications, basic biology, space vehicle teeJmoh)gy
and engineering, or navigation and traffic data. They are interested in Space Scienc'c
Data, only.
From the series of visits to the Goddard Space Flight Center and the National
Space Science Data Center (NSSDC), a flow diagram (Figure 10) was prepared which
illustrates both how data is processed from the time it is recorded at a tracking station
to the time it is stored or distributed to the experimenter, and also how information
is collected from the experimenter and disseminated to interested users. It is to be
noted that a distinction has been drawn between data and information. By referring
to data, what is implied is that raw data which is recorded during an experiment and
furnished to an experimenter. The reference to information, on the other hand, refers
to reporixu and/or data which has been polished by the experimenter to best illustrate
the results of his work. Thus, 1)y this definition, the NSSDC is strictly an informa-
tion storage and retreival system and a distribution facility to users of all classes of
ex3)erimental dat;, generated on the AAP.
The rc\'ie, w of the AAI ) exe(,.utive ,summary resulted in a requirem(mt for I)rOSl)e(:
live data thai w(ml(I I)e ()l)l:line(I on Ihe AAI ). 'l'his reques! was in (_oncerl with the SI)a(,('
S(,.iellCO (:omn_u_)ilie_ (lesire for (:Xl)erin)enhd (lain on sI)nCe orienle(I I)holl()l)mlmtl ;ll)(I (li(I
m)l consi(ier e.'q)(:rinlenl;ll data of an engineering nature, which would I)e of interest Io
ill(luslry :is :l _roul). or lheir intcr(liseipline interests.
Of the experiments listed in the Executive Summ:u'y, those desired for
al'chiving by NSSDC have previously been noted in Table IX. This included both
those experiments which they definitely wanted, plus some others which were not
defined, in detail, to the. degree that a decision could be made.
I!,_
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5.2 NSSDC Operation
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was organized to support investi-
gations in the space sciences by making available scientific data as well as facilities for
working with such data. The facilities are located in Building 20 of the Goddard Space
Flight Center and include space for conference and work rooms as well as space for da-
ta processing, storage, photo and data reproduction, etc. A figure showing the NSSDC
is provided in Figure 30, and the discussion of their operation follows below.
As the name implies, the NSSDC deals exclusively with the collection, storage
and dissemination of experimentM data which is oriented toward the space sciences.
in the area of space science data. there are two classes of data which NSSDC will store:
viz., reduced data and final analyzed data. Reduced data is defined to mean that data
which is prepared from the raw data records (furnished to the experimenter I)y Go(Itlard.
l louston, etc.) I)y lhe intr(_tuction of ealil)ration factors an(t correlalive data and 1)y the
elimination (11"noise and redundant information. Records prel)ared from the analysis of
relurne(I saml)les and I)hologral)hs and visual data such as the i)hotographs Ihemselves
may I)e considere(t as reduced data. The bulk of this data will contain the values of
quantities which are in a usable form as a function of time, position, or some other
appropriate parameter. [t is from the reduced data, or the tabulations and graphs pre-
pared directly from them, that the experimenter will develop his analysis and eonelu-
sions. In most cases the experimenter is responsible for the completion of the data
reduction through contractual obligation with NASA. This contractual obligation was
only recently instigated; thus in some instances, from experiments which were flown
in the past. the NSSDC is having to perform some data reduction in order to get a list-
ing of the t3_e of data they desire.
The final analyzed data. on the other hand, is that data which the experimenter
uses in his prime analysis and supports his findings. It has therefore undergone fur-
ther reduction and analysis than the reduced data and includes any correlative data used
by the experimenter in arriving at his results. The final analyzed data may be analog
or dioital like the reduced data. including such items as ionograms, magnetograms,
and l)hotogral)hs.
When any new experiments are approved by NASA for flight, the investigator is
informed via letter by OSSA (Office of Space Science and Applications) of his respon-
sibilities for reduction, prime analysis, and delivery of certain data records to the
NSSDC. The primary specification concerning the NSSDC is that roughly six months
following his receipt of the raw data. the investigator nmst file a data analysis plan
with NSSI)C which specifies in what stages he will reduce his data and what he expects
to furnish to NSSI)C. From this data analysis plan, agreement is reached as to exactly
what data the experimenter will furnish and when he will furnish il. As mentioned
above. NSSDC is generally interested in only the reduced data and the final analyzed
data. and usually allows lhe experimenter two to lhree years (following his receipt of
the raw (lala) t() furnish this data. NSSI)C will also work Ihrough c(mta(,Is a{ Ihe NASA
field ofli(,(_s l)efore (lireclly apllroachinig an e.,q)erimenler I'm" (lala.
11 9
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In addition to his data, the experimenter is also required to furnish a copy of his
final analyses and reports. NSSDC maintains these reports on file, primarily for their
own use in compiling the "Data Users' Notes, " and in general does not reproduce them
for distribution to users. Should a user desire to see these reports, they are available
at NSSDC. Usually, however, all material has been published elsewhere and is avail-
able in the technical journals. To inform the users of what data is available, the NSSDC
issues three publications; viz., the data catalog "Satellite and Rocket Experiments."
the data catalog "Catalog of Correlative Data, " and the "Data Users' Notes. " The "irst
two are published on a biannual basis and merely list available satellite data and rela-
ted ground correlative data. If the correlative data is not stored at NSSDC, the catalog
indicates where such data may be obtained. The "Data Users' Notes," on the oflmr hand,
are specifically designed to help potential data users decide if they can make use of the
available space data. The notes are prepared by technical writers on the NSSDC staff
(contracted workers) and must be approved by the experimenter before release. Includ-
ed in the notes are the following: a description of the experiment and the measurements
taken: the background of the experiment and the experimenter; the data reduction tech-
niques employed; the format of the available data; a bibliography; and a list of references.
The printing of the two catalogs is handled by the Government Printing Office while the
"Data Users' Notes" are published at Goddard.
A nmjor problem in the NSSDC operation is that of being able to forecast the data
1)recessing and storage requirements well enough in advance to insure adequate facili-
ties. To date, two techniques have been employed, one of which provides a rough long-
term estimate and the other of which provides a somewhat more accurate, but shorter-
term estimate. The long-term estimates are based upon externally performed stndies
as the one recently compiled by Bellcomm, Inc. The short-term estimate, on the other
hand. assesses the amountof raw data supplied to the experimenter by Goddard. Mar-
shall, or Houston MSC and applies a general extrapolation formula. This later procedure
takes advantage of the two to three year delay period between the time an experimenter
receives his raw data and the time he must furnish his results to NSSDC.
5.3 Potential Function in the AAP Archives
As mentioned above, the NSSDC was organized to support investigations in the
space sciences by making available exl)erimental data in these technological disciplines.
To best serve this aim, NSSDC trys to work closely with itsusers in an attempt to
underst_/nd their needs. The NSSDC s,.,,-vi(',es the scientific c()mmunitv i)re(tominantly
and thus attempts to orient its structure an(I "thinMng" along scientific veins. The
(lat_/ associated with the Apollo Applications l)rogram which would I_(, stored in an
archive, on the other hand, is more oriented toward applied research l)y the industrial
and the educational communities.
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Thus for these reasons, namely that the information is applied to different dis-
ciplines and that the users will probably require different types of information and have
differing needs, it is recommended that the NSSDC and the AAP Data Archives should
I)e separate organizations. It is further felt that closer coordination with NASA's Tech-
nology Utilization Group, the National Oceanographic Data Center, The Nation Weather
Record Center. and the National Aeronomy and Space Data Center would prove of greater
value than those with NSSl)C. This coordination can be established within the frame-
work of the AAP Data Archives or by a separate NASA gvoup which also interfaces with
the NSS1)C and other NASA information service groups.
5.4 Estimate of Required Changes
An equipment complement for NSSDC was obtained and was reported in the Letter
Progress Report No. 1, and a list of projected NSSDC equipment for the next several
years is also available. However, since the charter for NSSDC specifically orients this
group towards space sciences it presently appears that it is not feasible to include the
AAP Data Archives within or join it directly to the NSSDC; therefore, no effort has been
expended to date in assessing the equipment requirements for such a combined structure.
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6.0 ARCttIVE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL REQUIREMENTS
6.1 General
The fundamental concept of the AAPA - that of an archive storage and retrieval
system - embodies a dual outlook. As an archive it must have the characteristics of
a permanent repository. This normally implies measures taken to ensure the per-
formance of source data records, including the duplication and periodic exercising of
data, with strict quality and environmental control throughout. As a data storage and
retrieval system, it must fulfill the single demanding requirement of being "user-
oriented." This simply implies that the system provide the right data to the right
person at the right time, all with a minimum of inconvenience to that person. An un-
fortunate, but important, aspect of this type of system in general is the common re-
luctance of people to use them, however, well devised. As stated by "MOOERS'LAW":
"..o an i_fformation system will tend not to be used
whenever it is more painful and troublesome for a
customer to have information than for him not to
have it. "*
In other words, the information (data) cannot merely be available; it must also
be readily retrievable. This is not a characteristic of most archive systems.
Another unfortunate characteristic of most retrieval systems - and this one is
no exception - is that little is known concerning the needs of users with respect to the
desired data content, characteristics, and form, although this is one of the most im-
portant considerations in formulating the retrieval system. Designing a system to
satisfy unstated needs may sound like an impossible task: it is not. In fact, it is the
normal situation. It is accomplished by establishing intentional or implicit limitations
in s(,ol)e and purpose. The system must not attempt to be all things to all people.
Based on a certain degree of knowledge of what kind of data will be awlilable, and
which of these (lat'l should interest the intended field of users, the system can l)e (le-
signed I rom past interests :rod trends shownl).v similar systems. As ('Xl)erit'nt_(' with
the, [l(,W syst('lll :ic(;tllllultltc_s :tnd the :tctual re(|tlirelllcnts b('t'()i_l(' m()r(" precis(,ly
known, tim system ("m alter course or exT)an(| lo respond to its n('e(Iso
C,)nversely, the users will also ad:q)t in time to an existing system. If the sys-
tem has failed to I)rovide its users xxilh adt'quat(; responses, :tn(I :q¢'enls to them un-
lilCely to do so in the future, unusual dem:mds on the system may (liminish. (Mooers'
Law again). Accordingly, the stability of a pattern of usage does not in itself indicate
that a system is being successful in anticipating needs. Success must be related to
the satisfaction and creativeness of the intended users, nor merely the current ones.
*I_Ioo(.,rs, C.N., "Mooers' Law, or why some retrieval systems are used mid others
are not. " Zator Co., Teclmical Bulletin No. 13(; (December 1!)5.()).
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Concerning the operation of the storage and retrieval system, two different
strategies can bc followed. One is to analyze and organize the collection with great
precision in the anticipation of user questions. This is usually done by means of in-
dexing. When a question arises, one would presumably have the pertinent records of
their index entries already segregated from the rest of the collection, making retrieval
rapid and routine. The second strategy is to avoid any unnecessary prior processing
of records. When a specific question is received, a record-by-record search of the
collection is made. The first strategy makes sense where needs can be anticipated
precisely, where rapid retrieval is essential, or where processing costs (which are pro-
portional to the number of records processed and the detail of processing) are low
comparcd to the alternative searching costs (which are proportional to the number of
records examined in a search and the frequency of searching). The second strategy
makes sense where the opposite conditions exist. In practice, virtually all systems
employ a blend of these strategies in a manner which hopefully achieves the best com-
promise between the two extremes. There arc as yet, however, no qumltitative guide-
lines for selecting the best means of service activities for a system, or for determin-
ing the precise emphasis to be given each aspect of record processing. * Nevcrflmlcss,
eve.n oil tile I)asis of some el the more obvious AAPA characteristics - very. large num-
ber of recor(Is, relatively low frequency of use, no real-time demands, reasonable
tolerance for trail-and-error retrieval - it can be seen that the AAPA develops a much
stronger rationale for employing the second strategy than the first.
In order to better analyze the overall requirements for this archive storage and
retrieval complex, it is convenient to consider separately the five basic functions of
such a system. They are:
1) Acquisition - including the decision of which types and forms of data to
acquire.
2) Surrogation - including the analysis, cataloging, indexing, and abstracting
of data
:1) Announcement of the availal)ility of acquired data items to the field of intended
USe rs.
4) Data _[anagement - including data file conversion for storage, storage, re.-
trieval, and the processing and reproduction required for dissemination.
5) Dissemination - physically or electrically transferring data to the user.
The acquisition function was discussed in Section 3.0 The characteristics of the
anticipated experiments data were reviewed and estimates of data volume and rates of
accrual made. Using these results and the tentative ex-periments data flow plan, the
_"lnfm'm:lli(m Slorag(' & Retrieval, " IApety, Ben-Ami, Scientific Americ:m, S(,i)temher
19(;6.
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input boundaries and acquisition responsibilities of the AAPA were defined. Beyond
this is the important, though mundane, 'sine qua non' operation of implementing a work-
ing acquisition scheme. Unless successful relationships are established with the vari-
ous data purveyors - the PI, GSFC, IV[SC, IVISFC - the acquisition paths which are so
readily flow diagrammed ,nay never become completely operational.
Surrogation is de[ined as the process of substituting for an item something that
will represent it or stand in its place for various purposes. It may include one or
more of the processes of cataloging, abstracting, and indexing. In an information or
data retrieval system, a surrogate may be an accession number, a title, a citation, an
extract, or an abstract. The concepts of primary, secondary, tertiary, and quarternary
data defined and described in Section 4.6 establish the breadth of surrogation required
of the AAPA. As it is described in the first level system flow of Section 4.0, this nor-
mal function of surrogation has been distended to encompass the announcement function
as well. It can be readily seen that the surrogation function is primarily an intellectual
operation which directly entails little or no hardware. It does, however, entail much
of the software aspect of information storage and retrieval, particularly concerning
the subject of indexing for subsequent retrieval. Some presently implemented software
systems pertaining to indexing and retrieval are presented in Section (;. 2.
The (lata management function essentially pertains to all data handling, accom-
plished internally within the AAPA. It can be more effectively discussed in terms of
its main constituent parts of storage an(i retrieval hardware and techniques, and stor-
age and retrieval software. As mentioned above, the software aspect is discussed in
Section 6.2. A state-ot'-the-art review of storage and retrieval hardware and techni-
ques is given in Section 6.3.
6.2 Software Considerations
Several indexing and retrieval programs have been written for general-purpose
computers° The following types are covered:
1) Permuted Title Index Programs - Significant words in document titles are
arr:mge<l alph-tbetically and published in an index.
2) Search I'vogivams - Par:tmeters of a user-initiated (lUestion are COml*a re, I
\vilh a slove(t [ile ill or(let Io ol)t:tin inl'ovnl;ttion rel(,v:tul: to Ih(, (lu(,slion.
;;) Sele(:tive I)issemination l)ro_rams - Index inform:tli()n :_ssociate(I with in-
coming documents is compared with profiles el users interests, and a rc[-
erenee is sent to the user where a close match occurs.
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6.2.1 Permuted Title Index Programs. - Key Word in Context (KWIC) Index
Program produces a permuted title index, and, if the user requests, a bibliography
and author index. In addition, a bibliography tape is produced which may be used for
preparing other indexes. Other options include a choice of three page formats for
each of these printouts, and a provision for frequency counts on all words appearing
in the index or excluded from the index. IBM, for example, has a variation of this
program for almost every computer that it manufactures.
6.2.2 Search Programs° - Here a distinction is made between card-oriented
search and report generation programs and generalized information storage and re-
trieval search programs, Differences are essentially one of degree.
eEDP Search and Report Programs. - These programs tend to be less flexible,
concentrating on scanning of fixed data fields for specific purposes. Searching
is only one part of a much larger function, including file maintenance. This
integrated aspect makes these programs less flexible and harder to adapt.
eInformation Storage and Retrieval Search. - IS&R search programs are a much
more flexible kind of file updating and fact retrieval program, mid the search
strategy tends to be more complex. Also, the IS&R program stresses the man-
machine communication aspects of information retrieval. EDP programs are
set up to ingest and retrieve data and produce reports on a regular basis for
jobs not requiring restructuring. IS&R programs will accept a tremendous
variety of inputs and requests with no reprogramming and will deliver new types
of answers in a very short period of time. Finally, IS&R searches may be per-
formed to satisfy data requirements which are periodic or varied, rather than
continuous and standard.
eRCA RECOL (REtrieval COmmand Language). - This is a fact retrieval langu-
age which is intermediate. The language is a general interrogtltion scheme for
small to medium sized files requiring a minimum of programming effort. The
data format of the file is specified by the insertion of a table of record contents
within the control program at the time of assembly.
Up to five questions may be asked in a single pass through the file. There are
five search orders which may be combined in various ways to form one ques-
tion. The many combinations of five search orders insure considerable flexi-
bility in output format.
IBM IPS (Information Processing System. - IPS is a large and flexible system
that permits a wide variety of queries. The two basic components are a File
Maintenance Program and in Information Retrieval Program. Retriewll que-
ries are stated in the hmguage of IBM IPS which permits maw wtriations in
the que ri(;s.
1 2(;
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The system maintains a library of query programs as well as a table to describe
the format of each file. The query, entered in the form of punch cards, initiates
the proper routine to translate the query. The output is printed in a user-speci-
fied format.
A control program handles the processing functions being performed by the sys-
tem.
(;. 2.'_ Selective Dissemination Programs. - IBM SDI (Selective Dissemination
ot Information) establishes and maintains a current list of people who join the SDI sys-
tem. Each person is represented on magnetic tape by a list of keywords originated by
him, that describes his particular work interests.
As new documents are published, a list of keywords from each document is entered
in the system. The computer watches the keywords of each new document against the
users records, punching out a notification card only for users potentially interested in
a particular document.
In summary, it is clear that there is no one complex of software, nor is there
one piece of hardware, which can perform all of the major functions involved in a total
information storage ,and retrieval system. Such a system requires unrelated pieces of
equipment tied together by a set of procedures, plus computer programs, such as the
ones described above.
The organization of the software needed to implement information storage and re-
trieval functions does not necessarily closely parallel the functions listed. It is rather
more centered around conversions to common file structures, operating system con-
ventions, standardized program and data structure interfaces imposed by the various
multilevel language translators used, the characteristics of the various categories of
storage and communications used in implementing the system, and intersystem inter-
faces introduced by the various intercommunicating user installations. In effect, sys-
tems integration will be accomplished at different levels within a given facility and be-
tween facilities, depending on the frequency of certain interactions, the historical pre-
cedence of particular hardware-software systems, the importance attached to specific
modes of operation, and the relative difficulty between making changes in subsystems
providing new interfaces between them.
6.3 Storage anti R(,triev:d I)cvic(;s and T('chniqut's
The types of data to be stored were discussed in Section 3.0 el this report. With
rate exceptions, all of the data which must be stored in the AAPA will bc in, or c'm
readily be converted to, either digital or image form. In most cases, the choice be-
tween these two forms for storage is obvious, although in some cases, such as telem-
etered versions of image data, it is not. Within the scope of this investigation, data
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received in digital form will be assumed to be stored in digital form, while flint received as images
will be stored in image form. The received image data will consist of charts, plots, taL_llations,
typed reports, and a sizeable volume and variety of photographs. Although the common
storage media for most image data is one of the several versions of microfilm, this is
not suitable for archival storage of photographs. The reason for this is that any image
degradation, including resolution loss, encountered during the microfilming process is
considered a loss of source data. With the high quality, high resolution, photography
scheduled for AAP, such a loss would be inevitable.* The actual photographic film,
therefore, must itself be retained as the archive format. The AAPA should archive
second or third generation quality photographs, all originals being retained at 1V[SC.
Within the AAPA, it would then be feasible to conceive a photographic hierarchy, the
lowest order being a microfilmed version. This version is the one best configured for
normal storage and retrieval handling, and is also convenient for the isolated produc-
tion of relatively low quality copies. When higher quality copies are required, they may
of course be made available from the second or third generation masters.
The following is a review of some current storage and retrieval devices and tech-
niques - both digital and image - which have been reviewed for their possible applica-
bility to AAPA.
6.3. I Chemical Storage. - The NCR photocromic micro(range process PCIV[I
provides the capability of high density document of photographic storage by utilizing
both microfilm and photochromic materials. One advantage of this technique is that
image reductions on photochromic reductions are erasibte and therefore convertible
before final recording on microfilm. Linear reductions up to 200:1 are feasible.
A micro(range system would include the following elements:
ePCM'I Camera/Recorder - This device will reduce microimage from 35 mm
microfilm onto photochromic film.
• Off-line refrigerated file - PC1VH master plates will be stored in this file until
required for updating.
• Contact printer - This unit will produce micro-image cards from the micro-
image nmster film prepared by the PC MI C am(,ra/Recorder.
lllV[i('roilll:(_(, vicw(;r - For viewing microimage car(is.
ollar(t cot)y prhlter - For hard copy printout of enlarged micro(hinges.
e Microimage card file - For storage of microimage cards.
*T_Information Content in Space Photography," Fordyce, S.W., October 22, 1965, esti-
mates the information content per picture for recon, camera at 9x109 bits.
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Mechanization of the NCR/PCMI process requires that the original document be
first transferred to high quality conventional microfilm. Properly filtered, near-
ultraviolet radiation is then directed through the transparent microfilm and into the
microimage optics where it is focused on a photochromic plate. This forms a minia-
ture image on the photochromic coating such that 3200 microimages, each represent-
ing an 8-1/2 x 11 in. page reduced 150 times, can be placed on a 4 x 6 in. photochromic
plate. This plate will then be used for producing duplicate microimage cards on photo-
graphic film for dissemination. Figure 31 shows the basic operation of an NCR/PMI
microform processing center.
The economic advantage of the PCM'I system exists where there is a requirement
for a large number of microimage copies since the cost of creating the photographic
master is appreciable.
6.3.2.- Magnetic Storage. - Because of its desirable characteristics, magnetic
storage has been utilized extensively in information handling. Most appealing are its
erasibility and freedom from processing, allowing instant use of information after re-
cording. Such characteristics have encouraged the development of many forms of
magnetic storage for various applications. The forms considered here are:
• Magnetic Core
• Magnetic Thin Film
• Magnetic Drum
• Magnetic Disc
• Magnetic Card
• Magnetic Tape
Magnetic core and thin film storage devices are two types most commotfly em-
ployed in third generation computers for internal, direct address storage. Figure 32*
shows a general comparison between these and other currently employed direct access
storage devices, whereas Figure 33* shows the general cost characteristics of mag-
netic core storage devices. Additional cost information compiled by UACSC during
the course of this study and presented in Table XIII shows a somewhat higher cost trend
for these memory devices. Because of their relatively high cost per bit, none of these
direct-access storage devices are considered to be applicable to the AAPA mass storage
require ments.
*"Memory Systems Comparison, " Wcnigcr, K., The Electronic Engineer, May 1!)(;7.
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The most common form of magnetic storage is magnetic tape. It is relied upon
by the computer industry for bulk storage and even with recent developments, is still
the most economical form of erasible storage available. Its use has been challenged
in various applicationsbecause of the development of faster random access type devices,
such as magnetic discs and drums. However, due to the increased cost of these, tape
storage is still extensively used. A common practice is to use tape storage in combina-
tion with some form of random access device. In this manner, a compromise is reache_
between access speed and cost. Files of up to 100 million characters can be stored on
discs and any larger files on magnetic tape. In this concept, the more active portions
of the file data are recorded on the magnetic discs while the less frequently used data
is placed on magnetic tape.
In the case of AAPA, the overall data base is obviously not of sufficiently high
usage to warrant the employment of discs or drums as an archive storage device. These
will, however, be required to implement the retrieval operation, which requires the
readily accessible storage of large blocks of surrogate data, including the entire active
system index, thesaurus, catalog, all or part of the data abstracts, etc. Table XIV con-
tains storage characteristics for some representative high capacity disc and drum sys-
tems of the type which may be required for a later generation of AAPA.
6.3.2.1 Magnetic Card Storage. - Information storage and retrieval require-
ments cannot in most cases be defined to the extent that exact equipment characteristics
can be specified. As a consequence, manufacturers usually try to include as much
flexibility as possible in their equipment designs. Requirements for mass storage em-
phasize capacity and, in many cases, erasibility. Initially, magnetic tape was the only
storage medium that could economically provide these storage characteristics. How-
ever, magnetic tape was dependent upon the roll storage concept which proved to be in-
effective in handling large files unless sequential access or considerable batching was
employed. Consequently, it became evident that magnetic tape storage lacked several
characteristics desirable for mass storage.
Unit record storage, in contrast to roll storage, is applicable to operations which
require considerable flexibility in file organization and information manipulation. In
recognition ol these characteristics, attempts h-_ve been made to combine the storage
:uh,lnl:lges of I)oth magnetic tape and trait records. The results of these efforts have
been the present m:tgnetic card handling devices. One such unit is (lis('usse(I below.
RCA Random Access Mass Men___()ry System, Model 3,LSS-2 _()r,_l_mvly RACE)
The Mass Memory System (MMS) accepts data from the computer one word at a
time and stores the data on magnetic cards at a location specified by the Computer.
When interrogated by the Computer, the data is transmitted from the mass memory to
the Computer one word at a time. Each data word is stored on the card as part of a
block of 875 words. Every block of 875 words on a card may be randomly accessed.
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The data block length is arbitrary and may contain a minimum of one word or a minx(mum
of 875 words. Access to words in a block is serial. Every card and block within the
memory may be randomly accessed. The cards are contained in magazines which may
be removed and replaced with other magazines. The magazine containing the cards and
the mechanism for selecting cards and recording or reading them, along with the neces-
sary logic circuitry and power supplies, are contained in a single unitized structure.
Card Characteristics
Card Size
Channels
Bits/Channels
lh'cor(ling Density
Card C apacity
Card Material
4-1/2 x 16 in.
128
8750
(;25 1)its/in.
1,120,000
Magnetic oxide coated Mylar
25(; cards are normally placed in a magazine store. Each magazine can store as
much data as 2-1/2 reels of magnetic tape. Additional character(sties of the MMS are
given in Table XV, along with comparable units of other manufacturers. It is not be-
lieved that the AAPA, as presently conceived, warrants the employment of these type
units.
6.3.2.2 Magnetic Tape Storage. -
6.3.2.2.1 Digital Storage. - The applicable references of Appendix E discuss
the gamut of pros and cons related to the employment of digital magnetic tape as an
archival stol'age media. The key fact t-emains that magnetic tape is the primary dig_ital
storage media employe(I throughout every ph'tse of the AAP data flow. Most i)hascs of
all experiments data processing, including the blocking of data, are geared to tape.
The AAPA will v('ceive its (ligital data on tal)e, and will eventually re, tire it on tal)e.
For the initial e(mfiguration, at least tmtil its operation an(t growth trends bet',ohio
better defined, magnetic tal)e seems to be the logical choiee ['or archly(rig digital data
in the AAPA.
Although the technology of magnetic tape recording has been making steady ad-
winces - primarily in reli:_bility - during the past decade, one recent development of_
fers a signifit::mt improvement to the tape medium itself. A new, high-performance
magneti(' rotor(ling t'tpe incorporating chromium dioxide as the reeor(ling medium
has been announce(I by the DuPont Company. Tradem'trked CROI,YN, this tape utilizes
l)tfl)ont's prol)rietnry ('hromium (lioxi(le, incorporated in specially formulqted I)in(lers,
eoate(I on Mylar,,, i)()lyester film. Chromium dioxide has a higher magnetic momenl
i)er unit volume than ga,nm:t iron oxide tyt)ically used in conventional magn('tic tai)e.
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This characteristic results in 1) higher signal output at the same degree of resolution
and 2) better resolution at a given level of signal output. In particular, CROLYN has
shown the same performance at 1600 bpi that iron oxide shows at 800 bpi.
CROLYN c,-m be used interchangeably with iron oxide tapes in many applications,
but greater performance benefits are usually obtained on recording equipment adapted
for use with the new tapes. DuPont reports that several manufacturers - particularly
in the computer and the industrial and home video areas - have been actively working
either to modify existing equipment or to develop new equipment to take adwmtage of
the superior properties of CROLYN.
6.3.2.2.2 Image Storage. - The AMPEX VIDEOFILE system stores conventional
file documents as television recordings on two inch magnetic video tape. Each paper,
photo, drawing, graph or document is recorded through a camera or scanner onto the
video tape. This can be done alphabetically, numerically, or chronologically, exactly
as with paper files. Each segment of tape, housing one document (in an alphabetical
or numerical file) or a series of related documents, can be considered as a magnetic
file folder. An operator puts the identification address code on the documents or di-
rectly into the system.
To retrieve a file, the requestor dials its address number on a telephone dial or
desk-top keyboards. The television recorder, which may be located anywhere in the
building, receives the electronic command and searches the tape to locate the right
file. When the file is pinpointed it is copied into the buffer, the original remaining in
the master file for others to use. The recorder is then free to answer other requests.
Average time of the whole operation is trader one minute. The requestor can study all
the documents in the file on his desk screen, and if he chooses, make a printed copy
of any page.
The arrm_gcment of the video and address tracks recorded on Videofilc tape is
shown in Figure 34.
Storage resolution is fixed by the number of lines per frame. The 1281) lines per
frame, which is for use with 8-1/2 x 14 in. copy, provides a line width of 14 mils on
the rcqucstor station TV monitor, giving a resolution of slightly greater than 70 lines
per in. (Resolution is also limited at about that level by the monitor itself.)
Videofih' is basically a modular system which can t)e constructe(| in various ar-
rangements of the following building blocks: filing stations, intermedi'tte stor'tgc sta-
tions, sorting stations, master file station, au(I retrieval (printer or monitor) stations.
'The main advantages of Videofile over" other image storing devices, I)rimavily micro-
film, are:
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Figure 34 Videofile Image Storage Arrangement
1) File flexibility - ordered, random, or a combination of the two can be em-
ployed. Files can be readily updated, modified, or reordered.
2) Continuous accessibility of documents - the use of a video disc buffer file to
service individuM requests means that the master record is always kept in
file for accessibility to other users.
3) Multiple and remote viewing.
A comparison of Videofile with some common microfilm techniques is given in
Table XVI. A key difference between the two basic techniques, however, is afforded
by the publication Ampex Readout: "Microfilm is also visual storage, but it is prima-
rily intended for archival storage, whereas Videofiling is active day-to-day filing and
rctriewtl. "
Tlu' first Videofilc system was (ttqiver(vl in 19(;(; to NASA :tt Huntsville, COmld('t -
ing a $1,0,_0,000 (.ontr:tct, where it is t)rt's('ntly being :ulal)h'EI f()r s(,r\,i('e with I)I/INCE/
APIC. One stu(ly completed at this location has 1)con an or:titration of stor:tg(' and re-
trieval cost versus number o[ documents stored per day. The rcsttlts o[ this study are
shown in Table XVII.
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6.3.3 Photographic Storage. -
6.3.3.1 Digital Storage. - Two recent high capacity (1012 bits) devices are
discussed for digital storage.
6.3.3.1.1 IBM Photo-Digital Mass Storage Device. - This mass storage system,
which can contain up to seven modules of one-third of a trillion bits each, uses a new
combination of technologies, including: 1) electron beam recording of digital data on
the photographic film chips, housing chips in small plastic cartridges, 2) pneumatic
transport of cartridges to recording ,and reading stations, and 3) optical reading of
data at a ratc of 2o 5 million bits per second.
The data recording mechanism of the IBM-developed system includes an electron
beam recorder and film chip developer. It receives unexposed chips, records data on
the chips and automatically develops them. The finished chip then is placed in a cell
for delivery to the reading station or file. The recording and development process
takes about three minutes.
In recording, a concentrated beam of electrons records data on 1.3 by 2.7 in.
silver halide film chips. The data is recorded on the film in the form of light or dark
spots "painted" by an electron beam at the rate of one-half million bits per second.
Nearly five million bits of information can be packed on a single film chip. The fihn
chips are housed in small plastic cartridges, or cells, containing 32 chips - 150 mil-
lion data bits (information equivalent to that in three typical encyclopedia volumes).
Cells are retrieved from trays resembling egg crates by a pneumatic system which
delivers them to recording or reading stations.
When d:tta is to lie read, the selected chip is positioned before a cathode-ray
tube flying spot scanner. Dat_ is read by the scanner at a rate of approximately 2.5
million bits per second. Electronic control units built into the photodigital system link
it to a computer and regulate operation.
Built for the Atomic Energy Commission, the only existing unit has been installed
at the University of California's Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. IBM does not intend to
to market thisdevice, however, since a market review has indicated that it could not
be done profitably.*
(;. 3.3. t.2 Precision Instrument UN[CON System. - The UNICON (Unidcnsity
Coherent l,ight l)at:l Processing) system utilizes coherent laser radiation in a rotating
()t)ti(':d system to create :md detect (re('ord "rod reproduce) information ('le,nents in
t_vo dimensions, through (liffrac, tion - limited evaporation o1' a sl)e('ial Ilnidcnsity rt,-
c()rding illediunt. All information bit is represented by a dift'raction li,nit(_(! "hoh,"
*UACSC Trill Heport ((:ontact No. 30), IB_ Corporation, San Jose, Californi:t
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within the Unidensity film layer. It results from the evaporation of the Unidensity
medium by means of imaging the aperture of a laser to a three-dimensional ellipsoid
of revolution (Debye ellipsoid) as shown in Figure 35. Using this technique, recorded
information bits (holes) with diameters on the order of one micron have been produced.
Instantaneous readout during recording occurs by detecting the diffracted laser radiation
during evaporation of the Unidensity medium. Subsequent readouts are accomplished
at drastically reduced laser power to avoid further destruction of the Unidensity film
layer.
X
GEOMETRICAL '/."
IMAGE OF LASER APERTURE
\,\
\\
\
DIRECTION OF
ONAXIS LIGHT PROPAGATION
Figure 35 Debye Ellipsoid Principles
68 -2O Z
An operating [tractional prototype oi: the UNICON system, UNICON-6, is capable
of 6 mtiz record/read rates, and has a_l information density of 6 x 10 s bits per square
inch at 1 era/second medium velocity. The medium is carried by a 1(; mm film base
of 100 feet length, giving 50 minutes continuous recording/reporducing time. Further
UNICON development is being directed towards 10, 20 and 30 mHz bandwidth. Maximum
performance is expected to extend towards a 100 mHz UNICON Unidensity Coherent
l,ight Data Processing system.
In order to establish a two-dimensional pattern of information bits, the
Unidensity layer is helically carried at slow speed (1cm sec) around the imaging
circle of the laser aperture, which is formed by a diffraction-limitedobjective rotating
with high speed around the helical axis. The velocity of the laser image is 18.6 meters/
sec at 1800 rpm of the rotating optical system. The inclinationof the image azimuth
14.2
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against the transport direction of the Unidensity film is 1 deg, 32 minutes. This pro-
duces helical unit records of one line length containing 600,000 bits each, with spacing
between individual unit records of 2 bit diameters. The width of the information-carry-
ing area of the 16 mm Unidensity film is 8 mm. Total capacity of one UNICON Memory
System is 88 x 109 bits for a 16 mm Unidensity film real of 100 feet.
While the UNICON-6 uses a 16 ram wide recording medium, a 35 mm width
of recording _ucdium would be more practical, from the standpoint of reducing
access time. The track layout would be a illustrated in Figure 36. The 35 mm
width in this figure includes 4 turn in the upper edge track for a binary file accession
number, 1 mm in the lower edge track for a time track and a 30 mm wide track for
recording of data. Data tracks 1 meter in length _ould be laid transversely along
O .
this width, each track providing a file length of 10 bits. The track separation
nromal to the direction of recording would be 4 microns. Due to the low incidence
angle, this gives a 167 micrometer track separation distance along the length of the
reco_ng medium. This configuration would provide a total information capacity
of 10" bits in 528 lineal feet of recording information:
,),) Ill111
L
mm BINARY CODE FOR FILE ACCESSION NUMBERS
" ,iil
_UNIT DATA TRACK meter long)FILE (1
S (CONTIGUOUS SPACING)
84_ ---]
1[ .... _...4/._
1 mm TIIV[E TRACK
Figure 36 Track Layout
In order to synchronize the high speed optical rotary system and the low speed
transport of the recording medium with the real time of the signal, three separate
servos are comhined to a complete s(;rvo system. The time I)asc for the s('rvo
control system ix provided by laser prerecording on the medium, thus yielding a
s(;I)aratc control tcack. Readout of the servo track during recording/reproducing
utilizes another laser of h)w t)ower.
1 4-I
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Being a strictly optical and quantum-mechanical data process, mechanical
contact is eliminated between writing/reading means and the recording/reproducing
medium. This is quite different from magnetic data processing, which is a
"classical" data process essentially determined by the gap width of the writing/reading
head and its length. Entirely different from erasable magnetic data processing, the
UNICON system represents a nondestructive documentary type of data storage mid
retrieval. Eliminating photographic development, UNICON coherent light recording
provides a permanent record which is instantaneously reproducible during recording
as well as during unlimited nondestructive secondary readout.
Limited only by the wavelength and power of the record/reproduce laser, the
principle of the UNICON system provides up to two orders of magnitude higher
performance in respect to the two critical parameters of information density and
frequency b._mdwidth, compared to present capabilities using magnetic recording
techniques. When perfected to the operating production model stage, the UNICON
concept would seem to be ideal for the type of archival storage and retriew_l
(digital) required by the AAPA.
6.3.3.2 Image Storage - For image storage, an assortment of microfilm
techniques are available. Although the traditional microfilm on reels is by no means
obsolete, there has been increasing use of microfilm in the form of fiche, which
contain several rows of images (corresponding to the length of a typical research
report) and which can be handled and interfiled easily. Also important has been the
use of aperture cards, which are standard punch cards for data processing machines
in which have been embedded one or more microfilm frames. Aperture cards are
key-punched with index codes describing the record they carry in microfilm; when
the aperture card is selected in a search, the desired record is immediately
available. Aperture cards are particularly attractive as a means of storing,
retrieving and duplicating engineering drawings.
The saving of storage space is an obvious objective of the use of microfilm,
but it is one that should be approached with caution. Extremely high reductions are
possible, but they are rarely economical because of the penalties in higher filming
expense, higher projecting expense and the difficulty of handling tiny images. A
recently adopted FederM standard for microfiche reflects the view that a reduction
ratio of about ]=20 is the most economical with present technology. A record reduced
by this factor takes up one four-hundredth of its original area. Probably even more
important than space saving to many users at present is the fact that records on
microfilm can be duplicated more cheaply than the full size originals.
It would appear at the outset that some of these various microfilm formats are
not particularly well suited for the AAPA. Aperture cards employ a unit record
format, and there are few unit records anticipated for the AAPA. Microfiche, since
it is intended to correspond roughly to the length of an average research report,
might be of some use in storing copies of the AAPA experimenters' published results;
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however, it would be misapplied if used to archive the bulk image data which will
constitute the data base. When the bulk record "batches" of the AAP experiments
data are considered (viz., all the photographs or plot data from a specific instrument},
these approaches appear generally lacking. The two techniques considered below
appear better suited for this type of bulk image records.
6.3.3.2. l Micro-Vue - Micro-Vue, a development of the Republic Aviation
Division of Fairchild lliller, employs a "microfilming of microfilm" technique which
is somewh_t an_tlagous to the PCMIprocess described previously. The infornmtion
storage medium which was developed for the Micro-Vue is a laminated photographic
film chip 4 x 5 in. in size. The information images are arrangecl on the chip in a
99 x 99 matrix, inside a useable area of 3.2 x 4.3 in. This size matrix c_m contain
9801 frames, or pages, of information. Matrices of any desired size can be prepared
to increase or decrease the amount of information stored with proportionate change
in the size of the lVlicro-Vue equipment. Linear reduction of up to 300:1 from the
original material is accomplished through microphotographic techniques. Final
resolution is in excess of 500 lp ram. The photographic negative master is utilized
to prepare the desired quantity of contact print positives which are then laminated
and otherwise processed for dissemination and use in the Micro-Vue. Film processing
requires controlled conditions to preclude the incorporation of foreign materials, dirt,
and lint, up to and through the process of lamination. Once laminated, film chip
image quality does not suffer through handling and casual use. Scratches and dust are
not of particular concern since the Micro-Vue optics are focused on the film emulsion
inside the laminate.
For retrieved, the compound table used to hold the film chip is positioned in the
appropriate row _m(l column coordinates by lead screws. Motion in both axes
accomplished by small stepper motors. Film chips may be changed manually or by
use of a 10 or 20 chip automatic loader. Any of 200,000 pages may be addressed within
30 sec. Access to the desired frame of information may be accomplished either
electronically by digiswitch or by slew switch activation.
Figure 37 shows the basic two-:stage Micro-Vue processing operation. The
output of the final camera is a glass-plate negative containing all 10,000 frames. From
this negative, the required positive copies are made by contact printing. These copies
are on flexible film and are laminated in a protective plastic covering before distribution.
The archieval storage of records, cn¢'yelopedic storage of reference information
such as abstracts, booing, tables and charts, dissemination of professional periodic
literature and reports, and similar record-t)l)e material with little or n() requirement
for revision are natural subjects for Micro-Vue treatment. It is interesting to note
1,1(;
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Figure 37 Basic Micro-Vue Production Scheme
the fundamental similarity between Micro-Vue and basic microfiche, the principal
difference being the size of the record groupings (10,000 for Micro-Vue; nominally
30 for microfiche). This feature would make the employment of lV[icro-Vue for the
volume image-record "batching" required of the AAPA seem quite attractive. A
limiting drawback, however, is the requirement for specialized viewing equipment
at the individual user sites.
6.3.3.2.2 Roll Film - Roll film storage offers the advantages of microfilm,
but like magnetic tape, requires serial searching to obtain access to the recorded
information. Attempts to shorten the search time have concentrated on electronic
means of scanning and, in some cases, on using shorter length rolls of film. In
some systems, the index information is recorded in digital form as small clear and
dark areas beside the document image area. Consequently, in roll storage, the basic
intent has been to increase search speed by reducing the length of film to be searched,
by increasing the searching speed, or by a combination of both.
One apparent disadvantage of roll film storage is that it forces the use of
information in a fixed physical arrangement. File updating and reorganization can
only proceed by extensive splicing or by complete recopying. In many applications,
these restrictions cannot be endured even though mechanization is utilized to increase
searching speed. For such situations a unit record concept is usually employed.
However, due to the ease of manipulating roll film in contrast to unit records,
mechanization of roll film storage can be attained in many cases at lower cost. Under
such conditions, roll storage should be considered if any possibility exists that its
relative file inflexibility can be endured. The AAPA represents just such an application.
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Recordak Miracode - Microfilm Information Retrieval Access Code (Micracoce) is
essentially standard roll microfilm with digitally coded optical indexing. The basic access
unit of the system is a 4 x 4 x 1 inch magazine containing 100 feet of 16 mm roll film. Both
the document images and the digital code are recorded on the film.
The indexing system is extremely versatile and open-ended. Every document
field on the film, which may consist of one or more documents, is assigned an
identifying code field composed of one or more code colunms. The columns employ
an arrangement of clear and opaque rectangles -ts bit notations. By the use of 12 bits,
each colmnn is afforded BCD representation of the numbers 000 through 999. A
utility bit and parity bit bring the column total to 14 bits. These code columns can be
configured in virtually any combination to depict more than a million retrieval terms,
provide fixed or open code fields, and apply machine logic search capabilities. The
available machine logic modes consist of the following operations:
Word "OR" -A +B +C +D
Phrase '_)R" - (A-B) + (CeD)
Word/Phrase 'OR" - A ÷ (BeC eD)
"BUT NOT" -AeB-CeD
Identi_ - (:)
Boundary Conditions - (__, <_)
Retrieval is accomplished by random serial access. It requires that the
appropriate search criteria be keyed into the Lodestar Reader Printer which can scan
the entire 100 foot roll of film in 10 sec. The first page of specific coded document
which answers the search request is located and is automatically displayed, ready
for viewing or printout. Other documents, answering the same parameters, may be
located by merely depressing the search button again. Using this mode of operation,
a file of 10,000 pages randomly contained in five magazines can be searched in less
than 2.5 minutes.
A basic Miracode system consists of the following items:
Miracodc Microfilmer - This phmetary 16 mm unit, which inc|udes convenient
operator controls, is especially designed for high-resolution recording and accur:ltc
illumination adjustmcnt.
Miracodc Retrieval Station -This equil)ment can store, within fingertip reach,
approximately 480 film magazines. The station is modular in design and can be
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arranged in several configurations. It contains all the controls necessary to initiate
and complete a search cycle and utilizes the Recordak Reader Printer which can
search the binary code on the microfiIm at high speeds. Selective prints of documents
in several print modes can also be provided by this unit.
Assuming 1000 document pages per 100 foot roll*, it can be seen that a single
retrieval station can service approximately one half million pages. Or, for those
inciined to think of storage in terms of bits, the conversion can be made as follows:
Nominal resolution employed: 150 lp mm = 3800 lpi
Normal reduction: 24:1
Resolution preserved from original: 158 lpi
2
Total bits preserved from original (8 1/2 in. xall in.): 8 1/2 x 11 x (158)
= 2.34 x 10 v bits/page
Total number of pages: 1000 (pages per 100 feet roll) x 480 rolls
= 480,000 pages
Total bits per station: (2.34x106 ) (4.8x105 ) = 1.12 x1012 bits
Which perhaps shows that it is frequently misleading to make such conversions
and then be awed by the apparent volume of "data" which results. In many cases,
such as this one, the more significant figure is the number of records - which was
shown to be nearly one half million. The fact that each record has a "record length"
of more than a million bits does not significantly complicate the overall problem of
record storage and retrieval.
The approximate component costs for a basic Miracode system are given below.
Initial Costs:
16 mm Planetary camera
Film Processor (Processing time - 30 rain/100 ft.)
Retrieval Station
Total
$12,000
4,000
1_, 000
$3,t, 000
* A nominal estimate
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Operating Costs:
Film (150-200 lp mm), per 100 ft. roll
Development (per roll)
Magazine
Hard copy printout (each)
$3.50
.25
1.25
.08
6.3.3.3 Digital/Image Conversion - Since the AAPA data base will consist of
both digital and image data, it is worthwile to review some of tile techniques commonly
employed to cross-convert these data forms. Image to digital conversion may be
accomplished by a variety of optical scanning methods. One of the most common
applications of this technique is the facsimile transmission of image data. Although
it has been determined that this type of data dissemination will not be required for the
initial version of the AAPA, image to digital conversion should be considered if
automatic processing techniques are to be applied to the photographic and graphical
portions of the data base.
The possible requirement for converting digital data to image data has a
somewhat greater likelihood. One application might be the preparation of surrogate
data for dissemination to users. This data could consist of both alphanumeric and
digital line data, and might be prepared in response to single requests or for mass
distribution. Some of the devices commonly employed to accomplish both image-to-
digital and digital-to-image conversion of data are discussed below.
6.3.3.3.1 hnage-to-Digital Conversion
The various storage media which are being considered for the data arcllives
have been discussed previously in this section. Normal cost effectiveness considerations
indicated that the various magnetic devices may be most suitable for the storage of
digital data, while high resolution film media are best suited for most of the pictoral
and graphical information.
Nevertheless, there are applications where it is desired to convert non-digital
data, particularly graphical data, to a digital format for convenience of computer
processing. For this reason, several of the optical scanning and digitizing, and
subsequent output plotter line of equipment have been reviewed. The following
paragral)hs arc included to present a partial but current view of this technclo_ as it
pertains to tlu, AAI ) I)ata Archiv(_s.
'l'h(' us(' ()1"I)h)lting ('(luit)tu(:nt lot (',onv(,rsi()n ()[ line path :IDol l.)._itio..l:d.:L I'r()m
IIl:ll)s , gr:ll)hic tql:ll'l.s, ;tll(I similar two dimensi()nal copy has be(,n I()Utl(I (h',sir;=lih' I'_)r
several, applications. E(luipment is presently available for this conversion ill a wi(h,
range of speeds, accuracies, and capabilities for copy handling. It is desirod to
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determine costs, availability, and limitations of present equipment for performing the
required functions. Survey results are presented in the following sections of this
section.
Ten manufacturers of plotting and digitizing equipment have been reviewed.
Verbal reports indicate that several additional sources are possible; however, at
present no data, no sales literature, or other recorded substantiation is available.
Until such is received, therefore, these equipments will not be included in the survey.
Those whichhave been covered in this survey represent a wide range of size and
complexity, performance, and cost.
The major features are summarized in Table XVIH. While these may be
divided into categories in several ways, Table XVIII used copy size as the criterion
[or dividing the equipments into three categories, small, medium, and large. As
may be noted under 'Remarks', several equipments have options which affect price,
therefore direct absolute comparisions between equipment proces are not possible.
For three units, Calma, Itek, and Wayne-George, quotations were requested with
specific output interface configurations. In addition to the market survey, several
basic approaches to position sensing and recording have been explored.
In principle, there are three basic methods available for determining location of
a spot in relation to a fixed reference. The majority of the equipments studied utilize
the most straightforward method X - Y coordinates to designate position. However,
there is a great degree of variety represented by various equipments in the technique
for X - Y determination. A second method, used in only one equipment, is specifying
a point as RHO/THETA, that is, a radius and an angle. This appears to have a
limited size capability due to required rigidity of the radius arm to maintain satisfactory
accurady. This limitation is reflected in the maximum capacity of 7 x 7 in. for the
Grafacon equipment. A third method, which admittedly has some disadvantages, is
in the use of two fixcd length arms (or radii) and the measurement of two angles. No
present equipment utilized this approach.
A fourth possibility, which is not truly a tracing technique, is in the use of a
limited small area scanning, with the area location controlled m:mually. In this concept,
gross location would be selected by the operator and fine scan of this area would then
digitize the coordinates within this area.
In the X - Y coordinate measurement method_ the techniques fall into two primary
classes:
l) X - Y determined by rotary encoders driven by a linear motion of the tracer
stylus, with X - Y components resolved by the mechanism.
2) X - Y determined by proximity sensing using a special stylus, with capacitive
or similar coupling.
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In rotary encoder sensing, a further subdivision into absolute and incremental
types is possible. Both of these classes are represented by equipment in Table I.
Prior to a full discussion and comparison of these tracing techniques, it is
worthwhile considering some idealized characteristics of a general tracing system.
While these characteristics may vary dependent on use, (e. g., tracing of patterns
and regular geometric figures may require different characteristics than the tracing
of irregular control lines of weather maps), an optimum system, if not resulting in
excessive costs, would be universal, including features to cover all applications.
Characteristics of such a system are presented here, based on a limited
experience with tracing operations, and in some cases based on intuition.
1) Copy Size: It would appear that copy sizes of up to 48 x 48 in. should be
accommodated I)y a general tracer. In addition, it wouhl be advantageous
to have a capability for roll size copy.
2) Resolution: This should be selectable within some limits due to various
possible applications. A lower limit, considering manual control, would
seem to be around . 001 in.
3) Accuracy: Accuracy should be compatible with resolution or better.
limit of. 001 in., equivalent to the resolution limit, would seem to be
adequate.
A low
4) Digital Format: The use of absolute X - Y (or other) coordinate position
would seem to be required as a reference for any system. The use of in-
cremental steps within specified limits has advantages in minimizing storage
requirements and very probably it is advantageous in many computer
processing procedures (i. e., the incremental provides a vector represen::ation,
saving a computation of this value).
_) l)igit:d ()utl)ut Interface: For flexibility of use, an al)ility to interface easily
witl_ meg tal), pal)or tapc, l)unched cards, and directly to a COml)Uix:r is
desi L'al)le.
(;) Stylu: Force: This should be minimum to minimize operator fatigue.
However, when working with a tilted or vertical surface, some braking or
cotmterbahmeing is required to avoid drift when released.
7) Stylus Inertia: While this should be reasonable low to allow easy change of
direction for irregular contours or abrupt angles, it would seem that some
inertia to eliminate 'shaky' hands and vibration effects is necessary.
15,1
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8) Type of Copy: To cover a maximum of applications, the tracer should be
capable or working with transparent copy, opaque copy, or projected images.
In addition to these specific characteristics, other desirable featttres of a
tracing system may be considered:
Recording ability. In the simplest case, this may be pencil writing on trans-
parent overlay over the material being traced. This would seem to be very
desirable for complex copy, so that operator will know that sections have
been completed.
Repeat back. This is desirable to verify operator's tracing accuracy.
Recorded on transparent medium, the play-back copy superimposed on the
traced copy would verify tracing accuracy.
Coding o[ enclosed areas. An ability to close a loop (or contour line) and
indicate by coding the significance (gray shade, color, etc.) of the closed
area would seem desirable for some applications.
Ability to follow standard templates, (e. g., straight lines, circles, etc.)
As an alternate to this, manual encoding of these and standard symbols would
seem desirable.
• Correction capability. A means for deleting errors and inserting new data
is desirable.
The ability to code lines or areas for color or shades of gray would be useful
for certain applications. In addition, coding for dashed or dotted lines might
be useful.
Based on these assumed characteristics, the equipment of Table XVIII may now
be discussed.
1) Small size class. - Rho-theta - The rho-theta tracer is small, light and
portable, and by far cheaper than others. However, as noted, additional
circuits are required for conversion to digital form for storage. With this
system, position resolution is variable with radius. For a 10 in. radius, a
10' angular resolution results in a 0. 029" position resolution. For shorter
radii, the resolution improves, as does accuracy. An encoder with 1' or
less resolution is available, therefore a system meeting a . 002" to . 003"
resolution is practical. Parts costs and labor estimates are presented for
this design, including output registers and circuits for interfacing with an
ASR 33 TTY.
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Electronic Tablets - The Grafacon Mod-1010 and Sylvania DT-1 both use
electronic sensing of the stylus position. In principle, the two are similar;
both use a horizontal/vertical printed circuit grid carrying signal voltages,
and a capacitively-coupled probe as the stylus. The Grafacon uses a coded
bit stream which is unique for each of the horizontal and vertical grid lines.
Recognition of the pattern received by the stylus using a decoder determines
the X - Y position. The Sylvania tablet uses phase-sensing for X - Y determina-
tion. The stylus for each of these is light-weight and easily movable. It is
possible that the resolution limit of the Grafacon (. 01v_ is imposed by spacing
requirements for the signal voltages used. The Sylvania may be less limited
because grid line to grid line voltage gradient is small due to small phase
difference. The same reason may be applied to the stated accuracies of the
two units. Although the price of the Grafacon is considerable higher, some
useful error-checking circuits are included. The Sylvania unit is claimed to
have a three dimensional capability, (i. e., stylus height above the table allows
a Z digitization of three bits). No description is provided on how this is
achieve(I.
Medium Size Class. - Several equipments in this class are duplicated in the
largc-siz(, class. All X - Y devices in both classes are I)asically the same,
having optic_d or magnetic rotary cncoders. Each has options on output
interface, and most have special features which probably could be duplicated
by others if required. Two major differences within the class are the Calma
and Concord Control units which provide incremental output data rather than
absolute position. The Calma Mod 303 was viewed at the Calma New England
field office. No serious problems were apparent. The flexibility of scaling,
calibrating, and location of reference points appears advantageous for many
digitizing applications; however, the procedures are sufficiently complex
that operator training would be required to perform some setups efficiently.
The fecl of the stylus was adequate and irregular lines were traced with
reasonable accuracy. A Calcomp Plotter was used as repeat back for the
demonstration unit and required mmnual pen-up, pen-down operations for
some tracing operations. Aside from speed linlitations when using the Cal(;onlp
1)letter ", the ('ntire system operation seemed satisfactory.
Actor(ling to C:dvn:L literatm-e, the 480 has an a(i(litional uni(lu(_ I'(:;llur_, of :l
variable incv'emental digitizing depending on stylus velocity, it may be
reasoned that where an operator has confidence in tracing, su('h as straight
or gently curved lines, _md therefore traces relatively high speed, the nee, d
of data points with high resolution is not required. As the operator finds it
necessary to slow down, to negotiate highly irregular lines, digitizing at a
corresponding high resolution becomes desirable. Note that the Model 480
has controls for either fixed resolution or variable resolution digitizing. The
main adv:mtages of the variable mode are in allowing higher tracing rates
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without overloading the recording device, and more efficient utilization of
computer time in processing the recorded data.
An installation of the Wayne-George T-36 tracing table at the Physics Dept.
of the University of Mass. was reviewed. The use of this table for determining
particle paths in a bubble chamber for nuclear particle studies requires the use
of a film protection, and digitizing of only a few points on the track. The setup
of the W/G table for this application is probably not typical of many contemplated
users. A projection system mounted above the table projects the film image
onto a white formica table top. The cursor is manually positioned to the
desired points, and a reading obtained and recorded by actuation of a footswitch.
The associated card punch is adequate for the point digitizing application, but
would severely limit speed for line digitizing. The feel of the cursor in the
following lines was better than the Calma, however, part of this may be due to
the fact that lines traced were regular curves, (circles, spirals, etc.) as
compared to irregular contour traced on the Calma. Only one difficulty has
been encountered in repeatability, apparently due to slippage of the belt on the
encoding pulley, and this was corrected by parts replacement and adjustment.
There is no provision for back lighting from below the table.
3) Large Size Class. - With two exceptions, the general comments regarding the
medium class apply to this calss. The exceptions are the Itek PCR-1 and the
Bensor-Lehner LARR-D. Considerable difficulty has been encountered in
obtaining the Itek PCR-1 price. Itek stated that the delays were caused by
attempts to reduce the original price. In discussions, it was disclosed that a
new design may be in process. Part of the high cost of the PCR-1 is probably
attributable to the power positioning of the cursor from a joy-stick. Also,
magni_'ing lens systems are used on this equipment, which probably add to
cost. Optical magnifiers are also available for Bensor-Lehner equipment.
Bensor-Lchner lists several digitizing equipments in addition to those shown
in Table I. Those specifically used for strip-chart analog record digitizing
and one specifically used only for film projection digitizing were excluded
from this report. The LARR-D has a unique feature, in that a drum is used as
the copy mounting surface. While not stated in detail, it is implied that the drum
is used for gross Y position, so that an operator may remain seated in a fixed
position and have access to top and bottom of the copy by rotating the drum. It
it understood that small Y increments are sensed by the cursor, along with all
increments. The method of composing total Y from Y drum + Y fine is not
described. If all Y position is derived from drum rotation, it is visualized
that a high degree of operator coordination in negotiating lines at other than
horizontal or vertical would be required.
Gerber has several types of accessories for their Model 32 and 75 plotting
tables° llowcver, since these arc accessories only, the pricing is dependent
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on availability of the plotter, therefore the only item listed in Table I is the
Large Area Coordinate Digitizer.
Additional information on price and performance for blank items in Table XVIII
has been requested.
A second arc'_ of effort on this program has been the investigation of the
scmil)antograph as a location sensing device. As noted previously, some
disadvitnta_"es are apparent in the use of this technique, and others not
apparent may be the cause of no vendors utilizing this approach. There are
two features which would seem to make the system attractive.
a) Avoids the requirement for linear to rotary conversion. Also,
multiple revolutions of the encoder are not required.
b) Curved line stylus motions are more readily accomplished.
Without detailed design, it is not safe to assume that less stylus force is
required than for equivalent X - Y systems. However, the fact that only
two rotary bearings are required, and the allowability of light weight carrying
arms would tend toward light moving forces. Also, the relative cost of this
system, using simpler mechanisms, should be less than equivalent X - Y systems.
One major disadvantage of the system is in varying resolution ,and accuracy
over the t_tble area. Preliminary analysis has shown that X _md Y variations
tend to offset each other, helping to make absolute position less inaccurate
as a function of position than would appear at first glance.
A second major advantage is that a calculation is needed to convert a/B to
X - Y. Originally, it appeared that the conversion was fairly complex. By
use of a rotary housing as reference for the second angle (/_) sensing, this
has been simplified considerably. It should be emphasized that additional
analysis is required to obtain performance characteristics.
6.3.3.3.2 Digital to Image Conversion - Stromberg Carlson SC - 4020/4400/4060
emi)h)ys their CIIAIL_CTR()N' Shaped Beam Tube to convert data stored in digital for m
to a CRT imal_c. This image can then 1)e transferred to microfilm or photorecording
paper. In the ,I020 Coml)uter Recorder, the CIIARACTROI_"' can 1)(_ used to _(,neratc
char:tt'tcrs, symbols, lines, or curves for output to standard t(; or :_5 mm film an(Vet
i)hotorecordiag I)al)(,r. The 4400 Document Recorder generates ch:tr:l('tcrs, syt)fl)ols :m(I
also the visual ('o(Ics required by semiautomatic and automatic storage and retrieval
systems. The 40(;0 Data Recording System, the most versatile of the three, contains
its own sixteen-bit general purpose computer. It has the same capabilities as the 4020
and 4400, plus a host of others. It also provides a built in system which processes
the exposed microfilm automatically.
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3M Electron Beam Recorder (EBR) System is designed to take computer-
generated digital information stored on magnetic tape, convert it to image form, and
output it as a fully developed microfilm image - all in one continuous operation. The
microfilm imaging is accomplished by electron beam recording techniques, using a
fixed character-set format. The fully developed microfilm output is accomplished
using 3MTS heat-developable 16 mm Dry-Silver microfilm.
6.3.4 Surface Deformation - General ElectricVs Thermoplastic Recording
I)rocess presently in the product development stage, portends to combine the advantages
of photographic and magnetic recording.
Thermoplastic tape is a "sandwich" of material consisting of a base layer on
Cronar, an extremely thin transparent layer of electrically conductive material, :rod a
thin layer of a thermoplastic. This tape is manipulated as is magnetic tape but (;an be
used at much greater storage densities. Using a highly refined electron gun, digital
information has been recorded at a density of 80 million bits per square inch.
In recording, information is represented by a charge pattern which is applied
to the tape by an electron gun. The tape with the charge image then moves over a
heater which heats the thermoplastic sufficiently to allow it to deform under the electro-
static attractive forces between the charge on the surface and the conducting layer of
the tape which is held at a uniform potential. The original charge pattern is therefore
transformed into a groove pattern where the depth of the groove is at any point propor-
tional to the local charge density and hence to the original signal strength.
When the grooves are formed, the information is available for readout or the
tape can be wound on a take up reel for future playback. The complete process from
charge delivery to the creation of readable information can be achieved in milliseconds.
At this point in the recording cycle, modification can be made such that the information
can be made available in real time for use in displays.
At this point the information exists on the tape in the form of depth modulated
grooves. For meaningful playback, Schlieren optics are used to generate an intensity-
modulated image to which the eye or photosensors are responsive. In this technique,
two sets of stops, called Schlieren bars, are added to the ordinary projector configuration
of a condensing lens and a projection lens. When used with thermoplastic recording,
the projection optics allow a gray scale to be achieved from the original mi croscopic
grooves on the tape.
With these characteristics, it is evident that the thermoplastic tape combines
many advant ages of both photographic and magnetic recording. It has the resolution
capability for image formation and an immediate access to information and capability
for erasure and re-use as with magnetic tape. Current efforts with this technique ;tee
concerned with investigating the implications encountered when considering its use in
anah)g recording, digital data storage, (tisph_y systems an(I electroni(_ photography.
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In a recent Air Force application, a thermoplastic recording system has been developed
to record image data having 8000 by 5000 picture elements on a 3 by 2 in. area of tape,
while measuring sixteen shades of gray.
6.3.5 Review of Applicable State-of-the-Art ADP Main Frame Hardware - At
present, the data storage and retrieval requirements of the AAPA are not defined to a
degree of completeness which will permit selection of specific items of computer
hardware. Tables XIX and XX represent the broad range of main frame equipment
which seem suitable to the AAPA environment. The rough division into scientific and
business oriented devices facilitates one useful type of overview. If the AAPA is to
function principally as a straightforward information retrieval system, the business-
oriented computers seem operationally adequate. If the archive operation develops
more toward retrieval and specialized output processing to suit individual users T needs,
it can be generally assumed that this will constitute an additional need for scientific
processing capability. In this case, the procurement of main frame equipment more
oriented towards scientific processing may be justified.
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7.0 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
During the course of this study, the rudimentary requirements for the data ar-
chives - or better said, a data center - to service the data collected from the Apollo
Applications Program have been defined and studied. It has been unquestionably
demonstrated tl_t there is a keen user interest in AAP data thereby necessitating the
creation of an active data center rather than a mere long term bulk storage f'mility.
Because of the limited amount of published information from NASA about tlle particu-
lars of the AAP (list and definition of approved experiments, number of missions,
expected da_l, etc.), it has been difficult to get a true assessment of users' require-
ments; however, the interest generated in the types of experiments anticipated for
the AAP was very strong, especially among the community of extractive industry.
Time limit_tions of this contract have restricted the contact with potential users
largely to representatives of extractive industries. Thus, one of the key tasks remain-
ing is to expand potential user exposure to the fields of biomedicine and life support
systems, communications, the physical sciences and space engineering. More will be
said about this in Section 7.2.
Apart from motivating user interest to develop user requirements, system
specifications were generated for both a full-blown "archives" system as well as an
initial system. The creation and growth of the initial system will be extremely cri-
tical to the eventual success of the full-blown system, thus much more time and
effort must be spent in defining the goals and evolutionary procedures of the initial
sys tern.
Finally, much continued effort is required in the area of system design, to
develop performance specifications and delineate all software requirements. This
problem should also be addressed.
7.1 InitialSystem
Much has been said in Section 3.0 about the mechanics and structure of the ini-
tial system over the first few years of operation. The question which remains, how-
ever, is how to best implement the system to provide for the most effective system
growth. At this stage in time, three possibilities appear to exist which are as follows:
Six to eight months t)rior to the first AAP flight, initiate a pilot
storage and retrieval system to handle data from the Earth
I_esources I)rogram being conducted by MSC.
Six to eight m()ntl_ l)rior to the first AAi ) flight, i,liti:,to :t idiot
st,)r:lgc :m,I retrieval system to handle data from exl)erinu:nts
flown during the Gemini program which would be of particular
interest ix) users.
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Initiate the initial system with the inception of the first AAP
flight.
Other possibilities may also exist, and some time should be spent to explore
them. In any case, it is believed that some sort of pilot operation, i.e., operation
before file first AAP flight, would be advantageous in that it would serve to est_/blish
procedures, develop the confidence of users, and demonstrate the need for both the
AAPA and also the experiments to be flown during the AAP.
7.1.1 Aircraft Sensor Da_. - Since 1964, MSC has been flying Earth Resources
Aircraft Missions with increasing sophistication. Many of the sensors and sensor
data evolving from this program are similar to some of those which can be expected
to be employed during the AAP. Use of this data in the pilot system, therefore, is
felt to be very prudent as it is expected that the Earth resources data will be among
the most demanded of the AAP data. A list of the sensors employed in the aircraft
missions along with the amount and output of data of 12, 24 and 36 missions a year
(using a Convair 240 and Lockheed Electra NP3A) is provided below.
Sensor
R C -s
M altiband Careers
AAS-5 (UV) Imager
Microwave Imager
RS-7 IF{ Imager
Side Looking Radar
Dual Cham_el Imager
l{econ IV IR hnager
KA62 Camera Cluster
Boresight Camera
Recording Media
9 1/2 in. film; 75 ft/roll
70mm film; 150 ft/roll
35mm film; 75 ft/roll
70mm film; 75 ft/roll
70mm film; 75 ft/roll
5 in. film; 150 ft/roll
70mm film; 75 ft/roll
70ram film; 75 ft/roll
5 in. film; 150 lt/_'()ll
35mm film; 1000 ft/roll
Missions Per Year
]2
550 ft/mo
600 ft/mo
50 ft/mo
75 ft/mo
75 ft/mo
150 ft/mo
150 ft/mo
75 ft/mo
1800 l't/mo
200 ft/mo
24
1100 ft/mo
1200 ft/mo
100 ft/mo
150 ft/mo
150 ft/mo
300 ft/mo
300 ft/mo
1 50 ft/mo
3(;00 I't/mo
4000 ft/mo
3 (;
1 (;50 ft/mo
1800 ft/mo
150 ft/mo
225 ft/mo
225 ft/mo
400 ft/mo
450 ft/mo
225 ft/mo
5400 ft/mo
(;000 ft/mo
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Sensor Recording Media
12
Missioas Per Year
24 36
Passive MW Radiometer
Scatterom eter
IR Spectrometer
IR Radiometer
Multi-Frequency MW
R adiemeter
Laser Altimeter
PRT-5 (Barnes)
Total Air Temp Probe
ASQ-90
*Magnetic Tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Magnetic tape
Total Film
Total Tape
5,525 ft/mo 11,050 ft/mo
66,500 ft/yr 132,600 ft/yr
7/me 14/me
84/yr 168/yr
16,575 ft/mo
198,900 ft/mo
21/me
252/yr
The nl:|gnetic Lq)e rc_:orded data can all be contained on the same tnpe (luring
each mission.
The film to be used will consist of B&W, Ill, color, color IR, and color aeroneg.
The magnetic tapes used will be one inch tapes and 5000 feet long.
Storage of this data in a pilot AAPA would thus serve to accomplish two func-
tions, namely, 1) it would provide a good test of the utility of an AAPA (data center),
and 2) it would enable procedures to be established and developed before the actual
AAP data is available.
1 6 6
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7.1.2 Gemini Data. - During the Gemini program, several experiments were
performed which are similar to or forerunners of experiments to be performed dur-
ing the AAP. Examples of this are experiment S005, Synoptic Terrain Photography,
and experiment S006, Synoptic Weather Photography. Some of these experiments
would have a very strong user appeal and could thus also serve as excellent material
to store in a pilot archive. Needless to say, data from Gemini which is related to
AAP experiments should be stored in the AAPA and more important could be used as
a data base of a pilot system. A further examination of this possibility is recom-
mended.
7.1.3 AAP Flight 1A Data. - The first scheduled AAP mission, designated AAP
Flight 1A, is to be launched in mid-1969.
for the flight and are listed below.
Twenty-six experiments have been approved
MONITORING
NO. NAME FACILITY
D017 Carbon Dioxide R eduction Hunts ville
S005 Synoptic Terrain Photography tIouston E
S006 Synoptic Weather Photography Houston E
S009 Nuclear Emulsion Houston
S015 Zero-G Single Human Cells Itouston
_S01(; Trapped Particles Asymmetry Houston
S017 X-Ray Astronomy Houston
S01S Micro metoid Collection Houston
S01 !) UI traviol et Stcll;I r Astronomy ! l()us ton
S020 lrV a n(l X- ray Solar I)hotograplay I louston
*027 Galactic X-r:ly Astronomy lluntsvillo
S039 Day-Nite Cam cl-a Ih)uston E
S043 IR Temperature Sounding Houston E
1(;7
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M ONITOR ING
NO. NAME FACILITY
S049 IR Interferometer Spectrometer Houston
S050 IR Temperature Profile l{adiometer i[ouston
S063 UV Air Glow Horizon Photography Houston
S065 Multiband Terrain Photography Houston
S075 Electric Scan Microwave Radiometer Houston
S100 Metric Camera (Incl. Stellar) Houston
S101 Multiband Photography Houston
S102 Dual Channel Scanner Images Houston
S103 Shortwave Length Spectrometer Houston
S 104 M ic rowave Temperature Sounder tlouston
T002 Manned Navigation Sighting ltouston
T003 In-Flight Nephelomete r Houston
T004 Frog Otolith Function Houston
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
In addition to these experiments, the following are being held as potential
candidates.
NO. NAME
S073 Geigenshine Zodiacal I,ight I I(mston
S 105 A Itim eter Sea tte rom ete r I I ()us to n
S 106 R:lda r Imager i lotis ton
* These items are questionable at the present time.
M O NITOR ING
FACILIT Y
E
E
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Those experiments marked by an "E" in the right-hand column are related to Earth
resources and are therefore expected to generate much user interest. As may be seen,
there are fourteen such experiments and a total data base of the order of 108 bits, to
say nothing of photographic and film data.
With so many experiments having a potentially large user interest, it would be
possible to establish the pilot AAPA on data from AAP 1-A alone. This would require
organizing the system toward the end of the second quarter of I969 to enable the per-
sonnel to establish procedures and arrange for the acquisition of ground truth data and
data from experimenters prior to the flight. The structure of the pilot system, whether
initiated toward the end of the second quarter of 1969 or shortly before (somewhere in
the first quarter of 1969 would be recommended if Gemini or Aircraft Missions data is
employed and the AAP 1-A date is met), would be as discussed in Sections 3.7 and 3.11.
It is to be noted that whichever pilot technique is adopted, approximately a year will be
required prior to its inception to establish all requirements - operational and procedural -
and to properly acquaint a "bank" of users with the system through seminars and con-
tinued visitations as performed under this study.
7.2 User Investigation
As it has been a key element in this study, the interface with users will also be
an essential feature in the development of the AAPA. For an undertaking such as the
AAPA, it is extremely important to have an active body of users who are both aware
of the system and the data stored therein, as well as the mechanics for extracting or
retrieving the data. Thus, it is recommended that the user visitations and presenta-
tions be continued on an even larger scale to a broader base of industrial, academic,
and governmental representatives. The presentations given to date have stimulated
interest in Earth resources, sensors and sensor development, information concerning
areas of the Earth where sensors will view, and new or modified experiments which
could be performed° Thus, by delivering presentations to a larger base of potential
users (covering more S. I. C. categories) and by utilizing a larger base of presentation
materials, it is expected that a more complete description of users' needs could be
gained and a firmer foundation established for exploitation of the AAP experiments
data.
In addition to contacting a broader base of disciplines in the user survey, an effort
should also be made to deliver presentations to :_ segment of small business. EN)eri-
enee gained from this study further in(tieates th:it in or(ter to accommo(l:ite the snmll
business activities with the AAPA, it will be necessnry to provide :l central ret)ository
with some peripheral equipment for analyzing data. ('haracteristically, small busi-
nesses do not have a large investment potential or much of the capital equipment which
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will be required to interpret much of the experimental data derived from the AAP.
Thus, to accommodate small business and to provide for presentations to a broader
base of disciplines, work should be performed to analyze their specific needs and
to gather additional presentation material oriented to their needs.
The two outstanding problems which have been cited above are 1) the need to ed-
ucate the broadest possible base of potential users and 2) the need to provide each user
with sufficient information about the background of experiments to permit a self-analy-
sis of data requirements. To help alleviate these problems, while at the same time
providing a positive step toward the creation and organization of the AAPA, it is further
recommended that NASA undertake to review and categorize (possibly under S. I. C.
sector number designations) each experiment. That is, at some time during the cycle
of approving an experiment, each experiment should be reviewed to determine its ap-
plicability to an economic (as opposed to scientific) endeavor and then to pinpoint the
specific area. This would implement NASA's internal bookkeeping, initialize an AAPA
reference index, and provide for efficient distribution of information to potential users.
7.3 System Design
In the area of system design, the first level functions of an AAPA system have
been defined and explored, an estimate of the data base has been compiled and a re-
view has been made of storage and retrieval devices and techniques. There is, however,
a large gap to bridge before the actual implementation of the system is undertaken.
Perhaps the first thing required in this further investigation is a rigid definition
of the scope of the system; i. e°, what direction will the system take, what data will it
store, and what data classes (experimenter tapes, reduced data tapes, raw (lat_! tapes,
etc.) will it store. With this completed, the functional details behind the first level
flow diagram (Section 3.7) may be established.
In Section 3.11, personnel considerations and a preliminary budget were delin-
eated for the initial system. Further investigations will also have to be performed to
refine this preliminary analysis and to examine the labor market to meet the demands
of the system.
To complement the initial state of the art review, the hardware and software de-
tails must be defined so that procurement specifications can be generated. Associative
memory techniques should be examined as a possible means of reducing the access
problem and areas of further research in equipment may be defined where a develop-
mental breakthrough might alleviate a hardware or software deficiency. Also, during
this phase of hardware :rod software development, the personnel who will staff the pilot
system shouh! be brought together, including the data analysis, surrogation, and key
management personnel, to investigate and create an accession code for all the data.
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Finally, the feasibility of interorganizational relationships with agencies other
than the NSSDC should be examined and all system interfaces established. The most
critical of these interfaces will be that between the AAPA, NASA, and the experiment-
ers. Current feelings are that the AAP staff should have direct contact with experi-
menters after going through the NASA field office responsible for the experiment. This,
however, bears further investigation.
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APPENDIX A
DIGITAL DATA ESTIMATES
FOR AAP
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I ),)
II
III
IV
V
V1
VII
_,,c I{I)t.
EXPERIME NT
SPACE SCIENCE
A.
B.
C.
D.
Astronomy
Planetary Atmosphere
Interplanetary Dust
Planetology
Factored Subtotal
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
A. Solar Physics
B. Particles and Fields
C. Ionospheric Physics
Factored Subtotal
SPACE ENGINEERING
A. Engineering Activity
B. Space Vehicle Technology
C. Electrical Controls
D. Space Application
E. Navigation and Traffic
F. Lunar and Planetology SC
Factored Subtotal
LIFE SC_: NCES
A. Biomedical and Behavior
B. Environment Biology
C. Physical Biolo_
D. Biotechnology
Factored Subtotal
COMMUNICATIONS
M E TEOROLOGY
EARTH IH':S()URCE S
EXTRAPOLATED
DATA TOTALS
FOR 192 EX])TS. *
3.1x108 Bits
4.8 x 105
4.5 xl09
Not Available
6.4 x 109
1.6 x 1010
i.1 x 106
Not Available
2.4 x i0I0
5.5x109
6.2 x 107
Not Available
Not Available
7.2 x 105
Not Available
1.1 x 1010
2.6 x 1010
2.7 x 106
Not Available
1.1xl08
3.5 x 1010
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
Total for 192 Fxl)ts.
2.,1 "Bcst-Vii" Factor
100/192 Factor
l,'i_llrc f()r i_lethod
DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN
3.1 x 108
2.4 x 105
4.5 x 109
All
6.4 x 109
1.6 x 1010
1.1x 106
All
2.4 x 1010
• 8 x 108
1.8 x 105
8 x 108
As Desired
As Desired
As Desired
3. I x 1010
7.5 x 1010
1. (; x ] 0 I1
AAPA
4.8 x 10 5
4.8 x 10 5
4.7 x 109
6.2 x 107
All
All
5.4 x 105
All
1.1 x 1010
2. (; x 1010
2.7 x 10 (;
All
1.1 x 108
3.5 x 1010
All
All
All
C,om binc(I Total
4. (; x 1010
10..5 x 1010
,) ,)
.... x I 0 I 1
3. H x .lO" I',il.s
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No report_tble inventions or other innovations, improvements, or discoveries
which may have more than academic significance were made or conceived during the
performance of this contract.
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